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.Preface. 
. . 
My general interest in Germany_bege.n with my 
freshman.year 1n high school. During m7 first two years in 
high school I studied. the G~rman language ~der a :native 
Germall who b~ought to her classroom that peculis.":i.~ atmosphere 
. ' 
which surrounds the German folktales. Then came the entry 
· ot the· United States into the. 'World ~war, and while George 
Creel and his propagandists were poisoning the minds of the · 
people toward German1, I lived in the home of an old German 
couple, who were an antidote tor those ... who maintained that 
tl.le Germans wer~ barbarous .Huns.· Still le.ter I studied Ger- · 
man history und~r.a Russian.who had been.educated 1n Germany • 
. This Russian was fully 1n accord w1th German methods of. edu-
cation. and as a J;"esu1t I was thoroughly in1tiatedinto Ger-
man history~ Recently I had an occasion ·to retell ·. to the notes 
which I kept on outside readings fo7t. this .. teacher,. and I no•. 
. ' .
tieed that. there \Vere onehundred·and.f1fty-si'-t.typewritten 
pages--just one of the four major assignments for a two hour 
college'course. 
When I. first began gathering the materials for this 
· thesis I expected· to write on the influence of Germany on 
American men, of letters who visited G_erman1 in: the nineteenth · 
century. I knew that certain outstanding American authors 
, like Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and Bayard Te:ylor· had been in 
Germ.any, and that theirvisits·bad influenced -their writings. 
' '
I soon found, however, _·that I was corifronted ·with ·the problem 
of limiting my subject. Far more American men of letters 
'had visited Germany in the nineteenth century than I had 
ever supposed, and· some .of them, likE> Oliver .Wendell Holmes, 
. . . 
while eminent in· letter's, ,ha? made- only a .flying trip through, 
Germany•..
•.In.the meantime I had .. discovered: ,that the n1ne-
teenthr.•century American authors who first went· to Germany
' . ' . ;., ',
were students. They were young men; an~ they went ther~ be- . 
. .
fore they had produced works that would give them any claim 
t~,the title of author •. I therefore centered my reading .a-
: ' ',, ~ ' ' • ) • I • : • ' • I 
·~ound these ·men, .•. and found .that a group of: them had .sone ·to 
/ ,• • ,'','. '•' > •, I 
the University of Gc:Sttingen. · T~ these men I decided to con~ 
fine the limits of my the.sis because they constituted a 
. . .. . . 
single group, 'because they were influenced by ,their.residence 
abroad. to a marked degree in most'. instances, and because they 
later attai?ed eminence in the field of American letters and 
exerted a tremendous · influence in Atneric'an ·lifeo, Such a -
. . .
11,.mitation solved the problem of having to.deal with a large 
number of Americans, excluding all those .who had gone to Ger-
many for trav~l exclusively and all those who had gone to 
.other German universities to study. 
The men herein· treated are listed in the order in 
which they went to Germany, except the two who went together--
.George ~ioknor .. and Edward Everett. After an Introduction in 
which I attempt to give some account of the influence on 
American literature as a result of .the studies and visits of 
these men, a. separate section is devoted to each man. If en 
author made more .than one trip to Germany, an account of each 
trip, is given, 1f possible. · For. e:,ery trip the i,easons for · 
going ~e· ~tated:,., and if the trip took the'author· to countries 
' '
other tbari Ge:t'*many, .. · an account· ot the . entire trip abroad . is · 
given.:. The; iluthor'ta' period in. Germany, 'however, .is· treated 
L"l .m.ore··dete.11. · .In··every case ·x attempt to ment1on·the 
things ··which 1nterested the author,· a, few; or' the eminent ;peo-
' ple he met, ,mat he thought of th~. German people' 'and of their 
:. school~ and literature, what literary' subjects he took from' 
Gerinan.y,· andbo;·thEl trips· e.ffeoted his lite, if tlley did.· 
I w:lsh i;o · e~ess my appreciation to Dt'O ·· li),; Mo HQp-
kins atici' Dr. J. ~H. Nelson for their 1nterest in my project· 
and fo.;, their kin.d·crit1cisll1S of my work.· I wiaht\lao·to' ex-
p~ess. ·mY' appreciation to the librarians of the" University of 
Klilis~s and the: Ktinsae State Tea.chere College at 'Elilp,or1a. · tori·
I " ', • ,' • ' 
' ' 
their co~pera·t1on~ ,often ·to· the. degree··· of', inconveniencing 
th~msei1TeE1,;il'l furnishing me with materials .. 
.' :, , 
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Int1,oduet1on 
"At the end·of.the eighteenth oe11tury,tt says 
H.enderaon ,, "there were in· Germany no less than three. hun--
. .
dred independent sovereignties,: .ecclesiastical states, or· 
·free cities,. not to speak of fifteen hundred imperial 
knights with· jurisdiction o-ver their· subjectfhnl . And when· 
one recalls that Germany was ,then no larger than ·the present· 
ats.te or Texas, one can faj.rly. realize the degree to whi.eh · 
· the country v;as cut up into small provinces.. Yet nt this 
vel'•y time 1 . despite . the· f's.ct that these small independe11.t 
1.mi.ts we1:1e contil1ually at war with. one anothe~, there was 
in full ,progress a creative period in thought and literature·. 
comparable. to the. Elizabethan age 1n Englru.1.d. 
Dv..ring the whole of this creative period ..tuneri-
cans and Englisblllen were scarcely conscious that a new 
. ,, .
national literatui~e was 'being born 1n ·Germa..'1.y.. One does not 
have to :search far to tind the reason ror this la.ck , of· kno\vl-
edge on the part of Americans and Englishmen., America was a 
new country, and at the beginning or' the German "golden age" 
she was waging a war for independence. Then there followed 
a brief period of peace until 1.a12, but all the while Europe 
was seething v,ith war.~ During the period which followed the· 
Revolution, America pr'ospered and became more concerned with· 
education and literature.: And it is,' therefore, not entirely. 
an accident that two Americans were delayed in England l;>Y: the.·. 
·l . 
Henderson, A Short History of Germanz, vol& 2, chap •. 6, 
P• 219 •. 
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sudden return ot Nnpoleo:a··from ·Elba when they were on their 
way to Germany to study~ .. The moment .the ,,ar clouds cleared 
· in Europe. ·Ameriea11s went to· the old w·orld il:l· search: of 
·culture ' ~ 
'',,,'.
at' this time, there is a similar ·reason. · In, the first place,· 
at the :begim1ing of the great Ge11inan literary.period England's. 
' • ' ' ' I ' ' 
· colonial· problems were.occupying her, thou~1t and keeping her 
' ' . 
military forces.buay. Then came,the French'Revolution threat-
ening· the old 01~der~ overtu1~n1ng established,insijitutiona., 
' . . '
. and disturbing the ·minds of thoughtful· Engli.ehmen •. ,And :last-
ly, the Revolution was. toll¢nved by Napoleon, who ·was a con-
. ' 
', ' . - '
. stant challenge .. to the very; ex1stenoe · of the English nation· 
for more than, twenty yec1rs°'"
\11th the · downfall of llapoleon and the consequent 
·, '
restoration of peaoe, Amerioans.cbegan to go to Germany to 
. ; study~. The .. ea.r~1rAmerica11 atudenta went .to the University 
at Gottingen, !. th~ ·f.oremos't .. Ge~~n university at· tl1at time •. 
In the first ·Colony at Gottingen the:re vrere George Ticknor, 
~d".1ard EVarett, Joseph Green .Cogswell, George ·Bancroft6
Renry Wadsworth Lo11gfellow. · and John I,at:rn,op ?tfotley. Then: 
from 1832, the year. that 1\Jotley ·studied at Got·tingen, until 
- 1847 there seems to have been,a lull in the number of Ameri-
cans who went there •.. But with 1847 a new colony was founded, 
" " 
. and at least. forty-four. Americans· were r~gis.tered at G8tt1ng-
en in the following ten yearso After the middle of the cen-
. tury .Americans began going more generally to other Ge1"man 
... 6 -
··. 'Wliversities~ · chiefly to· the' :University of. Berlin •. · 
Those who' composed the first group went to 
Gottingan to· study lnnguage ·chiefly~ l\fotiey' v1as. the: one ex-
ception; -he went to study law~· They were, therefore, princi-
_.pally interested' in becoming scholars., ·and' &.s'·a whole' their 
later 'energies were· directed into, fields which demanded' ... 
ca1--eful x-esearch. · Here. a.gain ·there 1s an exception, .. and this 
· -time it ia Longfellow. ·Longfellow had tho temperament of e. 
poet. and when the proper circumstances ·arose·ha'responded 
' ' 
·to German romanticism. But Ticknor, Everett, Bancroft, ·and 
Motley, though each ra11ked high as· a.· literary man· ill his 
. . .
per~od, were scholars : pri1nar:!.li. A11d· · of the group Everett 
probably gave· the greatest pron1ise as a scholaro llis' sohole.r-
:1y, work; however, was· soon·cut short by his entry into poli-
tics. 
Closely e.ld.n to the individual, work of· these men as 
; scholars we.s another impo1"tant resul,t~ They not only brought 
·Oe1"ma11 scholarship· to the shores of America• but Gei-sman 
scholars as well. As a result of their studies abroad many 
German scholars came to· Ame1--ica to ·tea.oho ' 
·American education particularly ·was ai'fected by·' 
these·men-haviug studied in Germany. In the first place, 
they went to Germany·because in neither America.nor England 
could they find the same careful scholarship. They came 
back to America with·a. desire to reform·American educational 
methods. · Everett• s , chief intere-st and best work we.a , done · 1n 
the elementary school, Bancroftts in the preparatory school, 
"4- 7, - '
. and Tieknor's in 'the college~, 'Their efforts, how~v~111 , were 
not con1'1ned solely, to seh6ols. , Three of them, Everett,' 
Ticknol"~ and Cogswell, v1ho is, not tx~e~ted sepa1--ately in this , , 
' 'work because: lie,d-id not become ·!1 l1tex-aryman,tnade perma-: 
, nent oont1"ibut!ona to· Ai"!erican ,educetto11 1ri. library V/ol"k. 
,One , or the most interesting, things in connection·· 
' ' 'with th1,s, group qf,, students is .their :relatior1 to American , 
transcendentalism,',, llot one of them vma closely identified'. 
VJ-1th the move~ent', :<Everett did much ~n the 'way of prepa:t"ing 
• ,<, !, , ! , ,, 1 ,' I ,. 1
the,: New,.. England 'mind· to~· German· tre.nscendental~sm e.nd Ban- · 
croft ts philosophy .. s.ometirnes partook ot ·tho · oolor of the 
movement,.but there the1roonnect1on with,.the;movement· ends. 
I·t is a: curious :fa.ct that Germf.{n transc~ndente.11sm reached 
America :by roun.dab9ut ways, Not mo1"'e than· one · or two ot the · · 
lead~r, in the ... movement,were ever in Germany. 
'Though. there, is m.u.oh, in: common pertaining to the: 
German influence· 1n th~ .. 11 ves of ·tllese; rpe:n, · nevertheless 
each· reacted to .Ge~a.n life, thought,', a.nd literature :i.n his· 
individual. wa.yfj. I~ .1s·. interesting to note, the. varied in- · 
d1v1dual reaotions ~-· Longfellow, for example, celebrated 
' '
German nature in poetry; Everett, · on the other hand,; reported . 
the beauty spots 1n terms ot aqua.re m~les, a.ncl value· of na~-
urnl 1•esources., · Longfellow was bored by pictures, but . to 
1,!otley the a.rt · gallery at Dresden was· e. . source '. of' refuge. A~ 
· gain Mot~ey loathed society. and Ticknor loved it; Bancroft. 
·found G~r~an manners disgusting when he f1rst went abroad but 
came back home with.more foreign ·affectations than all the 
- 8 -
others, while · .1\1otley ever remained· the · strong-v1illed demo-· 
crat· and at'. the, same time the cl.ose friend of the arch· · · 
monarchist--Bismarck~ · 
· ·. It. was, after all, the poculial.., reaction' of ·eacl1 
of these men that made tho greatest· contribution to .l'uuel"·i-
can life, and usually ·the ·most ·cruiracter1stic 1"esponse may 
be found in their literary works., To these literary works 
· I have given especial attention. In the considorn..tion of 
tlu.,ee of theso men I hn.vc been handicapped 'in my woi.,k. In 
order to· detel"mine the full· German· influence· in .the works of 
Longfeli'ow, one would have to be a_t}?.orough scholar in German 
lit era tu1le. In the· case of the other two men the handicap 
,~as the la.ck of adequate sources. · ·Everett's papers have 
11ever been :published, and no good biography of llotley has as 
yet been written. I was,·therefore, unable to get as much 
inforniat1on as I ·desi1.,ed. The individual e.cc9unts open: with
,thut of GeQl."ge Ticknor. · I ~hose Tickn~r rather than Everett
because'the information about Ticknor was more complete, and 
because I could supply a number of gap~ in Everett's record 
, from Tick11or's biography since the two made their first trip 
to Germany together, 
Geo:vge Ticknor, l.791.;.1871 
· · ·· : On page' twenty;...five. of the Life, Letters, · and 
Joui1nals'.· o:C' George Ticknor, -George Si, :Hillard,· _in: speaking 
of Ticknor' s 'abandonment· of la~·, says- that,, ''He ... (Ticknoi3 
'saw that 'the oountry ·vJould never be. without good· le.,vyers • 
• • and tha:li it.' v,as in urgent need· or· seholw.,,s, teachers, 
. · and n1en· Of letters, and that.· this. Want V/8.S inuoh lees likely 
to ·be supplied.•• This statement asoribes to Ticknor an ex-· 
' .
ceptional forea1ght·as well as il1sight; and prophetically 
t1--Ue as. the statement \VOUld have· been during the second dee-
' ade · ot the .nineteenth centm1y, it piaobably att1")ibutes to the 
inte·lleot· of George _Ticknor what .Hillard saw .fifty years 
· 1ater as, be .looked back at the Clays,· Calhouns, ~nd Webster,,s 
ir.1. the profession of law,. ru1d at, that one 1u·t:.er11ationally-
recogi1.ized sohola'ri in the field of le·tter~s--George •.ricknor. 
· Uevertheless,, Ticknol" did,- evell though. motivated by n·o high• 
' '1 ' '
minded needs 'of ll1s country, · oloae his 1aw ~f.fioe door, af'·ter 
orie successful year during which time he had "paid the ex-. 
pe~ses · ot the office, such s.s 1~e11t, boy, etc .tt1 from the 
' . . ' . ' 
proceeds of ·his practice, ·with ·the s~lemu resolution ot mak.:O 
ing himself a scholar. Ticknor had n~t 'made the decision 
hui~riedly; and fortunately he v1as in a position where he was
' ' ·' 
neither forced to follow an uncongenial profession for a 
livelihood nor:to'deny his studious inclinations from lack 
l ,.· .. . . .. . •.. 
} .. 1{e 1 Letters and Journals o_f, George. Ticknor, vol. l, 
chapo 1, P• llo (This work hereafter referred to as 
"Tickno:tt ~") 
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. . . . ' ' ' ' 
of funds,. Of his brief lc.w cnreer he had this . to say, "I 
·tired of.the life, and my father understood it; for I was 
very frank with him, nnd told hi111--whnt ho vrell knew--that 
I was more occupied v1ith Greek and Latin than Y1ith law 
books.,u2 
In 1814, shortly after abandoning the law,. Ticknor 
wrote to a young lawyer frie11d in which he further olabor·-
a ted upon his dec1n1on for giving ttp law: 
! begnn, long a.go, a courso of studies which 
I well knew that I could not finish on this 
. side the Atlantic; and. if I do not mean to . 
relinquish my favorite pursuits, end acknow1-· 
edge that I hsve trifled awny some of the 
bestyee.ra o:f my life, I must spend some time 
in Italy,.France,. and Germany, and. in Greece, 
if' I can.3 · 
Ticknor proposed, then, as this letter indicates, to travel 
and:study;·and inasrauch·as he went abroad to pursue those, 
studies in which he had already ms.de some progre~s at home, 
it is necessary to give some attention to his early train- · 
ing. 
Ticknor did not ·get'his.elementary and secondary 
training in ·the regular way., ·His father, who was a ret1r$cl 
schoolmaster, preps.red him for college •. · Ticknor tells us 
that at the.age of ten he was examined and given a certifi-
cate or admission to Dartmouth by President;Wheelock,·who 
was often in his father•s homeo But ot this incident he . 
modestly adds: ttof' course, I·lmew·very little, and the whole 
2 .
Ticknor, vol •. l, chap •. l, p .. 11. 
3 .·Ibid, vol·. 1, chap •. 2, p. 24. 
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. thing was :G.· -form·, perhaps. a.' f8:re_e11 , I ·only _remember that: _he 
. examined me ·in .O:tcrero' s Orntio~s and ·the G·:reelt Testmnent~>•~ 
When ·Ticknor .did go to ,Dru.,tmouth a:t .the age of 'fourteen he · 
. ' ' . ' 
we.s ,admitted-as a,jun:tor,· having pad so1:10 instruction from· 
private.:t11to:rs :.as .:well as from his tatheria , 
In college, .by his own statement, Ticknor admits 
· that :he ws.s idle,. learned little; but hnd a hnppy life •. 
"The ·inatructoi ..s generally _were. not as. good teachers as my i
. _, 
father ha.d be~n, e.nd I knew 1~,. so I_. t(?o1;c no great 1nJerest 
. 
1:ln. study,"_5 he says;,: A~ter his ~adu.ation in 180? Ticknor 
began the stud;t of the classics with, the Reve1 .. end John S-yl• 
veater John Ga1--d.1~er., Rector of Trinity Church., Bo_ston, who
had · studi'ed. with Dr. Parr· in England, e.ncl who, it seems., 
was the only scholarly tenoher .,Ticknor had had,until this 
time with the exe.eption or his fn1:.her. He studied with the 
Rev.erend rttr. Gard.iner for three years _s.nd;'describes his 
worlr thus: 
I prepared at home what he prescribed, and 
the rest of the time occupied myself ac-
cording to my tastes. I read with him 
partsof Livy, the Annals of Tacitus, the 
whole of Juvenal·and Persius, the.Satires· 
of·Horaoe, and portions of other Latin 
classics which I do not remember. · I wrote 
Latin prose and verse. In:oreek, I-read 
some of the books or the Odyssey, I dont.t 
remember·how many; the Prometheus Vinctus 
· of Aeschylus; portiogs o.f Herodotus, and 
- parts .of Thucydides. · · · 
;ickno!', vol. l, chap. 1, p. 6 • 
. Ibid;,, vol. l, chap •. 1, -P• .7. 
6Ib3 .. do, vol,. .l, ~hap. l, .p. a. 
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In 1810 Ticlmor began to read law. and was admitted 
to the bar 1n 1813. He practiced for one -year, but during 
')
the time that he was engaged in reading and in practicing 
law he continued his study·of the classics. Some time dur .... 
ing the year of practice he got an inkling that the best 
place to study in Europe was at the Un1vers1~y 1n Oott1ngan, 
Germany; and Ticknor' s importance as a pioneer , .. n introduc-
ing .the·study of German.and .the Germen educational methods 
at Harvard can only be appreciated in. the light of his ef-
forts .. to learn something of the most famous University 1n
Germany and something of th~ o.erman langu~ge at thllt time, 
. His first intimation of the interest in Gottingen came 
, I 
. ' ~ 
through a work on Germany by Mme •. de Stael; his second 
tbl!'ough a pamphlet by V1llera published .to defend tho Uni-·
varsity age.inst the ill intentions of Jerome Bonaparte; and 
his third through a .friend who had heard an Englishman give 
an account of the school; and beyond that he said, "It was 
' '
in vain ·that I endeavored to g.et farther. knowledge upon the· 
subject.,"7 Hie efforts toward learning something of the 
Gernian language show even more the woeful lack of knowledge 
. of things German.. At Jamaica Plains he found a nr.:. Bros.ius_. 
a native of Strassburg, who taught me.thematics, and who "was 
willing to do what he could for me ·1n German, but he warned 
me his.pronunciation was very ·bad, as was. all of that of 
-Alse.ce .. "8 From his friend Edward Eve~ett he borrowed a 
7 i . 1 T cknor,. vol. 1, cha.po , ·p, 11. 
8 Ibid,: vol. l, chap. ·l, P• ll. 
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·French and. 'German grammar; from New Hampshire he obtained 
a German dictionary J and frt>~ ,. among-. the ·books of John:. Quincy· . 
·; ~ 't'; ~ • ,, • ' 
1 ' ' I . ~ I ' .. : ' 
.· Adams, who was then in Europe, be obtained .. e. copy : or Goethe ts
· "We:rthern "through ·rir. v~:tlliam _'S. Shaw·' s· connivance. tt9 · In 
his study 0£ uwerthern .Ticknor got as far as ·to write a -
. translation •.. 
. Ticknor did riot $0 to. Gerrnany· -L~.-ediately after 
abandoning. his · 1atv practice. In the' w·inter, of · 1014-15 he 
traveled in ;the· United States for the purpose ot. 0 reading ...
those books Bnd conversing. with those persons, ,from \vhom I 
can :learn in what particular.parts or· the country l meanto 
· · vis1t:1:.can moat ea.sily.com.pass my objects.ulO 'And wi·th the 
'. •
1
• accounts of :this journey that long proeession of notables in · 
. .
every walk of _life., begins ·to pass· 1n· rev1ew,--so numerous 
are the names ·that e.dor~ the pages of .his.biography, that 
one reviewer : said, .11He ·went, nowhere .w1 tho1l't ma.king . the ac-
quain tanca of the;most remarkable ·m~n· of each country that 
' ~e visited. ••11 · But so far as ·this journey was concerned, he 
. learned little ·;of. OermanyJ - ..
Ticknor sailed ·tor· Liverpool dn'April.'16, 1815; 
,,,,.- I ! 
· 'and among his- fellow-passengers was· another whose destina-
. .
, 'tion was Gott1ngen, Edward Everett, Bet ore he left the 
boe.t at·L~verpool he heard the pilot come aboard and announce 
. . .
that Na.poleon-jhad e·soaped from· Elba 'and had again set himself. 
'at the head of 'the.'French. government. At Liverpool, Ticknor 
Q. . . . . . . .·
Tiokno~, vol. ·t,· :chap. l, p,· 12. 
lOibid., ·vol. l; chap.· 2,. P• 23. 
11L1ving Ace, vol, 129,_p~ 505. 
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met Roscoe, the historian·,. and. on hi°s way to London he . 
stoppe~ at Hat.ton to .. visit Dr. Parr,. the\:teacher ot his ol~. 
tutor•. Gardiner .... · In London; w~ere he- remained a. month, he 
met nmong: others Lord Byron, .with whom he beee.n1e rather in~ 
. timo.te; S-ir Humphrey Davies, the seie_n.tist; Boswell,. the 
son of Johnsonts biographer; and Gifford, the satirist. 
Leaving London he went by the \vay· 0£ the Netherlands to· 
GOttingen:, arriving August 4 1 1815. 
At' Gbttingen Ticknor settled dovm to e. lire in. 
direct contra.at to the orie which he" had been leading during · 
·the preceding months.. In Gottingen there was no time for 
society and amusement. Every hour--almost every minute--
was parceled out with the str1ctest·economy. Rising precise-· 
ly at five in.the morning, he devoted two nnd one-half hours·· 
to the study of Greek •. Then followed lectures, more study, 
and so on.until ten at night. Yetl\ for e.11 the hard labor, 
this was .perhaps ·the happiest time in his life. He had come 
to Gottingen in search of scholarship; what he found far ex-
ceeded his expectations. Gottingen at that time was the 
site of the leading un1v-ersity in Germany. Among the dis-
tinguished scholars and teachers with whom he studied were 
Diesen, Benecke, Schultze, Eichhorn-•and·two of world wide 
tam.e--Gauss in mathematics, and Blumenbach in natural hi~-
toryo With the latter he formed a close attachment, and at-
tended his lectures, although not speoi:fica.lly interested in 
his field of.~tudy • 
. Ticknor-was no ordinary student; he had n special 
, .. 15 -t ,, ' . ' • '.... '' ~ 
aptitudE'i tor "languages. 'Just two months ,after ·ari~iving in 
· Gottingen he wrote his father. of his progress 1n Germans : 
On A!ondays, Wednesdays,. and, Fridays, at · 
the striking or eight o'clock, I nm nt 
· .· Professor BeneckeJ s for my lesson in 
German.· ... This has become a.. light study. ·
I read with him only some o:f the most 
difficult parts of their poets,·and 
. carry to him the passages I do not under-· 
stand in. books I read .for. other pu.rposes.,12 
Five days later he had this to say of his favorite subject, 
· Greek.· 
I learn. the ls.ngu.a.ge entirely, through the 
GerntP...n., 1v!y lexicon, grammar,· ete., .are 
German, and from this language !mean · 
hereafter. to acquire .. my Greek, since the 
m.eans in 1t. are· vastly better then our 
language w111 ·aftord, · or even Latino At . 
tirst v1e hed some dj.fficul ty in fi:i:ing 
upon a connnon.med1um of.translating. I 
did not like to render it into broken 
German,· and I \vould not disgrace the·· lan-
guage of Pericles and Den1osthenes by ren ... 
dering;it into French. Latin, of course, 
· WG.B e.ll .that remained; and, after dis--
. carding m.y Latin e.~d Greek lexicons, and 1.,e-
nouncing forever the miserable asaistimce 
of Le.tin versions. I undertook to rendez> in-
·. to it, with some misgivings.· I had neiter 
done it, .and I. had never· spoken a word of 
Le.tin; but the moment I began the diffi-
,0culty vanished. I :found that I could trans-
, late .thus nearly as. fast aa. into ·my m.other , . 
. tonguev in short, I' tound' that ·I kne,i e. 
great··d.e~l ·more Latin than. I ·sU.speeted~l3 
fuFing the twenty months residence at Gdttingen 
Ticknor and Everett made two tours in Germe.n-y. ·The· first 
· vm.s a five day visit to Hanover. There Tickn.or made the ac~. 
quaintance of Feder, who had ·been n profes.sor ·a.t Gott1ngen 
for twenty-nine years; Count Munster, .Minister · of Sta.te,. in 
whose eight thousand volume library he found much or inter-
l2T1cknor, vol. l, chap. 4, P• 79. 
· 13· ·. · · Ibid, vol. l, cbap~ 4 1 p$ 81. 
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est; Professor ilartens, author of. a woi"k' on the La\vs of Na-
tions; and tiad. Kestner, . the original of. Goethe ts °Cha.i~lotte. n 
The second tour was from September.13 to November 5. 18160 
At this time he visited all the p1 .. i11cipal cities ~uc.h a.a : 
Le1ps1.c, Dresden, Berl'1n, Wittenberg, Iial~e, Weimar, Jena, 
and Gotha. All ,the pi.,inc1pal universities and schools were 
visited 1n every town through which he passed, and. minute 
studies were made of' ea.ch. He made, as was his custom, the· 
acquaintance of the eminent Germans at .each place, and among 
others whom he met was Germa,.~yts most famous man of letters, 
Goethe~.
Ticknor. left Gottingen in h1aroh, 181'1. The period 
of most intensive study was now at an e:11d, and the remaining 
. time which he spent 1n Europe was divided in tm."'ee vmys---in 
study, in travel, and in meeting and making the acquaintance 
Of' notable men and VIOtnen wherever he happened ·to be• lie W8.S
forced to change his.plans for.travel somewhat by his ac-
ceptance of. tl'le chair of modern languages at Hn:rvard. The 
proposal that he becoD10 the fi11st Smith Professo1" or the 
French and. Spanish Languages and Literatures and the College 
Professor of' Belles-Lettres at Harvard had ooine to him at 
.oott.ingen, but acceptance was delayed until he had reached 
Rome the following november. In the ·meantime the summer had 
been spent in Franca. In PHris the two individttals who im-
pressed him most were both. Germans, A. w. Schlegel, and 
Alexande1_, von Humboldt., Schlegel, like his brother Frederick, 
whom Tioknor had ea.1,lier met at Fr~furt_., was a historiano 
.. -· 1'1 - .
Ticltil.Or did. not · take· ld.ndlyi to the F1"ie11cb; aud despite, the· 
fact that he· was· well received by them in most_ .eases, he··. · ._
.formed. no warm attachments·... In his journal for September· 2 
is this entry: .. "This ra.orhing I left; Paris., and I have not 
. . . ·. . . . lA 
left: any city.with· so little regret.~."". Eis feeling toward 
. . ' - . '
. ·his ·departure fr~m Paris· was .. in, direct ·contrast: to the ·feel-· 
ing he expe1"1e11oed on leaving Gottingen6 ·. Of' this he wrote, 
"From many I did.not sepsrate·withottt a feeling of deep and 
: 1 • 1 
bitte:ra. regret, whic.b. !never thought to hav~ suffered on 
leaving Gotti~gen."15. 
Following .the departure. from· Paris the1 ... e we.a an. 
, extended trip through Swii::zerland· and Italy.. Talting 'up his 
resS.dence in Rome in Movembor,· he mo.de, this· city his .head-
. . '
quarters until the la.st or Mv.rch, 1818, nnd there he devoted 
much of his time ,to the study of Itnl1nr.. · "and. the· nncient 
and modern. trensul.les of that. \"ronderful city. nla . lie ·was much 
in the society of the day; iu1d by wny of show:tng his toler-
ance in 'matters pertaining to religion, sought and v1as
granted an audience v1ith the Pope, and "attended a ceiebra-
' . ' ' ' ' ', ,· ''
tion of the t'.hree-hundredth anniversary of Luther• a burning 
the Papal,bl:tll; got up right under the. nose of' the'Pope. 1117 
The .oeleb;ation was put on by a number ot .. Gerntane· residing 
. .
, in Rome nt that time·, Miebur·, Bunsen, Brandes, and Mad •. de
Humboldt, :whom he. ·!!\vtts ve17; much among. n18 
" ' . '. --:" ' ~ ' \ • ! 
.J.__________ _.. __......,. _______________ ....,.._
l4Ticknor, ·vol. · 1, chap~ 7, p. 151. 
l5Ibid., vol •. l, ehe.p. a, p. 121.· 
.16Ibi'd., vol. l,, chap. a, p. 171. 
l'1Ibid., vol. l, chap. B, p., 178. 
l8Ibid., vol. l, chap. 8, P• 178. 
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.In a.ccept.1ng ·the :professo1~ship qf _modern l.anguages · 
at Harvard; 11cknor was forced.to give up bis .plruis.for 
traveling in Greece. and \ient to $pain instead •. Spanish· was 
one of the languages v:hich ho would teach'. in his new posi-
tion,. and to prepare himself in this .. subject, ho went to. 
Spain in. May, 1818. Thex•e he remained until Movenibez, of the 
same year,. devoting his time to. a study .or. tho languago, " 1 •
literature. and educational systems or the coim.try, and to 
observing· the arts and ways ot the Spanish peopleo Having 
completed his work L"l Spa.in, he took leave of that country· 
and again spent a short time in J.i're.nce, and made en extended 
tour of Great Britain before sailing for.homo. He reached: 
his father's hQme on the sixth of Junep 1819, after an ab-· 
sonee.of a little more than four .years. 
George Tiek~or went abroad tor the second time in· 
18350 Ee had looked forward t~o e. vacation ilt f;urope for 
several years, and the immediate cause of the trip.being 
made e.t·this time v,t;us Mrs. Ticknor.'e h~a.lth. For fifteen 
'.
years ha. he.d le.bored faithfully at Harvard and often under . 
. disoo~ag1ng circumstancese He hadj.:however, succeeded SQ
wel~ in his own teaching that ·b.e was per~itted to put into 
effect hts own educational theories in the mode1"n language 
department, but otherwise he made little progress toward re-
vising the_ Harvard system. Having acoompJ.ished as nmch as 
seemed possible in the way of educational. reforms a.t lie:rvard, 
e.nd being financially independ~nt, ·he decided t~ give up the 
atrnggle with the e..d.ministration. and spend e. few yea.1,s in 
~ 19 • 
. Eu~ope.
.· ·Ticlrnor, . acoQmpR111ed. by h1.s ·r.~11,-Jl .set a.ail, fro.m· 
I ' . : _' . ·, ' ' , . ' ' : ' ' ' • • ' ~· ' ' ' ,.J ' ', ·' : ' 
:the ,~~!t_ed·_:states: .1..~ Jun~, i_83SJ ,an,d ·tne:· f1:rst few·raontha, · · 
' ' ,I, • ' • ' ,,\ 1· . ( ' _,:' /• ,; ',, .' j • • .. ·, ' f I ' ,\;, ' ' '. ; ' '
'
,1:,~ .th,9 ·extended European .sojourn we.re· spent .in Ore.at. :~r1_t,r11n--.
i • • 1' \ ; I ' . I· ' , ' <
.·~n Englan~, _\'Vales nnd. Ireland., -ln Mo?ember .the family went 
,to .. Dre.sden,. where the·Ticknors resided_. with the exception. 
of .. a few. weeks which were epent in .. Berl~n, u.nt~l the next· 
Juneo. The mon:tha. at Dresden are or impo~tance· in two re-.· 
' ·' '
·spects: .Tioh-nor found there ample opportunity to ... gratiry·. 
·both h:ts lov:e .or:_eociety and his love o:f scholarship.· 
Dresden v1as .the capital .or_ Se.xony3 and Ticknor ,,as 
there during the entire ·social season. He ·often went to .· . 
. ' court and bec~me intimate with many members or the royal so-
ciety, particularly so vd~th. some men1beI's of the Kin.g1 s im-
. ' ' . " '
. ,, .
medie.te .family. By ~na.tµre he v:a.s socially inclined. He de-
sir.ed ~lways, --~~ associate with those. in the highest social 
.,class, .. a..11d wa.s ·eClually des1r.ed alv.rays by thos~ in the high-
. estsociE3ty. His Journal.tor December 26, l835i has this .. • . . ' ; .• •'' ' . : ' ' '
en:try, ,,''I was pres~nted ·to the .King today • • • and all 
the .f~rm~ usual on. such o.ccasione anywhere v1ere ful,ly obw 
. . . 19 
served.·~ , : , Ten de.ys ia ter, he wrote O "I .dined with. the King 
' l • ' • 
·at. a r~gitlar court dinner in .. full dress. ,The ceremonious .. 
. . 
. part of ,it...was like all other ~ourt ·ceremonies. n20. . The :f's.ct
we..s,.or course, that he had been so long 1nsociety that the 
· n.ovelty had long ago worn of!', if., indeed,. oourt life had · 
ever .had. any novelty for him.. But even social. fo1-1nialities 
19Ticknor, · vol.. l, ehe.p. 23, p. 461. · 
20Ibid~~ vol. ls, chap. 23, p. 464. 
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·. ·we:re not ·long maintained by those in the soo:1.ety in. v,hich 
TicktJ.or moved. Another week had barely. passed. when he wrote· 
this in his cTournal after e. call ·On Prince John, "and, when 
I. can1e away, he invited me to come end soe hh.11 any day in 
the ~orenoon, witl~out the ceremony of announcing myself 
'· · ·. 21 th:t~ough his 'grand-ma1 tre,, " 
But remarkable as Ticknorts abilities to enter in-
to the society of the court v1ere ~ equally imp1"essive wns the . 
recognition or his scholar.ship· by those ~;ho stood 1n the 
highest literary circles. He did, L'"l fact, become one of 
those who composed whnt might be called the com"t bf higher · 
criticism in Dresden.: Prince John at that time was trans-. 
la.ting the "The Divine Co111edyn of:Da11te; and the Prince and 
a snmll group or scholars often met in an informs.l way dur~ 
ing the yt,ars he worke·d on the translntion foi'I the pttrpose 
of · Cl'i ticising his work. l:u.r ing the winter Ticknor met with 
this group, v1hich included, in addition to the Prince, Tieck, 
the recognized head of German.literature since the death ot 
· Goethe; Forate:r, the t1.,anslator of Petr·a:rch; rul.d Carus, the 
King's physician. This is how Ticknor describes one· of the 
meetings: 
.lifter coffee· and· a· little· eomrersntion, we 
all sat down at a table, and Tieck read, most 
. adn1irably, :five cantos, begin.'11.ing vd tb. the 
· eighteenth. The rest of ~s looked over the 
originnl. text, a.rid at the end of each canto 
observations were made on the translations. 
There was not, however, one word·· of compli.:.. 
ment offered, or the smallest flattery in-
21T:teknor, vol. l, chap. 23, P• 469a 
. · s·inuated• ·: On tlie ,coritrary,. ·errors were 
pointed out fairly arid honestly; and 
· · ·' : · onoe ·or· tvirice; · whe~e there :v,as a differ~ . . · 1 1 · ·
ence of opinion between the.Prince and . 
''Cal'us, Carus adhered~ . even: v,ith :pertine.ci-
. ty,. to his own.• -.w·l1· ich, ·in one oa.se, I · 
thought v,as ·Vvrong~22 ·. · ", .. · .
These meetings ·viere the ,means of establishing a 
warm.·triendaliip smong·tbese inen,.a.nd Ti;knor always looked 
back on the meetings with pleasu~e. :, Afte~ retu1~n1ng to 
· . the United· States he cor1$esponded w1th 1.Cieck and Prince·· 
John,·: and the co1•responde11ce with the latter was continued 
-until .Ticknor's deat11 •. Age seemed to make iilfl bond more 
firm· bet'fwve.en the Prince and 1J:iclrJ101... over thirty years. 
later the tre.nsla-tmr, who was then li1s Majesty: John, ,King
of ·saxony,_ presented 'l'icknor with ·a beautiful volume of his 
. ' .
· ve1--sion, and 'rickno1' was shortly .to 1"\le_pay 111 l{ind by sending 
the King a copy·of Long:fellow•s version o,f 11The Divine 
Comedy. 1·7 · 
There was still another literary oontact .which , 
ma.de this· winter one of the n1ost pleasant in Tiokno1,1s lif~. 
lie was often in the company of Tieok, who hGld a. good library 
. ' 
and one that contained an unusual selection· of Spm1.:lsh books 
· 1n whio.h · Ticknor w~s .·particularly. inte1,;ested.· But' above all 
this in interest were those little:maetlnga at Tieck's where 
Tieck read to his guests.· Tieck v1as an nccornplished reader · 
e.s well' as· a poet. lfo often read Shakespeare to a small 
g1»oup of :frien:ds,· and on one occe.sion Ticknor had the good 
22 . Ticknor, vol. l, chap.• 24, p. 475. 
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fortune to. suggest ~A lVtidstunrnert s Might ts :Dreamn for· the. 
evening's entertainment--the play which happfmed to be ··, 
Tieck' a f'avor1.te.· Of on0 of these ·.occasions TicknoI'. said 
thia: 
In the evening I went to T1eck•s o •• 
a.nd heard him read the-whole of the .first 
part of "Henry . IV, tt in Schlegel• s . a.dmir-. · 
able translation. He hs.s universally the 
· reputation of being the :best reader in 
Germany, and certainly I am not at_all dis~ 
posed to gainsay his fame, · His 1,,ending was 
.·admirable.in all respects; sometimes very 
- . curious and stri..~ing to me, .because h1s . 
tones and manners» now and then, gave a. · 
small shade of difference to the inte1'preta- · 
tion of a. passage from what I had been ac-
.cust0Ir1ed _t~ gi~~8. 3-t, .. or hefir, gi!en_ to __ it on 
the stage.._ 3 . ._ . _. ,. , . . , 
\ ; , ' • • ; ' I 
Ticknor,.·him~elr/ EU:l thiS"statemen"t; implies was in the habit 
of :reading Sho.kespoa.re' s plays L'1. a _similar v,ay to par~ies 
' :'f
of friends 1n his Oltn home , 
During the _latter- pa.rt of May, 1836, Ticknor was 
. '
iri Berlin •. There he saw a groat review and a sham fight 1n· 
v1hich. twenty thousand men engaged. He met a number of 
German men of letters, among v,hom were the tv:o great German 
. hiatorians, Savigny and Hun1boldt. Hu.n1boldt, he had met be-
fore--on his first visit to Gernmny. _ After visitir..g the art 
galleries and other pi"aces or interest, he returned to Dres-
den where he attended n party in honor of Tieck's birthday, 
before leaving for Austria. 
~:strictly speaking· Ticknor did not lea-ve Germany 
when he went from Dresden to Vienna; for Austria was at that -------------------------------23 . · · · · · ·Ticknor~. vol. l, chap. 24, p. ·473 .• 
• - i ' 
the, &·soenderi.c'i ·over'· :the. othexi Gu1')nn:m: states nx1d b:t?oug.i.11.t 
ab'out· th'e" unlfioatlon which excluded .·Austria. Austria. w,is. 
at this :time tar from being ·11apotent in European affairs, 
a11d was., in faot; the home of· the most dominant figure in . 
Europe, J.tettel'llich; and the detailed raoord which Ticknor .· 
left of his interview 'i'ith this man ha.s been of pa1 .. ticular 
interest 'to those v1ho r.t.Sve · bea11 interested · in the chal?acte:r 
of Metternioll. ·It was tha .privilege of Tioknol'll to meet 11.ot 
.only a large· nmnbcrof the most influential men during his. 
11.fe', but a piu~ticular li.umber :in whoni tho ·uorld has ~lv1ays 
' ' ' ' I- ', 
been interested; and .the accounts he h:1s left of· his t.teet- · 
ings with Lor~d Byron., 'J:a.lleyrand. and Metternich,· have been 
i"'ead with considerable interest • 
. Aftor a month in ·vienna r1.1ick:nor proceeded through 
Switzerland to Italy, There );le ;ema1nacl fo1~ al.most· a year--
until· Junes 1a3i7. He again entered Ge;rmany on his vray to 
.Paris,· and spent sou1e time at InnsbR1ok, :Munich~ ru.1.d Heidel-
. . .
. bex•g. He. arrived nt Paris on September ll; · and his ac.tivi-
. ties in that city ·were a repet~·t;'ion of those that have b~en 
d.escribed!. He met the ·most distinguished literary men, wns 
· presented at· cou1,t, ~nd 1.11oved Ul. exclusive Parisiari society .. 
· Leaving Pnris in 'March, he went to England., where he spent 
·the sp1~1ng months. On the tent;h of June he sailed for home, 
having been i:g.. l::urope .approxima.tely three YE)a1~s ~ 
·Thore is .an element of· pathos in Ticltnor.'s thi:rd 
. . ' :· 
visit to · Europe in 1856 and 195?1, .but no other event -in his 
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life illustrates hts heroic energy and his wise idealism 
' \ ' .
. more thP..n does this journey, which wns made in the interest 
of tho Boston Public Library. Ticknor was sixty-£ive· Qt _the 
time, and paradoxic~l as it may seem when one thinks of his 
·. love for ·society~ he had always been a home loving _man pr1-
r:mrily. Meverthaless, despite ·this love of home and his 
comfortable circu.mstanoes, he sacrificed his own plea.sure 
~or what time has proved to be a benefit to others. During 
the ·time. thnt_Tioknor had been on the faculty at Harvard he 
had made .an attempt ·t:;o .combine the various lib1"aries in 
Boston into one large lib1 .. ary, but in thia attempt ha had 
failed. . But after the second. return f1"om Europo, he round 
' ' ' ',· . (', '
i;hat ·the need for a public libi:1a.ry in· Bos_to11 was mo1.,e. gener-
ally recognized, Consequently,. he and u few otber influen-
tial men' set about to establish the ;library~ Chiof among 
those associated with him was· Edwa.11d Eve1..att. The work of 
drawing up a plan for the library waa dolegated to Everett 
and :f'ieknor. rricknor outlined the Pl"inciples on which tr1e 
libra.ry we.a to be .founded, and although· Everett thought· 
'l1icknor 1 s plan inipi"lactical)le, 'l'icltnor pl"evo.iled ove2:a his ob-
. jections,. and Eve1?ett 1'.rom that. time forwa.i~d ever· I~erm1!11ed 
loyal to Ticknor in this work, notwithstanding the fact that 
he always questioned ·the wisdom of _the policies determined 
upon ror the libraryo The fact was, of course, th~t Ticknor 
ws.s e.heacl·of his time in this case as he was in hin relations 
with lia1"'vard, but thoi..,e was a difference in the two sl.tua.- · 
tions. Ha1"vnrd could get along without Ticknor, but tho 11-
• 25 ... 
' brary grottp, fel:t thnt :lt. could :not.:d.isp~nse v;lth his services' 
~d Ticknor ,vould not. retuain· a part of. the organ.:tzat:toh unless . 
the .:Proposed ,library ~hould be one in v1hich books might be 
checlted 011t of the building· without .. cost for home reading •.. 
Getting his o,m.. wny · ov.er what the others oo:hnected vd.th the 
oz-ganization ·thought. to be their bet-;ter t1udgment-:1 Ticki1.or felt. 
it incumbent· up.on himself ·to. carry his plans to a successful 
concltudon11 Tb.e result \"las that he wns the moving, spirit. in 
. .
' ' ' I >''
. the library :fO!' _fourteen years, and vma abroad tor fifteen . 
months at his· ~wn expense· for the pu.rpose of buying books and 
establishing ngenciosi· 
Ticlrnor ,,ent abroad .in the eurmner of 1856 and .we.a 
· absent .fr~ .the United states· ta.~ nbout .t'if'been months. Ha.. . ' . 
werit .f:il'st to Londo~. where ho conferred with Mr.Bo.tes, 
whose 'ierge gifts of. money were malting t,he rapid development 
of the library possible.- r.I.1here the two decided that 'ficknor 
.should purchase· the books. in northern Irurope and in· Italy; 
and consequently, 'l1i.ckno1" proceeded to Germany. His acqunint-
anoe with the eminent men in Europe made his services invalu-. 
able to the project which he .was ft.tr,ther~~g., . At Borlin he . 
"
eonferred with Dr. Penz~· hea.d .. of the. Berlin .. Libre.ry, v-1hom he 
had known since his school days nt Gottingen. Prom Austria 
he ·wrote this: . uI went; around with Dr4 Senoner, librarian 
with the principal soientifio libre.ry in the city, and I had; . 
help. from Count Thun, Minister of State, who he.s charge of 
\ . 
the rmblic libraries throughout the Empire, and Bt\ron Bell• 
inghnusen and Dr,,. F.· Wolf,· the principal persons in the Im-
• 26 ·-. 
perial Library,"24 and then follows a significant remark, 
"all these are old friends and correspondents.n25 . 
When not engaged in the actual ·.work for which he 
had gone to Europe,· Ticknor spent his time in much :'the· same ·. 
way· as he had done on previous visits· •. He, however, found 
many of his old acquaintances gone. · From Bonn he wrote· 
that "Niebuhr, and Schlegel, and the rest are all gone.-"26 
Ha was more fortunate at Dresden-in this respect although . 
. Tieck was dead. There he remained for six weeks and resumed 
his form.er informal relations·with the King, who desired 
-"him to come to Pillnitz to see. him without other form ~he.n 
·at. a private ·house. 1127 . In Berlin he age.in met Humboldt; 
now eighty-seven·; and at Potsdam he attended a court dinner·: 
and met the reigning monarch of Prussia, King Frederick 
William IV who "talked with me more. than halt the time; was 
truly agreeable, _and sometimes scholar-like, .urged me very · 
much to stay to the fetas of the marriage next week, and_ 
took leave of me withe. hearty shake of the band, and a 
28heartier, •God. bless you; come again to Sans Souci •. • n .
·After leaving Germany Ticknor spent a few weeks 
in Austria before going to Italy fox- the w1nte:l'• In I~aly 
he reme.in~d untii the next June, este.bl-1sp.1ng agencies ~d 
· ., buying ~Qoks. · Having . compl~ted · hi.s work the?te he we,:t to 
24 ° ·. 'Ticknor, vol. 2, cha.po 15, P• 314. 
2~ '0 Ib1d., vol'. 2, chap. 15, p •. 314. 
26Ibid., vol. 2, chapo 16, p. 326. 
B'7Ib1d., vol. 2, chap. 16, p. 330. 
28 Ibid., vol. 2, chap. 16, p. 351. 
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Paris tor a month betor:e. ~etux,ning to. England •. : He. \fas in. 
England two montbs,. and on August 29,. 1857,. he sailed tor 
home •..
· In July,, 1876,,the North American Review said in 
a book review .. or the L1te 2, Letters 1, ·and Journals of Geo:rse 
Ticknor;; that the public services of Ticknor were three,. 
Professor of modern .languages s.t Harvard,,: author of the . 
,, . ' . . ,, . ' . " 
· _History of· s12anish ~iterature·,: and,-tru~tee· of the Boston 
'. Public Library •. 29 ·yet before the reviewer finished his arti-
cle he came cl·ose ·to· adding a four th serv.ice. · In speaking · 
' I ' ' ' , 
. of the· Life he said:,. "We know. ·of no American book so thick-
. ' ' ' . . .
. ' ', - '
., set with names· and sketches of distinguished and interest-
.· ing people.n30 This statement is a bit more conservative 
th~n that in The. Nation which had ·a simila:t' review and which 
unquestionably, lists ·a fourth service., The Nation said,: 
· ··. ~There ls nowhere in literature such a picture of the ·socie-
. ty of Europe in the years immediately after' the fall of . 
•· Napoleon as ls g1ven to us in Mr •. Tiolcnort·s narre.tive •. n31 
In such a manneI*·as· this was the publication of the Life -
received on both sides of the Atlantic·,, flnd such bas the es-
' . 
timation continued among critics down to the present time,, 
.Though little read now·, comparatively,. the merits or the 
· ·work are still ?'ecognized in the face or changed reading in-
terests., ,. · 
29:North American Review, vol. 123, P• 210. 
30Ibi 1· . l .' . . ~., VO o 23 1 P• 215 ... · 
31.rbe Nation, vol. 22, p. 148. 
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·For.a manto have done eminent work as a:professor 
of modernlanguag~; as a Vl?'1ter whos~ chi~:f,olaims to dis-
tinQtion lie in his letters and journals and a history of· 
Spanish literature;·and in'his trusteeship of apublio li-
brary,--would on the surface i,ndicate but. slightly that. his . 
life•s work was influenced by anything German •. But ·beneath 
the surf~ce, nevertheless, there was a German 1nfluenc~ 
·which determined 1,n a large.measure the quality, 1f not the 
type, of the particular work which.Tiokn?r.did.· When Tick~ 
.nor went to_Gott~ngenthe first time for·a period of study 
which lasted twenty months, he entered a world there,. so. un-
, ·. : ' : ' '.' ; '
like· the one to which he had been accustomed, that the ill-.
fluences of those few months can be speci:d.cally traced in 
all of, his :publ~·c .. services. . The letters to his home folks 
and to his American friends at that time show all the you.th~ 
,, ,•. ) ' ' ' ' . .' ', ...
ful enthusiasm ,rhich .comes from an awakened intellect, and 
;~ ' ' " '
this enthusias~ was· .in later .J~ars translated into .. calm. and ., , 
steady e.ct1v1 ty •· \ i:;
1 ~ 
Ticknor's first reaction to.Germany was charged 
with. consider~ble emotion. The total la.ck ·or knowledge of 
German7 in thJ United States at that time has been illustrat-
j . .. 
. ed · by Ticknor.ts attempts to learn something ot Germany before. 
)l ·':" 
he left home.{ Therefore, becoming obsessed with an enthusi-
l 
asmfor Germah literature at the very start, he first.played 
the r6le of defender, and the attitude which he took is well 
illustra~ed by a letter to ·Edward T. Channing, dated Novem-
ber 16, 1816. · After hav.ing r.eprimanded critics of Germany 
-- 29;. 
who had.d1spla,yed more, y.irulen~e t.han knowledge,· Ticknor 
makes t;ti1s· statement: 
After ·all, however, you w111· come.·
around· upon me with the old question, 
'And what ar§·. you Gel'mans afte:r all? t 
They are a people who,· in forty ·years, 
·have created.:to .themselves a litera-
ture such as-no other nation ever 
created in .tw0, centuries; and.th~y.~re 
a people who, at this moment have more . 
·tnenti~ act~vi~Y. than.any othe~ exist- . 
1ng. · . · .
And then' after a few more remarks in the same general tone. 
he brings ·the·lettef to,a close.with~ ."S<>·muoh for Germ.a~y-.: 
a subject: upon ·which I will thank you not to set· me going' 
again. t1:'l:3 These elttrsctS from .the 16tter well illustrate . 
.' . . .
'l:icknor's reaction·:to Ger~any. At ·this time he wrote me.ny 
. lett~rs to his father and to. the Ohannings in which .he at-
' .
tempted to· .. ex.plain the German. e·duca.tiona.l · systems, and .Ger ... ; 
man metap~yeice. · .. Most. of the. letters wel'e · careful calm· di~-
courses 'Se~ do1rm in great do'~"~!,.: Ticknorts writings·.were. 
· alv1ays voluminous and the extracts trom the letters· which. 
,, 'l •
appear in his b1.a,graphy· often exceed two .thousand words. 
·Ticknor did· not, ~owevex-. appear. to have' caught front the Ger• 
tnans. the "'Sh6rt History" '11.abit--that of, calling· _a histo~:; 
sh:ort.~hich~uns into\thousands of.pages.· His early corra-· 
spondence indicates that he always , possessed the tra:1 t · of · · 
· writing at great. length·· and the de,tailed reports which he
was ill the habit.of. setting in his Journa1'1s well illustrat-
32 ' .·.. \ · ···.' ·• .·· .. ·', ·c,,.,
· Ticknor, vol. l~ · chap. ·5t P• ·120. 
33Ibid. 0 . vol. ·1.t ~hap~ 5;. 'P•:· 1200 
.• .
ed by the fact that his Journal for -the second European:, 
· trip contained se.venteen hundred quarto pages. 
The ·oerman influence-as manifested in Tioknor's 
works came largely from the first visit to Germa.ri:y. It is 
in the .school-day period at Got·tingen that the. genesis ot. , 
his public services can be found. ·The later t:rips toGez,-
many can be said to have ·strengthened the earlier tendencies 
set in motion by the fir~t trip. But perhaps the· most that 
. . 
cnn be said for the·. later v.isits · is that :bY · coming 1ri coii• ·: , 
11,,>,
·tact with eminent G~rmans, h~· was able to leave s.··firstllimd: 
record.of certain phases of .Germ.an society and German sehol~ 
arship in his let.ters and journals. 
When Ticknor was at Harvar.d .he attemp~ed to put 
into effect certain educntionai'reforms~ and while it never 
has been· conclusively ascertained' ·just where :Ticknor-de• 
rived hi~,.educe.tionalJ.cleas, it is easily enC:lugh::.to trace 
his dissatisfaction. of: American edt1.eatione.l.: methods to 
' . . ' . ',• ·;,· .·,
Gottingen. In passing 1t xnay be remarked that Ticknor 'W.~s 
the originator of the· university. idea in Amer1catt ·h.1gher eti'-
ucation. He attempted to organize Harvard on a departmental 
basis, to introduce -~he electiv~ system, and to group the ..
' ' ' ( ,,
students into classes according to proficiency and scholar-
ship. Thia plan was .. for the purpose or promQting scholar~ 
· ~hip a.nd e.·rew extracts from his letters from G6tt1ng~n will' 
' ' ' • ' t '. ,. : \t,:i:~-..:'-- ."
show the.~ there he became consciou·s or the 1na~equa.cy of the 
; : . ··~ "' \ 




, • •.• A month's eiperiene(f determined me;, to,
remain until the spring. and now Iam 
:, ready: to: tell .. you it;hnt . I , do not· think
. I shall ever again t1nd its :equal •.. ··· 
Even while I· was struggling lid.th the . .. 
· language, and .of course was cut off from. 
· ha1r.·th~ means and. opportunities .. the Uni-. 
versitJ could af£ord1 --even then .. the. cori• ·viotion was continually: pressing upon me 
'.: of the .,superiority of their <1nstI1liction . 
and mode ,.of teach1ng.3~ . . , . '. ·.• · 
Ticknor not only remaine~.imt~l:.spring· but until the spring 
'following. ' 'In 08tt1ngen lle came to' realize the difference 
' 'between ~eciting .to )tn' instructor and. being taught bJ onei ' 
.· He was .pr:obably.·1nfluencef;l most by h1a Greek: tutor, Dr,+ .. ·. ·
1 ' • • ' ' ' • ' 
Schultze. , And in this letter appears ~·· more. direct e:xprea .... · 
' . . .
· sion of .thEi l"eal1zation Ot. the dj,spar1ty betwe~n Amel"i~&n · 
and Germ~· scholarship. · Refer:ring to Dr •. Schu;tze, he wrote%. 
Every day'I am filled with new astonish• 
·ment ~t. the variety:an·d accuracy, the.minute-· 
neas and the .. readiness, .of his learn1ng. 
E.'ve~y·.day I feel anew, under the oppressive ··, 
. ,weight of his admirable acquirements, what 
.· _a mortifying 'distance there is between an · 
·. European. an~ an American scholar I .We .do; not 
yet know what a Greek scholar.·isJ ·"~ do not 
;. even kno,v. thj;J, process, by \'Vhich: a·, man: is J-:.to· :' 
. be made.'. one~ 3~ · · . . · . · · · ' ·· · ··
,.( ,l' . .'·
.Ticknor.".'~lso feit :the lack of a goo~ library at >
' '· Hax,Ve.l"d ,: ·. . 1n ·a 'l..ett'er. fr.om. . Gt\ttingen ,to an off :1cial ·of' 
' • '' ' ;' ~ ' .. i ' /. '.' l • .. ' ,: 
liarvard College· ti~; .has this . to any ot the two. s·chools: · 
:t ·cannot, however', ahu t my ·eye a · to the · 
· tact, tha.:t; one very, important and princi-
pal. causes· of the.difference between our 
University and the. ,one here is. the di:(fel'• 
ent value \ve affix to a .good library:; and · 
the :·dttterent ideas .;we ·have· of what a good 
library is. ~ o •. I cannot better explain 
to-y()u·the difference between OUJ;' Univers1""!' 
ty ·in Cambridge than. th~ .one here than. by ·
~:4.. .. .. ~f;ll,11nJS :zqu that ·her.e ·.I. hardly'. saz. too 
"~Ticknor,vol. 1, chap~ 4, P• 79. 
· 35 · · · . · · . .. Ibid •. , vol. 1,._ chapr1 4,·. p. · 75. 
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mu.oh when '.I say· tl1nt ·it consists ·in . : 
the Library, end that ip Cambridge the 
Library is one or ;the last. things .thought 
and talked about.36 · 
.At another·tinie .Ticknor o~ce ·sa1d of the. different impres-
sions made by;the library ·at Harvard before and after his re-
turn, "When I went away, I thought itwaa a large library; . ' '
when i came :back,· it seemed~ ~los.et full: of b~oks."37 
T1.cknor did not succeed in h1s · efforts to reform 
Harvard, ·n·or did he found any .school or re·sea.rch; he· was 
too far in advance of his age. He did, however, put his 
' • • .,'' 1" • '
theories into operation in hia own department·,. and ,yhE>n he 
' \ 
resigned he. practically named Longfe.llow as his suc~essor. 
Longfellow continued: the department on the same g·~nera.l 
principles, but in time the,~rganization of Ticknor disap-
. p~ared, though only temporarily, as evidenced by its exist•. 
•· I 
ence in ef~ry oollege ru1d.univer~ity in.America today. 
j 
I, CJ.the iluporta.nt writings · ot · Ticknor are largely 
• '{. ·' • ' ! 
found in ~ee works, the Lit·e, Letters and Journals of 
' ·:, 
George T16knor, Life or Prescott, ~d The Historz of ·Span.isl,: 
Literat~e. And the last is. the fruit or that scholarship 
·, which made- him· the first internationally ·recognized. Ameri'.can 
.icholar.· · · This history. part
1
1oularly · shows the 1:i.'lfluenc~ ·of 
Ticknor' a school11'lg i~ G~rmany~_ Of' ·.the ~ottingen 1ntluenbe 
on Ticknor in this respect 'Stanton s·ays: uAnd it was· 1n
. ' ' 
· those bare halls ot ·the old Georgia Augusta'.', at the, .feet of: 
Heeren, and Eichhorn, -and Dissen, ·and Blumenbe.ch. that other 
{ ' I 
36Higg1neon, Carlyle's Laugll and Other Surprises, chap. 22, 
p O .329-330. 
37T1oknor,'.· vci1.·· l,' chap; 4,· .. p.· 72,; 
', ' ... · ' ·. ' ' ' ' ' ·,. ' ' .· ' ' ' : '
grateful Uei.v ·Englru1ders---amcmg then1 Ge6rge'·Bar1oroft and Ed• 
ward.Everett 1n·Ticlmor•s· time, and,Long.fellow and Motley e.t 
a later _day":':.1ee.rned something of the sp:tr:tt· ot continent.al 
. scholarship. In this spirit the Hew England school of h1s• 
torians a.tt.empted,· :on· .the whole. to· work. 038 · 
Ticknor began ,vork on The ,History of ~pan1sh 
Literature after his second· tteturn from Europe. He spent 
ten.years on thawork, and afte:r t~e pu~lieation of the 
ftrst edition in 1849 he revised subsequent ed:ltions·in .the 
light of his later findings., The history. has always been 
recogni2.ed as the. most authoritative wol'kon Spanishl1tera• 
. turn done by an :author who was· not a native Spaniard\ It 
v,as translated into French,. Get'lnan, and Spanish,. and had a 
,, ' ' ) '·. ' ,, 1' ' ' ' 
satisfactory sale· for a v1orlt of 'its particular tn,e. The 
' schola:rship which' manifested itself in t~e ,:v,o:rk vm.s univer--' 
sally recognized, end one English·reviewer declared that 




Ticknor set about writing the bistory in a methodi-
cal and systema~1c fashion .typical ot a. G.erman sqhol.ar, and . 
. for the work· h~ collected the finest librarr or ,Spatd.sll 
books.owned by an;/ single ui'd1v1dual in the world,.· "Tick-· 
nor• s Germa~ train1ng/' says Simmel Lee Wolff, "had taught 
him.what.much.of the British scholarship.of his time sorely 
. ' 
needed·to learn--the need or the broadestpossibie basis in 
· :f'acts."39 But. according to Wolff here the German infltienee 
38stanton, A 111:anual ot American Literature, Po 9?. 
39cambr1dge Historz ot American Literature, vol~ 4, cha.po 
25 1 P• 4580 
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ends for in the ;next statement. he. says,.· ~From that point on-
•,, '
ward, however, his. scholnrship .remains essentially Br1ti~h · · 
in its distrust of ideas. The History is much .more like:· 
Warton ts History of' English ·Poetry. nnd Hallam' s A1iddle Ages
than.it is like,atlything.German • .n· 
E.: l?., Whipple 1n his criticism of the History 
also, points. out the' fact that. Ticlmor failed to. grasp the 
whole spirit of the German· hietorir...ns whon1; be knew. int1mste-
.ly. . · Whipple says: 
The Ristorz of Spanish L1terature . 
would haveoaen a most fascinating, 
i.f not a more learned work, had. 
Ticknor caught from Schlegel the 
fundamental point of view from which 
the literature of a nation should be 
surveyed •. We have in these.volumes 
(Life, Letters and Journals of George 
.Ticknor) abundant testimonies. to , , . 
Schlegel' s knowledge end brilliancy 
· in conversation, but not a word a.s to . 
those principles of criticism for which 
... , h.e is now .. remembered among men. ~o 
Ticknott. never·. ceased to reverence .Oer~n scholar• 
ship; and there is abundant·rtestimony ·1n 'his biogr~phy that 
it, always ta.scina.ted him. That this schoi~rship ~nrlu.encad 
. him to ta_tce painstaking care in The H1st.orz of S;e8.11;1~h .. L.!,~-
erature is unquestionable. In his efforts as a tt'aoher at 
Harvard, 1n his own compositions, and in his labors for .the . 
Bost<;>n Public Library• there is ample evidence tha't he was 
attempting to·t~ansplant the same.type of.schola:rsbip to hie 
own country.. Lover _of society as Ticlmor was, he was. equal• 
40 · Whipple, Recollections of Eminent Men,.p. 254. 
. ly happy in the company ·:of e. · sehol.ar ,iv·ho was the Ver} .. an ... 
, tithe sis .of those who i11oved, in bril11s.nt society. · This is 
whe.t he wrote ot one such. schola:i:- whom he. met on his seeorid 
trip to· Oerme.nyt 
,In· the, afternoon I made some visits, but 
found nobody ·• ,· • except Neander, the 
Church historian,·a perfect, type of such 
German students e.a I·used to see often 
when I :was here befox-e~ but of whom this·. 
is the first specimen I have seen·thia 
. time; living up ,three or four pail' of 
stairs, buried 1n·books, so near-sighted 
,.that· he can see little more .. than an inch · 
beyon~ his nose# ,' and ,SO ignorant of the ' ' 
world tha.t , the circle of his ·. practical lmowl-. 
edge is· not much. ·wider than that of hi's· 
v1s~onJ dirty 1n .his person, in the midst · 
of his 001lfusion,; .but learned withal, earn• 
est,. k11"..d;. and I thought him conscientious. 
· I .should l>e glad to see more of h1m1 and · . wish. that .. we .had many such at home.41 
, ..
,Tloknor• e libr>a.ry. wo~k was 1n a similar manner 
.. stimulated by his· German v~aits •. It .. ~:.~,al~eady·been point• . 
. ed out that .h~ ·~eeognized one of the essential differences 
between the University at G?ltt1ngen· and the University at~ 
OambI'idge lay in their respective libraries.·. It he.a alsQ._
been. noted that before· he went to Germany the second time 
:he attempted to c~b1ne .the different· libraries, in Bosfa:,n 
into a ·single inst1tut1on11 .. When the opportune time ·did come 
tor the establishment or 'the Boston Public Libr,a:rr, it we.a 
largely due to his own personal .experience in German.y wh'ich· 
. made him contend .for tree circulation of books. His biograph-
er says that,. n:Dltring Mr, Ticknor• s second visit to Eul'ope, 
. , in 1835•38, he . felt more tha.n ever the inestimable. resources· 
furn1shed:by the great librtaries to men of intellectual pur-
suits like himself1 especially in Dresden, where he had often 
i:[Tickn.or ~ vol. 1 1 chap. 25, . p. : 493. · 
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twenty or· thirty volumes_ from ·the_ R_oyal, Library at -his ·ho-
.tel."42 · Bu.t Ticknor was not conton'l; ·to establish a. library 
for the scholar .alone. He. wanted and fou..."l.d_ed a library tor 
I 
'.' .
the scholar and ger.i.eJ?a.l .. l'eader "alike. For· Jhe :Scholar he 
_bequeathed i;o ~h~. Boston ;Public ,Liprary ·his own· ,rare collec• 
. ,.
t1on of Spanish bookn--10,000 in a.11·; and_ fq; the g·~neral 
roa.d,r.r he not ~r..J.y purChased. What :?.n his judgment the gene:r .. · 
al reader desired., but he also _inaugu.rnted' a system by Vlhich
the patror_is of the library might it1dicate t~e books tht;tt 
they desired to pe purchased. 
· llere ends the.' accov..nt of' . the Germ.an influence on 
George ~icknor nnd so far as his accomplisl:'µnants as ·an 
. .
author are concerned,. he lllls _ left comparati~ely little· .in
quantity and s~iil less tf1at is· now of general interest. 
M 11-
Bu.t whatever the aceomplisbment·s and abiding merits of T1c1t-·
. .' • I •, 
'. a • , -C: •; i · ~. . , · ,
nor' s ·efi'orts n1ay be .as an author, his infl1:tenee in the . 
. .
' '
. .field of letters. htrn been far greater than./his inf~uence as 
a V-Ti·ter. And ·the ·1~ifluence of Ticknor on those wh~~ fol-
lowed him bas be~n one reason £or the attention hera given 
' . ' . 
to his teaching and l:tbrary work. This s.econdary German in-
, .
fluence, if it may be so ·termed. was· far moz•e fruitful 1n
the fi~ld of American l.i terature than was· the original in•
tluence on Ticknor. Of the influence of those in the orig-
, '
1nal G!Stt1ngen group of students. Thomas Vientworth Higginson 
· ha.a this to say: 
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But while. the )mmed1.ate results. of :person-. . 
a.l·service to the college oh the part of . 
this group of'. :c>emarkable men may have been , 
inadequate .. .:a • yet theil" collective influ ... 
. enoe on lle1~va~d University and Aruer1oan edu-
. cation was enormous. They helped to break 
up that. 1ntelleotual sterility which had be-, · 
gun to show itself during the isolation of a 
merely colonial life; they prepared the way 
for the vast growth.of.modern colleges, schools, 
.and l1bral'1ea · in the country, and 1nd:1.rectly .. 
helped the birth of a literature -hich gave us 
Irving, ,Cooper. Bryant, snd the 1North American 
·neviewt; end culminated later in the brilliant 
Bost.on e:trcle. of. authors, almost a~l of whom 
were Harvard men, and. all of whom had felt the · 
.'Ii~p.Jard.influence.43. · · .. ·, .: .... , 
. Higginson is here· speaking .or Ticknor,: Everett,.. Cogswell·,. and . 
. Bancroft; ·and· when he speaks or. tlle inadequacy of. personal 
eerv+ce·to.Rerva.rd he has 1nmind.tlle.t·as a g:t'oup their period 
of service to IInrve.rd v1aa short. · Ticknor served Harvard as an 
. '
instructor· toz, fifteen years-•tw:J..ce .as long as .the other three 
con1bined~ . 
. . 
. Ticknol"' sh.area. ~he r:espons ibi11ty ror :Be.nor oft l.s go-
ing tq Germany: to stu.dy, and he .was directly responsible.fol' 
Longfellow's .second · trip to Germany; and wh1le no one cnn say · 
' ' ' 'with assurance what· I.ongfellow would or won.ld n.ot have been 
hnd he not gone to Germ.any.,. the fact still rema:J.ns that Long-
. ' . 
· fello,r1 ,1ae not a poet _yvhen he ,vent .avm:y and when he came back 
he was one. in. fact so enorraous ·was the iv..fluenoe. of Ticknor 
that w,.11iam Cr,ans.ton La,,ton declared that:· ltTick.nor' a name 
,must be written,'perhaps lnrger than· any other, runong the 
' . . 
. ores.tors of a wide and. deep literary oulture, ,,ho are surely 
.in the long run, nmong the godfathers of later literature as 
.v,ell~ 1144 
43!:Iigg,..noon, Ce:rl;ylo' s. Lm,.g..11 and Other S1.,1.rprises ,. chap. 22, 
p. 348. 
44 · . · • ·. The Dial, vol. 32 1 p .. 307. 
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Edward Everett, 1?94-1865 
The many erroneous statements about Edward Everett•s 
' ' ' I 
pe1 .. iod in Germ~~y mny .bear some rels.tio~ahip to the part which 
he played L."1. bringing German schol~rship tc the United states. 
Everett has been variously written of as the first on this 
side of the· Atlantic to have. recetved e. Doctor of Philosophy 
degree in Germany, the first native Ame:rican to have studied 
in.Ge!mnny, the first to have brought German,s~holarship to 
Amei•ica; 1n fa.ct. the first. this and. the first that 1n almost
·everything pertaining to h1s achool1:ng at G~tt111gen, except 
wt.iat he was possibly first in: namely, the first to make 
Americans conscious of German scholarship~ At least one• 
other !rom Ame1:ioa. had preceded hint to O·ett1ngen an.d· hnd been 
granted a degree &t that institution; and as to his being the· 
.f'il'st native born Am.er1ea.n to study nt t~hnt institution, 
George Ticknor and he weiit to cter111a11y, .together ru.1.d began 
their studies ther_e a.t the same tlme •. Everett, however, did 
'/
' ·-
remai11 a few months longer than ·Ticknor. and was g:riar1ted a 
degree, .but on the other hand Tiokno1, had already entered· upon 
his duties at mp:va.rd be.fore Ev·erett returned to America •. 
. Evoro_tt.• s papei~s are. in .the po.ssession of' tho · 
Massachusetts Historical Society,. and few of them have been 
published. · It is, therefore, e.xceedL""lgly c11ff1cult to de• 
. termine closely the German influence in his worlt., but that
· such 8.J.'1. influence e~isted is unquesti611abl~e Those of his 
,,. ?·, '11 
· ,, co11tempo:raries · ,·1ho knc,v hL1i best nnd. v~1ho have left us a. 
.•,.39.-.
written record ;testify to. ,the .niajor '.p~tY\?hich.he .played· in 
• . \ ,1 . . \ '. ,. . 
. acqutiin.ting Amer,iea. wftli German. thought, .s6holarah1p,. and 
l1teraturei. · 
·. Everett sailed·from the United states for Liver-
'. ' ' . '
pool on .. Ap1,.:tl 16, 1815 •. ~Io ll~d ·recently been· elected Eliot· 
Professor of Greek at Ilarva:t1d, :bu.t be.fore. entering upon hi·s 
· .dut.ies .·he· had bean granted a. loav~ · or absence tor two years~ 
The leave or· absence ·was not gr·a.nted. for etudy ab11 oad pri;,.... · 
rno.r1ly1 ,but, fo~ trn.v.el(I .. The administrators of Harvard e,,1-
. ' ' . '
den.~ly bel1eved,that Everett was suf.ficiently qualified 
tr0111· an academic ste.ndpoin'l; to ·enter upon his duties. · He 
had'. s.lrea.dy won. ror himself a .brilliant :t"eputation· for a:· 
young man. : Jle graduated trom ~larva.rd in. 1$11 with :the high-
est hono1-is, ,in :a: (.~la.as ot more thah ,average aloility. During 
. his undergraduate_ days he .n1ade a .;:·epu.tation. as a writer and 
,s. scholar which long remaine~. a .tradition at,. Harvard.· Fol-
lotving his graduation he became '.a: tuto1"' nnd pursued. studies
. in di;vin.ity for t,vo years, and. in 1813 he deli ve1•ed a ·poem · 
before~ the Phi. Beta Kappa Society on Amei'i<~tm poets wl1ich-
a.ttracted considerable. atten.;c1ono. In 1813 Everett becz;uue 
:pastor of the_' Bra:ttle Street Chu1'1ch in ·Boston, .one of the · 
leading ehux•ches of tho cityQ ·. As. pasto1~ of this church he 
was much admired' for his discourses and eloquence,, ,and in ·the . 
· second year ·of his pasto1,..a1;e he further increased his·· reputa-
tion as a scholar by publishing a Defense or Ch:ristinnitz, 1n 
reply to a worl-t of George Bethune English entitled Grouncls of 
. phr1st1~n1t;[E}~f\minec1 'by ·oct1pa.rtne, the·. How Tentnn1ent With· the 
·.;. 40 .. · . 
Old. · But Everett•.s .health w&s poor, and with this fact in -
mind, the s.dministrato1,s nt Hnrve.11d. had granted the leave 
of absence. thinking that his health might be i1uproved by
travel. 
· Everett arrived at Liverpool a.bout 11ny 12., 1815, · 
and proceeded to-London. where he spent a row·wcoks and be-
came acquainted with a number of literary men, among whom · 
was By:r.~011. From London he went to llolland., where he. passed
. a few days at Rotterdam, Amsterdain, Leyden, o.nd othex• ·Dutch 
cities.- Aoeon1:pun.ied ,oy Ti~lmor he Went. ·to Gottingen, pass-
• ' \ ' t 
ir+6 through U·trecht, · Artt..heim, -lvlunster, l?adorl:;orn, e.nd 
Casselj arriving at Gottingen on ilugu.:Jt 4.,. 1815. 
At G6ttingen E.verett oettled down to from' fourteen · 
to sixteen hou1's of ha.rd study each day.. He and Ticknor snw
li°ttle of each other except for o.cuasi.:mal moeti11gs for· .
fenoing, their usual n1<:~a.11s · of recreation. Like Ticknor he 
f1rst devoted himself to the study of German fox• a few weeks· 
before entering fully i11to the other.studies, but unlike 
Ticknor he had. considerable knowledge or German before go-
ing to Gottingenf; ct hia studies Ei1erett had. this to say: 
I devoted myself chiefly to· Greek, undeti 
the private instruction or Professor Dissen, 
the edl to1., of Pi11da.i.,..,, who died in micldle 
life :tn 1837. With h1m I read portions ot 
the higher Greek authors, and went through a 
course in Greek metres and Greek Grammar. 
Tho1.1gh I became familiar with the German be- , 
fore I left the country, our exercises to-
gether were conducted in the Lntin lungua.ge • 
. I also attended the lecture of Hugo, on the 
History of .Romnn Law, and thoao or Welcker 
on Archaeology.l _________________________ .._ ___ _ 
lAmerican Journal of Education, vol. 7, Po 331. 
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,In this stateme11t · Everett gives· but the barestr fne.t.s. in re .. 
gard to hia, vmrk nt; Gott1:ogen. · George Banci,ort·~. however, 
has· given· us a more an1uiated., sud. a n1oi'e real, picture. of 
Everett's work: 
Here · among tl1e most · accomplished in leai~n-
. 1ng and the moat famed for industry, he se .... 
, , cured the same :degrtH.;l of. esteem as a. t heme.
Be.had a miraculous facility in acquiring 
learnlng; th.:ts:. in one. of the t.ria:rked .features. 
of his intelle~t, in which I never knev, any-
one · tha:t e:tcelled hirii. · He mastered. Greolc 
With an ease that \'VB.S the achniration . of his 
teache.rs; Diesen, ,the .great enthusie.s.t·· for 
Plato and Pindar.and.the great tragedians, a 
soli ta.-ry ·recluse, .learned to bear him affec- · 
t1on; and. before long. he vrrot.e;·and · spoke ·
; Gcrnm.n so ,~_.ell, '. that. a:t: the . req11est of the
venexaable .Eichhorn, the editor, he'. ·contri-
bute~ a 1--evie,r ,to,. the great ·G~tt:tngen periodi-
cal. · . . . . . . ,,· 
. '.~ 
·A letter ·from Joseph Gl'een Oogswei~ gives further 
/ \ , ".). ·. /1 ' • 
·r1rst hang·1nf'o.rmationregrird1t.tS the impression 'Everett'and 
' ·• , " ' .
, '
Ticknor made at·Gott1ngsn. Oogswell went. abroad to study 
. at , G&ttitlgen L""l 1816. Be :was late%b gr~ntcd a Doctor ·o; · 
· Ph1losophy degl'ee from .the University and upon his returxt to 
; ·. Am.~ric~·· was. lib!~°!a:q. at lia~ard from. 18211 to 1823. ~ ·.··This ex-
·.tract .. from Oogsv1el1··,s ,l~tter to Stephen Bigginsori gives a 
picture or the actual work done by EVerett and Ticknor: 
I must tell you. something of. ·our colony 
at Gottingen before I d:tscuss other sub.;. 
jects, for you probably oal.'e little about 
the University and its host of professors, 
except. as they operate on us. First to . 
· the ,Professor [Evorett} and Dr. T1clmor, 
as.they are called·here; everybody knows 
them 1.n th:J.s part of Gernunry, and i,.lso lmows 
· . how. to value them. ; For once in my 11f e I am 
proud to. n.clmo\"rledge myself an American on 
. the EUropes.n.side or the Atlantic; never was 
a. country more f'crtt1.;."lnte in 1ts representa ..... 
tion. abroad than ours has be~n 1n,this in•
...-.--...-......----------------··.._...---------------------·---·--------------............... ----2B1stor1cal Masazine, vol. 9, P• 79. 
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stance; ·they will-gain.more for us.in 
this respect than ever in·the treasures 
in learning they·.,i111 carry back. ·Little 
as I have ··of· patriotism, .I delight· to 
listen to ·the character which is here given 
of my countrymen; I mean as countrymen, and 
not as my particular· friends:•· the despond..,. 
ency which it produces in my own mind of . 
ever obta.in1.ng .a place by their ,sides i~l ·
more than counterbalanced by the gratifica-
tion of' my national feelings, to say not a 
word or. my individual attachment. You must 
not tl.1..irJt me exti,,e.vagnnt·, but ! ven~e to 
say that the notions which the European. ·liter- · 
e.ti he.ve.entertuined of .Amerion .will be·es~ 
sentiallz changed. by o. and E• s ~,.oknor 9 s and 
. Evereti:.•@ resic1ence. on the continent; .. 1.11e we1~e 
known to be a brave, a l'ich, and an enterpr1s- · 
ing peopl,.e, but tho.ta scholar was .to.be found 
among us, or e.n-y man who had a desire to be a · 
scholar, had scaroaly been con.ceived., -It will 
also be the m~e.ns or producing 11ew correspond ... 
encea between · the uien of tho Ame:r lean <at"1.d . 
· European sides of the Atla.l'l.tio, and spread much 
more widely among us a knowledge. of the pres-" 
ent literature and· science of this oontine11t.a 
Oogsv:ell' s· prediction 1n the last statement of' 
this excerpt proved true. T1cknoI' carried on e. voluminous . 
C . .
correspondence with E.'uropeans until the.end of his 11:ra,.a;d 
that Everett continued a connection .with Gernumy in his later 
years is also true. In 1852 he wrote to a friend directing 
him toaend to th.e University o.t.Gottingcn the· la.test ·editio~ 
of his orations. As editor of the North American Review 
he wrote reviews of German.books, aometimes 1 1mport1ng them 
tor the specie.lpurpose or siv1ng his ,:readers reviews which 
. _they would otherr1iee not ·get. In ona of the reviews he 
soared German writers tor their ignorance of America--a re-
view which got him into_controversy with aome=tr, the German 
3n1gg1nson; 'Oro:'lyle~ s Lough and Other 8urpri~es 2 .chap· ., 2~f«·- P• 332. . - . - - ' 
- ·:.4:3 .•. 
: \'l!riters. ·: 
11'Verett; weut :on at tea.st· fou .. -r· exou1"'sio11s while at 
G6tt1ngen~ r.fhe first was made· at· t;be end of t11e :t11--st six· 
· \Veeks· of· study. Re and 'l1ieknor made a visit· of five days
length to .Hanover. '£here he .met· Feder, Count··u1unster, .Pro• 
feaeor !11artena, and Mad,. ·Kestner.. .In Se~tember, 1816, he 
st~ted on a trip of nearly.a monuh•s duration~ during which 
time be visit~d Le+ps1c jt D.i?esden, B€1r,lin, and Wein1ar. In 
the .latter c1ty .he met Goethe, At anothet' time Everett made 
a . trip to Holland :to visit·. his. brot}?.~r, .. who :represeuted the 
U~ited ·states· there at O"t.ha.t time. in an 01'.f.icial capacity, 
. and on the return trJip he went by v1ay. of the Rhine and 
· - stopped· at f"raxlkfurt •· · ·Still later, just before·· ieaving 
. I 
Oottingen ill tha fall of 1817, he made a· tho1'lough German 
'trip•_;.a journey on foot through the Hartz MountaitUh · The 
journal whicllhe kept on this trip.was ~ater published in.
the Morth Americe.n Review, and mighty dl--y 1,ead1ng it is •. 
This journal wo·l:lld ..indicate that Everett had little of the 
poetic. 'about him.; it is. a catai'ogue of ge~graphic inf'o1.~a-
tion--s. mere census .·rep~rt. 
Everett left Gottingen for Paris after having re-. 
' . ' . ., . '
ceived the Doctor of !'hilosophy degree, e.nd e.i'teF having· 
. . .
spent a little more than two years there. lie evidently fO'Und 
the University t() his liking, i:01~ originally he had intended 
to remain only two years abroad, but wbil~ he was at Gottingen 
the leave of absence was extended,·and when he did return to 
J,uneri~a· it was after ar1. absence oi' more -than four years. 
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That the lea"le of absence v:a.s extended by the special ·re-
quest· of Everett, and not without some reluctance on the 
. ' part of .the Harvard officials,. ia evident by a letter·of 
Cogswell' so ·In this letter Cogswell says: ttl hope that you 
'· : (}Iigginson) and eve11;( other person. interested in ·the· college 
,"'' " \ 
iu2e reoon411ed to l\t:r. Everett's plan to remain. lon~er 1n ·. 
' ' '
Et.1.rope than vms at f11,st~ int~nded, ·e.a ! am sure you would. be 
' . '
do you l:r!OW I the use he makes of his tirti.~, . and the benefit 
you are all to derive rrom his learning. Before I came to 
Gattlngen I used to wonder why it wtis that he ·wished to re-
main here so .long; I novr woncler that he can consent to leave 
so soon .. 11 ~ 
The· ,vinter of 1a1•7 was spent in Par;o, · where he 
had f'1•ee aoces,s to. tho King ta Li~rary. Th~re he enj oyad 
the f111iendship of Koray, t1hose writing~ did much to b1•1ng 
ab'out ·the revolution in Greece;. other men of· let'teI1 s whom. 
he met we1Je Visconti, Vlilliam von Humboldt, .the Abbe de. 
· Pradt, and Benjamin Constant~ He also savJ Lafayette ocoa.aion-
ally, to whom a ·rew ye.ars later he was to pay a. tribute that 
embax•ked· Everett on a politic~l career .for the gi~eater por, .. 
tion of hiH life. Eve1'et·b was contempls:t;ing a visit .to the 
south of Europe befm?e :i:1eturnlng to America., and in Puris he 
studied Itnlian nnd mocle1'\n Greok a.s a. p11 epa~'ution for the
tour.· 
During the s1.llr£U1e1\ months of 1818 Everett returned 
to England, tm.d afto1" a few weeks in .London went to Cambridge 
and Oxford, y.rhere from h:ts obnervntions ho.ccnc'luded that the 
4Higginson. Cal"lyle' s Luugli a1id Other Sui"Erisos, chap •.. 22, 
p. 337. 
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British universities· were not. only in.f,;er1.or. to those in . 
Germany, but· likewise inferior to the colleges in America, 
·Then followed a v1s;t to Wales· and the English Lakes; and 
a short excursion ·to Edinburgh and the Highlands 1D: Scot-
land. At Abbotsford he spent some time with Scott, Other 
leading men whom he had already met or·wa.s to meet be.fore 
his return to the continent·were Byron, J'!3ffrey, Campbell, 
Mackintosh,. Romilly, and Davy. 
Returning.to. France in the autumn of 1818 Everett 
went·on a s1ghtse~1ng·tou:r through Switzerland before going 
to Italy tor the winter. The winter was . spent in. Rome, 
where.he made the acquaintance of the Boxiaparte family. 
' . 
. Considerable time was· devoted to the study of Roman antiq-
uities, and almost.every.day found him in the Vatican Li-
brary. II) February, 1819, he started on the long delayed· 
· Grecian tour· which Ticknor.had planned to make likewise b~t 
had given up in order to prepare tor the Smith Professorship 
of Modern Language at Harvard. On this tour Everett visited 
nearly.a11· the.countries: in southern Europe and spent a few 
weeks iri.Constantinople. Returning from this trip.he passed 
through Austria, the Tyrol, Bavaria, and France, on his way 
to England •. From the·le.tter country he sailed fo~home and 
arrived in New York, October, 1819, after an absence. fr~ 
America of nearly to~ years and seven months. Viihen he re-
. . ) ; '
turned he was, 11' not the foremost, one of the foremost 
Greek scholars. in the c·ountryfbut not: alone did. ha bring 
back a thorough knowledge of the e.ncien~ class1os. "-He·had 
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also studied·mode~n language, the history and. principles of 
civil.and public law as professed in the Ge:rman universities, 
and· the existing political systems of. Europe.:· 
. . .
'·From·'the material' hOW' 'available' on t}?.e' life ot 
Everett; it.may.be said. that t\VO phases of his career· show 
the influence ·or his residence· in Germany.· In the first 
· place, his brief career at Harvard shows the influence of 
his Gel'man training; iri the second place; that· pa.rt of·his 
' public .life whi~li was devoted t~o .popular 'education shows· . ' 
an ·1nfluence troh. his residen.oe. in Germany •. A11d the: value 
to American literature of this influence 1n Everett• s life : 
lies mainly' in the inspiration he was to o,thers.'· 
From 1820 ·to 1824 Sverett ·Jvas Professor of· Greek 
at. Harvard. and editor of the· North'Ameri'can Review,· and '. 
during this br1et'per1od'hewon for hirhself a scholarly rep-
utation ·which has· endured· td· the present time, · As Professor 
of Greek he gave a course or· lectures on Greek lit~rattire, 
in which he attempted a surve·y of' the entire succession of 
the. e.utho~s .from Homer to the end of the Alexe.nderie.n .age. 
His duties s.s Greek professor were contined·entirely to lec-
turing,. but during this period he translated Buttmann' a·.
"Greek Grammarn and a Greek reader., :In addition to the lec-
tures on the.Greek literature, Everett also gave a course of 
lectures on the "Literary History of the oid Testament," and 
another on the "History of Civil Law.'' To the lecture room 
he· brought the fruits or his· German training~ Ralph Waldo 
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Emerson· was, one ot his :students,· and, years later he wrote, 
th1s· of Everett· as an instru.ctor: 
· Germany had created criticism in vain 
for us until 1820, when Edward Everett 
· .'returned from his five years in Europe, 
and,brought to Cambridge his ·rich .re- . 
sults, which no one ,w,as so titted :by ,
natural graoe·apd_the splendor of,h1s 
rhetoric to introduce and -r~commend.· Be 
•"made us for 'the first time 'acquainted' ' 
, , with Woltr•:s· .theory ot the Homeric writ-. 1ngs, and the cr1tic1Am of Heyne.' The ,: 
novelty of . t,he _·, learning los.t. nothing in 
the skill and genius or his relation, and 
. , .. the. rudest .undergraduate found'. a new , .. , 
morning' opened,,'tg him 1n the · lec.ture-room 
,,,.,of Harvard _Hall.-,'·,. , , ...·. . , . ,
-~ ' . ,,
, , , ·, .Both .Everett and. -I'ic·kn:<>~ learned in Germany a new 
principle of. teaching. The two of them ,held tll.at 1p.s_truct-
, , ors ought :not only to assure ,themselves tha~ .students have 
learned. the things .assigned them, ,but actually :\t<.? teach,, 
Bancroft .said that ,1?.en. ,Ever,ett entered upqn his. duties a: 
• .•_· -4,' A,• ,· ,> ,-, ' ,' ' f \ ,' ',I
Professor of Greek, "He burst upon.the world.around him wi~h 
, ' ' ~ . ' ' , ' . ' . '
, a ,fertility and variety of industry,,which_ even, went beyond .. 
. highly raised, expectations~"6 · '!'his fertility:. and, variety. 
, of industry we.s ever a. marked feature of Everett ts public . 
' •' ' I , . ' ' • • ' • ' ' ~ 
' ' '
career., His highest.and most·enduring fame rests on.his ca-
reer as &.:public -epeaker, and it.was a common saying,by 
those v11to henrd his many orations on various topics that he 
spolce as if he were e. specialist in ,each subject on which he , 
discoursed. Yet, even tll.ough Ev,erett and, Ticknor, brought ,
, back both German industry and scholarship to America, t~eir 
educational ·theories were at variance~. When Everett became 
president or Harvard in 1846 he actually set himself against 
5Emerson, The Com:elete Works of Ralph Waldo Emerson, vol. 10, 
chap. 12, P• 330:: · . · . • . . . ,
, 6~istorical Ma6az1ne, vol. 9, P• ao. 
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the reforms which Ticknor ~ad.introduced • 
. Everett• s work as · an American scholar in the 
strictest sense of the term ended 1n 1824, but during the 
rema1nde~ of his l11'e he.continued to serve the cause of 
American public educe:~1on. In August, 1824, he addressed 
the Phi Beta Kappa Society at Cambridge on the circumstances 
. favorable to the progress of literat~~e in America. The; sub-
ject vms treated in a scholarly manner and the presentation 
vms done.in Everett's graceful style. Lafayette, who was on 
a visit to America at that time, was in the audience, and · 
v1hen Everett had disposed ot the ma1n topic he turned to 
Lafayette, ttAnd then,~ says Bancroft, 11 1n a m~er peculiarly 
his own, he spoke· the welcome to· the returning hero in· V{Orda
. . ' ' 
which went straight· to the heart,or his throng of hearers. 
and v1hich Chateaubriand translated to delighted France •. This 
.hour was perhaps the ·greatest of his ·life; .his triumph too 
perfect ·. to be renewed •..•. o and all men in 11assachusetts were 
grateful. to him,. that what .they wished to' be ·done faultlessly 
well, he had done-in a manner of consummate beauty .and ten-
7 . . . . . . .dernea~.n Everett•s.tellow-oitizens in grateful recogn~tion 
; .
of his superb tribute to .Lafayette sent him to Congress, and 
Harvard automatically lost its Greek professor. 
Everett served the cause of public education 1n 
two ways during h1s public career•-aa·· a public official and 
as a platform speaker. His services to Harvard did not cease 
7Historieal J,1agazine,. vol. 9, P•· eo. · 
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To the.: ~nd of his life, ex-
cept tor Ettew.· shbrt p~riods,:. he was connected with the 
' ' . '
Oo~lege ,in• an, .administrative. capae11iY• . As· president ot that 
. :{institution· he; was .not particularly successful, owing large-
·. ly to, the: tact tha.t: he was loaded: ~o·mi :~fth~ w~rk .toi_the. 
· point . of ~udgery. ; He did, however, r~arrs.11ge· the ad.minis-
.< tre.tion,, and a:t one time he represented his ovm school as 
I• .- ' • 
well .as Amherst and .V11ll1a.ma, b.efore a· ·legislative comm1ttee 
' , . ' . ,I
in an effort tohave irea.ter sehool,fundsappropriated tor 
I • ,:,-"• ~ ' 
," the maint,ena.nce of the colleges. H1a European .training 1s 
. ' '
manifested 1µ . his . pl~a for · a btf?,tter, ~ib~e.:ry. . Be: sI?oke. of, 
.the libl*f;l.?''3' aa. bei~g. the m9s; important·; part of the institu.-
· tion, and,thereby:reechoed what}l'ickno:r had already wt'itten. 
,,
, .yea?fs ago ti:-'om Gottingeno · Ev.erett,.1n.fa~t; vms always 
grent,ly;interested in µhe improvement of. libraries •. He was . 
. one, ot the pl'f1me .movers, in organizing the Boston· Public Li-
brary, ·.end. when he went abroad.,· Harvard gave him ··ti:ve, hun~· 
.dred dollars·~.:to.spend. for.books in.Germany. He.·evident1y·.· · 
persuadC::ld the: Harvard otf1cis.ls .. that there were more than 
' - •• - • , ., < ) :1_··· .. ·, .. ; 
five hundred.· dollars. v,orth , of books in ; Germany . that· \vould · be: 
of. v~ltte .·to ·his Alma Mater, £or after he bad been. at .~:;~Jttingen. 
' . . . ' . 
a. time he.received another .five hundred dollars for the same 
purpose.· With<the.arrivalof .these·books,a1;·:a:arve.rd, German 
literature began tobe really a.cceesible.to Americans fer 
the first.time. 
It was, however, from·Everettts services to ele-
menta~y and secondary education-that the most beneficial re-. 
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aults of his ;official labors .came. ! He first came to realize, 
in Germany thatif ;American .coleges were to produce _scholars . · 
001.~parable at· .al ·to the graduates· ·Of .the un1ve:rs1ties in · 
Germany, the common-school instruction in ·America must be· 
radicaly changed. ·. These extracts from two leters .wil 
bear this fact out. The first and eal'liest of ~~ two was . 
wri.ten fromGot1ngen; .the ~~·~ond:from England •. And the· two 
incidentaly show what,:Ei'Veret.thought ot. Cambridge and ox-',
~ . ' . 
ford as oomp~:red :with the Un1ve~sit:s~ a.t :Gotingen~ · ,h-om: · 
Oot1ngen he wro~e September ·rt., . 1817: · 
,I reoe1ved this morning my diploma as Doctor 
of Philosophy of this.University, the first 
. American,. :and as far asI know Engl:tshln.B.11, .·
on· whom it has been conferred •••• I try·to 
.feel duly grateful · to Providence· ,and· my :. 
friends at home·to whom I owe the opportunity 
of resorting .to .the . famous. fountains . of , 
European wisdom. The. only paipful feeling 
I. carry.with .rne.is that.} may ·not have 'the 
health, or strength, or ability to fulfil . 
· the demands Y1hich such .~n opportunity wil 
create and justify•: )lor.e is . apt to . be expected 
in such cases than .it.is possible to perform; · 
besides that·, after the ·schoolmaster is pre-
ps.r.ed for his duty,. ; al depends .upon whether 
the schoolboy·1s also prepared £or his •••• 
Stil more important. (pefexaence '.is. to a prio.
posed national university] is the necessity 
we nrl~t impose on the schools.of reform1ng 
and.improving. tl;lemselves, or, rather, are the 
steps,wemust takEl·to:create.goo4 ·:schools. 
Al we have are bad, the common reading and. 
· i wr.iting ones not ex9epted; but of. schools . 
which we have to fit boys·tor colege., ·I think 
the Boston Latin.School and the.Andover Academy 
are the only ones that deserve the name, and 
·much I doubt that they deserve it. There is 
much truth in the remark so constantly made 
.that we are not old enough for European perfec-
tion; but we are old enough to do wel al it 
is wor.th while _to do at . al; and. it a child 
here in eight years can read and speak Latin 
fluently, .there is no reason why our youth, 
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:.':after:spend1ng'..the·•same time,on ·it:, should"· 
know ~~ttle or nothing about.it.a 
y \ ,'.' .'
'Everett, had.a reputation throughout his lite of being timid. 
: ~ ,' 1 I ; • ..1 ' l : ; ' : 
These·two letters would not indicate, however, that he lacked 
' j ;', ( ,', ,·1 
, , , 
the courage to tell one of his employers what he· thought ot 
. ·;, ._:, : .1. i r ,1-1 ,_· ,' I 
. · American education •. The second 1,tter is dated June 6, 1818-~ 
t. ,! I. •
. I have 1been over tv,o months 1n England, 
and -am· nov, :visiting· Oxford,· having passed
a week at Cambridge.· ·There is more teach-
.mg and· more' learning· 1.n ouzt American ·cam-··,
bridge. t~ there is 1n, both ·.the English 
Universitles together~: though between then1' ,
they have four times the number :of our stu-· 
· dents. · The miof'ortune for ·us is that our 
subjects .are not so hopeful. We are obliged 
to do at· Cambridge fj1.s;i that' 1vhich is' done 
. · at Eton. and Westminster, at Vlinchester, · · 
' ·.·\Rugby, ~d9He.rirow, as well ns at Oxford nnd· ~ambridge •.. · ·:. · · 
i,,;
When' Everett was governor' of Massachusetts educa·• 
t1~n in the.ti stat~ received·' a ~ew impetus. It was, du.ring 
1·· 
his administration that .. the Massachusetts. B·oard of' Education .. 
was organizeci. Everett'was·the· first president ot the 
...
Boa.rd, and Horace Mann we.a its tire~ sec.retary. A!3 long as 
Everett was in office he wrote the reports of the·. 01•ganiza-
. . . . . . 
tion, and ;t v,e.s he .. who presented the piea .~or the ·estab• · 
. .
lisbment or··normal schools in order that teachers might be 
better trained.to perfo~m their duties. 
Little needs to be: ·said of the services to ·American 
' j .' ' 
education w~ich Everett rendered_ ;rom_ the .1:>latform~ · . In his 
own day public speaking served the cause oft eduoation.-as the· 
colleges e.nd:. univ8rsities serv~ it 1ri our own de.1. This 
, 8H1gginson, Oarllle's Lau~ and ,Other surprise:3, chap. 22, 
p. 34. 
9Ibid., chap. 22, P• 344. 
fact is too· often forgotten; ·end. Everett d·eliberntely choso 
to. sot"VO his· generation from. the speaker• s platfort1, first, 
because it was one or the most effective meei.ns of the time, 
a.11.d second, because it oi'f ered him en opportt1ni ty to malre
use of his greatest powerso· By this method he chose to give· 
his ·oountr'Ylllen the fruits of his scholarship, and one need 
only to open a volume of his. orations in orde~ to see the· 
· evidence or his studies abroad. ·· His orations are literu.lly· 
filled \vith allusions arising fro~ his study of ·Greek,;.•the 
' ' '
' . ' ' .' ..
one aubjeet to which he hadgiven.the·most a~tention at 
. Gottingen. _. 
Another aspect of. these. orations is their demo-
cratic tone. Everett's residence 1n Germany seems ~o have 
made·him more American in his political and educational out-
look. He had little sympa.t.hy · for the Germanic .forms of 
government, and witb all his respect for the German educa• 
tiona.l systems·, i he J nevertheless,' 'deplored. the' f'e.et that ' 
- \ • ',, ' ~ ,,, ,1 
' ' 
they v;ere organized to foster class distinctions• · He ··hoped 
. ' ' ' . '
that! in America there would never be established the tend-· 
,· 
ency for a workingroan•s s()n to follow in the same tre.de as 
his. rather, that 1s, to the degree v1here · the tendency ;tould . 
become a national traditi.on aa, 1~ G~rmnnJ•
It waa in the effect which Everett hs.d cm. th,/ m1nds 
of the youth in New England that he served the cause of Ameri-
can i1terature most. His grace and style made hitn the· idol 
' '
of the young_andhis·~erman sohol~~ship inspired·theil'.minds • 
. Everett himself was never German · 1n his thinking~ Be proba-
bl1. ·never: ttnde~atoo~ fl.nd ea.red less. about ~arm.an ph~losophy, 
\ 'but. be ·prepaP.ed the young men for, German way.a· of .. think:ing. 
rnore than an~ othel': Amerioan, pe:rhaps, he was the creator. of 
, ·a ranaiasance 1n New England. Ha. aovred the seeds from which·
· Tra.nscendentalisn1. sprouted, For · a time after he returned 
froni ,Europe ho. continued to preaeh in Boston churches·, .. and· 
, Enierson, who ~as a boy st that time, often .v1ent .from church 
.. to; ch1.1rch, . peeping· around'. the I dif~er.ent doors 'bef'~re enter~· · 
·1ng, to rnaka, sure h:i!il ,favorite vma·. in .the pulpit,. before ~e 
; .took a place 1n:. the conarega.tion. This .is Emerson ts test1- ·. · 
1110%1-y ;to tM 1nspirnt1on frO?ll. Everett, the .. Greek protessol't . 
. Thcr~, ,1aa. an influence on. the·: young peopla . 
from. tbe,.genius ·or Everett which.was al• 
(.· most comparable .to that of Per.icles 1n·
· Athens- .He had an inspiration vihioh did 
not go. beyond· h1s. head, .bt1t· which made. him 
the. master. of elegance. If an~r ot my
. readers were irt that period. in Bos ton. or 
Oambr1dge, they wiJ .. l easily x-aemembe:r his.· 
. t*adinnt beauty of person, or n classic type, 
his heavy large eye, marble lids, which gave 
the. impression of mass whioh,the slightness 
,·. of his form needed;. sculptured lips; a voice 
of eueh rich tones, sueh precise and perfect · 
· utterance, that, although slightly nasal, it 
.,,as the most mellow and beautiful and co:r-
. :vect of all the instl'lllD.ents o.f the·time., The 
word that he spoke, in the manner in which he .. 
· spoke 1t, became cul:'rent and classical 1n !lew. 
England~ He had a great talent tor collecting . 
facts, and for bring those he had to bear with 
ingenious felicity on the, topic of the moment •. · 
Let hilll rise to speak on what ·occasion soever, ' .. 
a fact hitd always ju.st. tran~pired .which cott!• < ·
. posed with some fact ,ve).l know to the . audience, 
the most pregnant and happy coinQidence. · It 
was remarked fol" a man v,ho threw out so many 
taots he was seldom convicted ot a blunder. 
He had a good deal of. special learning, and 
all his.learning was available for. the purposes 
· of the hour.. It was all new learning, and won-
derfully took an.d stimulated the young men. 
I : ~ 
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:It. vms · so coldly s.nd weightily eommttn....
· icated from so commanding a platform., 
as. if th.a consciousness and consideration 
of all history and all learn1ng,--adorned 
with so many simple .and.austere beauties 
of expression, and enriched with so many·ex- , 
. cellent digressions .and s1gn1f1cant. quotations, 
that, though nothing could be conceived be-
forehand: less attractive or.1ndeed·less fit 
tor ·green boys from G.onnect1cut, New Hampshire, 
and Massachusetts, with their unripe .Latin and 
Greek reading, than exegetical discourses in 
the style -of .Voss a."ld Wolff and Ruhnken_. on 
the Orphic ·and Anti-Homeric remains,,--yet .this· 
learning instantly took.the: highest plaoeto 
-our imagination in our unoccupied American · . 
Parnasstts. All his auditors· felt the extreme 
beauty and dignity of the manner, and even 
the coarsest were content to go punctually to 
listen, for the manner, when they had found 
out that the subject-matter was not for .them •. 
. In the leeture.-:room, ·he abstained .from all · 
ornament; and pleased himself with the play. 
. of deta111n! erudition in a style; of· perfect.· 
simplic~ty. O .. , . . . , .. 
Everett was not content to· confine his influence. 
to the Harvard oJ.ass-room. He gave up theministry shortly 
after he took up his duties as ·Greek professor, but having 
' ' ,,
given ·up. the m1n.1atry,· he·' f~nd another means to make his'· 
' ,.nfluence felt. .During the: winters he gave popttlal. ... ' 'ro'ld
misoells.neous · lectures in and ~round Boston, and with these 
. . 
. ' ' . .
.lectures he inaugurated the lyceum system in Amer'ica--the 
system which was. later to be the means bywh1ch Emerson was 
' greatly. enabled to make himself a potent factor 1n 'Amer:J.can. 
thinking •. Everett's manner in.the pulpit· and on the lecture 
platform was 1n. d:trect contrast· to his manner in the school 
room according to Emers~n. He thus describes him: . 
10Emerson, Tm' Oon:i,g18te Works or Ralph Waldo Emerson, vol. 10, · 
• chap. 12, PP• 35 -332. 
Th.en: tras e,chiblted all· the richness of . . 
a .. rhetoric wh1ell·we have never seen rivaled 
.ill-. th.is count1,,yo ,. :• • .All-·h1s speech. was · 
music, and with such variety and. -invention 
that ea:r:- was nevel' tired, ••• The smallest 
.anecdote ot h1s·behavior or conversation was 
· .es.gerly caught and repeated, nnd every yom1g.
; scholar could ztecite brilliant sentences 
·: from his sermons, ,vith ·mimicry,· good or bad., 
of his voice.· This influence went much far-
ther.,. for·· he who. wa$ ·heard ,,1th. such throb.-·.: 
bing hearts and sparkling eyes in the lighted 
and _crov,ded _churches, did not let. go his 
hearers- wben the church was dismiased,,but the 
. br.1ght image of .that eloquent fortn. follov,ed 
the boy hon-,e to h1s bedchamber J' and not a 
.· sentence vrn.s wr1 tten in academic exercises~ 
not a. declamation. attempted' L, the college -· 
chapel, but shoived· the omnipresence of his 
genius., to . ·youthful heads .11 
· There 1a a passage on Martin Luthe~ 1n one of · 
· Everett• a orations,. which,· e.xoept tor the reference to the .. 
Bible• so exe.otly describes :the.,thing which Everett did 1n
''
America that· it la.fitt1ng;to include the passage here: 
In the solemn· loneliness 1n which rJuthe:r , 
found himself., he called arou.i'1d him not 
so much the masters of.the ;Greek and Ls.tin 
wisdom; th:ttt)ttg.11· the ,study··>of the ancient lan.- · 
· guages, as .. he did, the: mass of his own country-
men,,, by his·· t~anslatiori 'of the Bibleo· It 
would have been a ma. tter of tardy i.111pression 
and remote et.f icacy, had he done no. more than· ·. 
av1ake from the_ dusty alcoves ot the libraries · 
the venerable shades or the ela:ssie · :teachers 1 
He roused up a population of.living~ thinking.· 
, men, his c.ou.ntr-ymen, hie brethren-.Ik: _ · . · 
The influence · of -Everett on his countrymen was .-
. recognized by. the l1terar;r men of bis dny·., When he died 
Bancroft v,,Tote, · nThere rems.ins no man alive who has given 
sueh an impulse ·to .the minds of the young in his gerioration.,it.13 
llEmerson,- The 0-omplete \ivorks. ot Ralph Vialdo Emerson, vol •. to, ·- · .... ·, - 3-7··-··· ,.,•: ~.·' l · chap<, 12, PP•. 33o-3' ~- . · . , ··· ·· · · - · · ·.: ·· .. 12Evarett,Orat1ons end Speeches on·Varioua Ocoasions,·vol. l, 
·. Po 605. . · · 
l.3!11stor!ce.l ·Magazine, vol~ 9 • p. 85. 
\ 
That he prepa:t.'ed the minds ·or tho young :for Ge1111any thinld.11.g 
out of _which grew Transcende:atalism,-yet .be hiraself -was 
never L.-,, an:y' strict sense a Transceudentalist,_beli'l?tles his 
service to American ·letters riot one whit;. He had by his own 
efforts done ·much to open up German thought ·to A111erica, and 
by his own e:fforto he had probably dor1e more than any other 
American to prepare the field for thergrowth of this thought. 
And when the harvost was being reaped, although he could.not 
comprehend the fruits, nevertheless, he was held in such· 
veneration and respect, · thn t En1ez1son was . coli.tent to smile 
and remain silent ai'ter Evere·tt ha.d said, following Emerson• a 
. .
Phi B_eta r~.ppa adclress 1 that the utterances of the Transcen-
dentalists seemed to him to ba compounded like the bolts of 
Jupiter: 
Three parts were raging fii"e, and three 
were whelming water, 
But three were thirsty cloud, and three 
were empty ,vind.14 · ·-
The:re was something about the influence· from Ger• 
many which turned the early·Americans who studied there to 
h1stor1cs.:J:. -subjects. }iearly one-half of Longtellov1' s poems 
.have medieval s~ttings to say nothing -_o:r tho_se that deal 
with a period of later de.ta. Ticknor became the historian 
of Spanish literature, and both Bancroft and Motley beoan1e 
historians. Everett, too, turned' to these.me sort of topics. 
Many of his orations were on.historical subjects, nnd as 
long as he-treated these subjects as en ore.tor, he we.s re-
· 14Hale, Jnmt::is Russell Lowell and His Friends, chap. 12, 
P• 203. · 
- '{)7' ..
mnrknbly succeais:t'ul~i · Uo one could ever logically oon·tend 
that s .. ·man:' wl10 turned over .to a society $60 .,ooo, ~-the pro• 
ceeds from the oration :which he delivered on the: life of ... 
Wash1ngton v1hich was delive:rle·d·. about one hundr~cl and twenty .. 
. . ' ' . ,,
times-... was. ()ther ·thon a :phenontenal · success ns. a le~turei;»· on, 
historical subjects. But when he,: tried ·his hand. at writing· 
b1ographyh1s.su.ccess was in no wo.y comparable to that of 
the others<> ·While pcissessing many of 1,;he requisites of a 
' '
.. successful historian,· there were others vthieh he laokedo 
Furthermore, Everett realized his groatest powers·lay in·his 
oratory, 1and to that he dedicated his strength • 
. The story of the German. influence· in the life ·ot 
Edward. Everett is mainly the story of that influence ex-
. p1iessing itself in. the work o~ a"publie official, Everett 
was constan~iy )>.~f~re tht:> .Public · even dur~g that· four year .· · 
,. -." •:
,' . . . ' '
period in which he brought to Harvard the results of his 
training· :in Greek. from the UniversitYof Gottingen. At the.t 
· time he was preaching and·l~ct~1ng in and around Bost~n, 
and with th.e close, Qf. his· term or teaching at ~arv~d he was 
for the remainder of'his lite a public figure. 
) . ' ' ' . '
. The .results 0£ Everett•s studies in Germany were 
' .,
felt in !'-nierioa ev~n be.fore he returned home. Before he· · · 
' "
came· be.ck ~e wa.s. shipping G.erman books· to .the Harvard 11~
';;i
brary $'. and; when he returned he took to the school room ···~d'
l.ecture platform the fruits of his German ·training-.· Then 
when,he'ceased·to be a college ,instructor he coupled his 
,58 -
servic~s: as· a lect'l1..rcr with those or. a. public official~. · As · 
· a .. lecture:r..,, and. teacher he prepa~ed, the New .England mind .for 
, Ge1'Ti!ani thinking; ·,as ·a public· official he worked for bette~ 
. . . ' 
educatio11al methods;' and ·as S. private citizen he .served 
.general:eduos.tion by helping.to establish the Boston.Pttblio 
L1.b:rtl.l"Y• · In each 001.irse he was ,influenced by his ' studios 
in Germ.nny., ) 
· '. ', ·George Bancr'o:ft, 1800-1891 
; : ., JU1ilc ·Edv:ard Everett was studyL"lg in Oernian:y ·he·
proposed· to President Kii•kland · of Ho.rVa1~d that· some: proniis·-
ing Harvard. graduate be sent to Germany tor fu1tther ·study· ·
,' .
that he' might qualify hims~lf .f'or n1embership in the Harv&rd
facultyf·· -The board· of cont1~01 at Harva11d approved the idea, 
and George Banoi•oft,· a· favorite of Kirkland's., .was sent a-:-
. broad for study _and travel. Bar.1.crott had ranked second in· 
his class ·and was looked upon ns one'' ot the most promising''.' 
·· graduates at thut time •. Like Everett, he had·grnduate·d from· 
Hnl."vard at a Vel"Y e.a1-.1ly age·- ..b~.rore he was seventeen--e.nd 
'like Everett, his. abiliti~,s and attainments we1-ae l?eoogn1zed 
by the. students a11d teaoheI•s alike, so much so i~u the ease · 
of Bnncl'of't that even ·before he :\1H.mt. to Harvard he had .been 
n~clm.amed "Doctor·,," 
· Bancroft · sailed for Eui,qiope in the: early summer· of 
1918, and duri11g the. four years he·. \vas abroad his expenses 
were. paid almost wholly by,his.fr1ends. The 'Harvard meri·he.d 
raised a purse of $700 a. year for him.for study tor three 
yeru:'s, and $1000 tor a j'ee.rts travel in France and Italy. 
! . ' ~.
,, '· "''
To these amottnts· Ba.nCl"'Oft' s fa:ther", e. minister. added, $500~ 
Bancroft• s stud1e.s 1n Germany vtere ,in the rnnin · de-
. terniil:lod· by h1s··· friends} and . especially. by Di .... Ki;r,kland· and 
', ' ', ,, '
Ed\1ard Eve.:ret'1;. Kirkland.doubtless ·intended that Bancroft*s 
studies _sho11ld prepare him for the ministry. An.extra.ct from 
the letter of introduction which.Kirkland wrote to Professor 
,, .. 60 ... 
. ·ES.cbhorn at Gottingen reads: 
They U1:ts fJ?ie11di) wish him to attend es-
pecially to philology, the ancient languages 
and ·Oriental 1:tteratu..ve, that.he may thus 
be qualified to pursue theological studies 
to the greatest benefit, to give i11s·truction 
· e.s an opening may oocur and invite, · and . be-
corie an .accomplished philologian :and bibli-· 
cal critic, !ble t£ expound and defend the 
revelation o.i.. , Godci : . . . 
,.then Bancroft .. ar,:-tved, ,in Gottingen he imrnedintely-
began the- study of German under Beneckti,· a.i'1.d the reaction 
,·
of the yo-ilng Bostonian to German literature was · in diI,ect 
contrast to that of Eve1"ett ·and Tic:lmor, his predecessorat 
Ho wrote of Goethe!' 
I nm onl-y more and more astonished at the 
indecency and immorality of the latter~ 
:a:,e appea.1:s to prefer to 1•epreaont vice aa.
lovely and exciting s:ympathy, than virtue, 
and ,muld ra:lihe1, tal~e for .his .heroine a 
prostitute or a profligate, than give birth 
to that purity of thot1ght and loftiness ·o:f soul, 
which it 1s the peculiar duty of the poet to 
raise, by conn.eeting his 1nvent1ons with the 
actions of heroes, and embodying in v13rse the,
me1--its of the benefactors of· mankind.,.;;. · , 
Bancroft ·was not alone astonished at the ~1nd.ecenoy 
and 1nnnoral1ty" of the leading German poet; he was aston-
ished and shocked at many phe.ses of German life. Even be-
, '
fore he arrived in Oottingen. newa came to him of·n feud then 
in progress between the citizens and .the stu.dents, and "The 
rumours of blood and war· made·me.tremble not a little, 11 3 
he wroteo.,.~ ~uch a: state .or af'faire vias shock~µg to the young 
Amer.ican. btit· p.o more· so tb~n the.' appearnnoe of the Ger.man .· . 
,1 '·, '• '.,' .... •\ l, 
1Howe·, The Life.~d Letters of Ge01" e Bancroft,·vol~ l,,:· . 
· chap. , P• 3 • This \vork referred to hereafter as "H~~~·.") 2Howe,~vol~ l, ch~p. 2 1 P• 38. · 
3Ibid., P• 35., : 
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students. Nearly a year after having taken up hi,s· residence 
. ili Gottingeh; he v1rote to his siste1",, ~.~. remembe1-a even now 
the· fir'st ·· time that: I saw e p~r:ty, 6f :them colle~ted and I be.:. . 
1:1.eved never to.have seen ·any ot my fellow beings .so ·rough, 
uncivilized ancl · without cul tivati~n. "4 For the ao-~nlled Ger-.. · .
l'dll!l heretienl teachings· i11 theology he had· beeri prepared, 
·and.his study of German theologioal·worko only confirmed 
·what he expected to find. Of the~e theological woi"ks he, said,. 
''I f1nd there is in __ them everything which learning and a.cute-
. '·
nes_s can give, nnd thf1t there is in them nothing, whioh re-
ligious feeling·and reverence for Christianity g1ve. 11 6 At 
another tlme· ·he· wrote· "ot their infidel systems. Ihea:t• not a 
. word, 116 by which he meant that his mind ,Jas entirely closed 
to their teachings. 
'fhese unfavorable impressions 'ls.a~,ed through the 
,. '•; . '· .· ., :'.\) . . ' .:- . . .. ·, . . . . ; '. . . . ' ,. .: ..' ' . . . . ' ...
entir~. pottingen:i:period~ .· ·t'ih.ereas Ticknor,· Everett·,. and 
Cbgs~1e'i1 showed the higr~~·st enthusla.Sllf in ,the main for the. 
German ~icholars and tlie Unive1 .. sity, Bancroft spoke of both 
· . with disparity. Afte1' having ·beon at Gottingen two yea.rs, 
·after having been granted the cove\;~d degree of Doctor of 
. Philosophy, he tvrote to his old f:t'iend. President·. Kir1kla.nd: 
I·go·fromGottingen without much regret .. · 
Tl1.e people here are.· too cold and unsocial, 
too fond of wi-=itiri.g_ books and too inca.p .... 
·4 . ' • . . '· Howe, vol. l, chapo 2, P• 59 . . 5 . . .
Ib1.d,, p. 64:. 
6 :tbid·· ·,, ·p'·.:i 55 •.. .. ' . ' '
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. able of' conversing, having more than 
enough of courtesy, and almost nothing 
of ac,tunl hospitality •. · I admire their 
.industry; but they do not love labor; 
·1 consider their vast·erudition with 
astonishment; yet it lies as a dead 
weight ·on society, The men of lettel'.•s 
for the most part are 111 bred; many .
·or : them are e.1 together without manners. 7 
During the GtJttingen ·:period .Bancr,oft studied Ger-: 
men under Benecko, Italian and French literature u.i.11.der 
Artimd end Bunsen; Oriental langu.eges and Mew Testament 
Greek under Eichhorn; natu.~al histo1--~t u.nd.er 'Blt..:tmenr.la.ch; and
the ant1quitfcs and literattire:: of :Greece and Rome under,
Dissen :w1.th whom 'he also stud:ted Greek philosophy; ru:1.d his- · 
tory under Heeren" the greatest histori.nn at tho.t time a11d , 
one of the most scientific of' all .historim1s. During these . , 
two years he .somet1meE3 preached. in tbe vic1n1ty or .Gottingen; 
and twice he 1tent on .wnlk1ne; trips in Gt?rmnny. On the fir.st, 
trip he.visited many of the principal cities and met many 
of the eminent schol::n~s and vrri ters among whom were Gesen1.11s f 
Spohn, and Goethe. At this time Bancroft wa.s contom?lati11g. 
the estnbli.shment, of a preparatory scho.ol upon his retu1 .. n 
'to America., and in each city he mac1a a. min1;rt;e study of the. 
school' systems. The second trip wns a. tottr. through the- Hurtz
mountains in the company of four men, oach of whom was of a 
different nntionaltty~. 
In Septernhcr, 1820, Bancroft went to Berlin to 
· study at tho Uni:~:re,~s1ty:. , There he was much happier thntl at 
Gottingen. ·on Hovembe·r 5 ho wrote t·o Pre$1dent liirkland! 
7Howe, vol. l~ chap. 2, p. 85. 
·I have already been here 'about·S1xweek~i 
• and. I feel abupd~t cause of ·joy· for. . 
havirig coni.e here. , The ·cheracte1~: ··of ·'che 
men of: letters .is quite .the reverse .. of 
the· character of.:th'." Gq·ttingen Proi'essors. 
· Ther·e an' abhorrence is felt tor· all !nova.; . 
·tions;. hel"e :the· new, ,that is good ol? 
promises to 1,ead· to, good,· cannot be too 
soo11 adopted~? · · : ··. · . · 
. ' ' 
At,;thfs t~e·-·the universities 'anu high ·schools' in JPrtissia 
' ' 
~1era .rapidly. b~c.~ming· the .beat' iri Ger1r1ant, ·~nd Banc;oft was
. :ntvare of thos<:/ ~xcellqncieµ ··in 'the l,)russian ,njstek _:at thi~. 
··early date \vhich t:1ere )to ma.lee· the Uni•vcrsl ty of Borlin ·the
~rin~ipai:. seat or study i'or ..-f oreigner·s nfte1~ tho middle of 
the cen tu.ry ~ ' 
Du.rin.g the winte1~ Bancroft co11.t,inued tho.se studies . 
,1hich he had beglln at Gottin.gen. , .Among the, t!mchera with. 
·whom he studied ,vere Bchl.ie1nnncher, Boeckh, Hegel, RL"l4. Wolff. 
In 'iebruarJ ho started for Paris,. beginnirig , ·tha t part of his 
· 'sojot.irn in Europe which 'tvas ·to· be devoted to travel. , At, 
'IIeidalbtirg.,, however, ,he wrote to Dv~ Kirkland, "After ·long 
consi9,eration I have det,e1-:n1ined to, profit for fotui or six· 
weeks' by,:. the 'learning ''and affability of the: liei:delberg ' 
scholars, ... and· then go to l'ftris. ,, 9 IJ:he' 0rainent ·historian 
Schlossel"' was · tho scholar from which he e;;,pected. to profit 
most,· bu·t of: Banc1.,oft' s reJ..ation to Schlo·sser, Pr·o.f'ossor•
Sloane ha.a ·written. that Bancroft., "was uca.ilcely ,.conscious 
,. of hi:s influenoe·~,ttlO ________ ,.......... ..._~, .. ~ ........... ~-----·------- -----------
8 ·. .. '. ·.Howe, vol. l, chap. 2, P• 89. 
9 ' . . '
IQ1d,., P• 99. 
lOsloane., Centu.ry., vol.· 11,· n. s., :p. 4'7'7. 
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From May. until August,: 1821- Bancroft, we~ in· 
Pa:QiS •. · The1le ha WH.S admitted to the compan.y of. th,~ scholars.· 
From the· Gern1ans he had b1"ought letters· ·o"t· ·· i11troduction, · 
. parti'cularJ~Y from William von 1Itunboldto< In Paris he met 
Alexander Humboldt, A,·· w. Sehlege1$ Wash1.ngton Irving;· 
L!?.Fayette, Benjamin Constant, Victor Cousin and ·others.. Dur- ·
ing the month of August he nmcle e. hu1.,r:ted. t1.. lp to London to 
visit h:ts American friend Samuel A·. Eliot.,· After h1s return 
f.rora I.,ondon he went by way o:r Switzerland .to :tttily,. ·, The . 
winter months were spent in Italy, ,.,-here he met Byron, .N:t.e-
buJ.i-1~, and fo1~ed a life long. :friendship w1t11 Bunsen4! In 
May., 1822, he. again returned to Fr•ance., sailing home ·on June 
.12 .. 
Bancroft ts second pe1.,iod, in Germany,,. .front 1867 to , 
18?4, is of more interest to the .. stu.dent · of. histo1~y t~hnn to · 
the student of li te:rature •. Durtng. ·the$e seven .years lle :~1a.s
suceess:1.vely minister to Prussia., to the l{orth G~)r~me,n Con-
federation, and to th,~ Germnn 1impir0. He ·was, then, tha 
' , ''
United States representative in .oe:r.m~my n t the . t !'me ,;un:tfica-
tiOn of the German. states v:ns cons·u!nated. Dur1.ng this peri-
of he served.. his country v:ltb ·distinctlon~ ru.s early t;t'a.in-. · 
ing in Germany and his· acqt1.nintance wlth, German habits of 
thought and. life f:ttted him peculiarly· well "for. the r-ele he 
had to play. His period of sel~v:tce lasted through two dif-
fcrent admini~~·~ations nt Y!nsh1ngton, and when he we.s .. re .... 
called it was by his own request. 
Wh:i.le·Bancrort.was minister to German he wrote one 
of all the German states as well as those of England 
.i1rance. · (Pr~or ·.~o his · a.ppointw.erit · to ·the Germa~1 office• ~e 
had ·been ·miriister to England• :and while se1·ving -in· that ca--
.. pac1ty, the 'P.r~c!;dves .of England and :B,re.nc~ had been· opened· 
t9 ~irn.) Historian~. in general have looked upo11. Btincro!t ts .
political ca;tteezi ·as almost· p~ovlderrb~a.1.·· His :lesidence· a-
bI·otid made +t. pq:udbie ·foi'. hinl'. to' gathet'<, materials to:r.:i. his 
History which ha o·~liez.i·iise·· would 1ieve;,_ htir~_e· had~ Eru.1c~oit 
~ ' ' ' . 
a1ivays co1isidered hiuiaeit s. man of lette:r:.'s p10',jin1arily and 
' . f • , 
his politics.il,.. ¢areer aa.: of, secondary it.uporta11ce. His fi1~st 
interest· was,· ·cheJ;-,efore, in his literary wo1ik, and while 
. ' ' . . . 
his political a.ctivitie·s consida1'iably, lessened t~1e tim.e he·· 
might have. de~o·ted to wt•iting, it. didi on the othe:c~. hm1d., . · 
. increase the op:po1 ... tunities f:01· writing •in· a more ·scholarly: 
matme1•. 
Aside .from the political even~s and .,Ghe diplomatic 
· achievements, the most 111.teresti:ng hio1dent in connect1oh · 
with Bancroft'• s ministry in Ge1"many occuri~ed 011 the ninth 
of· ·september, 1870... Fifty years· befor·e ·co the day· the nn1:.... .. 
' ' .' '
v~rsity o.f' Gottingen had co:nferred. \.tpon> him the deg3?ee. of' 
. ' 
· Do.ctor Or. PhilOsophy, and :l.n cotr.memoro.t.1on of the everit · the .
Unive11sity conlerred the deg:ree anev1 and pr•esented him with 
. . 
~ a new diploma. ·Then c·arne a speci~l delegation f'rom the Un:J .... · 
versity of Berlin to off'er congratulations, which was fol-
lowed by ·anothe:r from the . Berlin Academy 1'or the_ same pur .... 
pose. S1mila11 hono1's from other GE,rman institutions and 
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from prominent Germans followed one after another du.ring the 
whole of the day, yet out or·these e.et1v1t1es ca.me one un-
fortunate incident. Bismarck, who was in the field ,,1th ·the 
army, sent a telegram or congratulations.· Bancroft, although 
his s'3Dlpathiea were with the Germans in the France-Prussian 
War, acknowledged the greetings with an unbiased answer which 
was, nevertheless, misinterpreted by the French. The French .
severely criticised ·Bancroft, ~d,anumber or erroneous ru-. ' ·. ' '
more·· arose concerning the attitude or the Amer1·can govern-
ment, but :further than that the incident did not go. 
These honors which were bestowed upon Bancroft be-
speak of more regard than that held by a country tor a suc-
cessful diplomat, and the fact was that Germany looked up<:)n 
Bancroft as her own son •. His attitude now toward the Ger-
mans is different from that of the young man.who studied at 
Gott1ngen fifty years before. During his entire time at 
Gottingen he showed little sympathy for German thought and 
modes of life. Later when he went to Berlin to study his 
earlier attitude was modified somewhat, and he became en-
thusiastic about certain phases of German life, pe.rtioule.rly 
the educational system as it e:xisted in' Prussia. During · 
this entire first per1od ab~oad he was also taking on for-
eign mannerisms, some of which had at first been repulsive 
to him. Now as the United States representative to Germany 
he seems fully in accord. with the phases of German life 
with which he comes 1n contact. Many writers have se.id 
that Bancroft by. nature was peculiarly .sympathetic vii th Ger-
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' .
man modes of thought 'and life, .and others .11ke ·John Spenser.· 
Bassett have ·said· that he readily. took .on ~he·. ideals of the , · 
environment wherever he was when that environment made pos- · 
sible the accomplishment of t~e .things which he thought 'de-· 
' ' • ' •, ' ' ,,•l ' I >
.· sirable.: .. It'ma.y.be that'.his personality.had c.hangecl to the 
.extent that.·he found bimsolf in sympa.thy .. ,,ith Germall' 11:re·· 
or 1.t may be that·through being an important member of· a· 
dist1nguiahed circle· he ·took on the colQr of· that life. ~. 
. . . 
. Whatover .the re·ason, ,or reasons~: .,he' 1dentif1'ed himself with . 
. the life about him to a· marlred degree. , .. One American stu-
l!'l
. deut. wrote that upon presentirJ.g letters·. of. introducti'on. from 
Barioroft to· :Mommsen and Ranke · each. exclaimed 1n turn,· "He·:. · 
is one ot.uS.ull When Bancroft was preparhls to return to . 
A~erica the Empel'or_,sent him a.letter s.nn:ouno1ng "That his. 
most gracious lord, the ~mperor· and King,· has.condeseended 
\ . '
to appoint the presentation of bis imperial likeness to the: 
honored Ambassador on the occasion of the.latter's leaving 
· his 'present official position."12 · At the same time the 
Royal Academy gave a:fttrewe11·~1nnel", and the Universities 
of Munich, Berlin, and. Heip~.lb~rg united in a farewell 
' . ' ., , . . . '
' ' ,, - .
greeting., "the words. of whi.ch contain·. sentiments wh~.ch might · 
satisfy the most soaring·smbition,"13 says Professor Sloane. 
··'In August.; 1820, Banc?'oft wrote a letter to Pro-
ll '.. ·.',.··. . . . . 'Howe, vol,.· :2, ~hap. e, P• 212. i, ·. 
12·. ·. . . . . . . . Ibid., P• 273., 1 ..13 . ·, · ..... 
Sloane, Centurz,. vol. 11, n. s., P• 487. 
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feasor.Norton of Harvard.~ Vlh1ch,he defended his attitude·
toward the Germap. students.. Norton,. who:. was or:,~ of his · 
best. friends and. supporters, felt that .Bancroft· had exagger~ · 
. ated the ."barbarisms" or the German students •. Bancroft de- ' 
. fended hims.elf. calmly enough and ,pointed out among other ot-
fens1 ve student customs that (?f kissing after a ·separation-.. 
"twic~ .a·s lustily as Romeo ever kissed Juliet. nl4 ·And yet, 
when Bancroft. returned; from .Europe it is· said that he greet• . 
' . '\ ,, ' ·1
ed Professor 'Nor.ton in the ~ropean fash1on--w1th a 1{1as on 
each cheek.15 Banoroftta studies. 1n Germany had probably 
influenced his thinking less than had. the German.studies·or 
:Everett. and Ticknor. But Bancroft, unlike Everett and Tick-
nor, had: ,taken on foreign mannerisms while· .a.broad, ·and 1n ,
this respect he.was untortunate. · These mann~r1sms·were.to 
contribute largely to his lack of suc,cess in a ·number of · 
undertakings for several years. 'These Europee.n. affectations 
soon alienated· a large number of .his former friends and 
.bene.~actors, :t~e first of whoip. was Professor Norton. There 
were: only. a feVl, among· them Ticknpr and Kirkland,: who·. had 
suf.ficient for~sight to· see the truth in Emerson ts. statement,. 
"He needs a gl'eat deal of cutting and pruning, but we, think· 
him an infant Hercules.nl6 
As early as.January, 1819, Bancroft wrote to 
President ·Kirkla.~d that, "The plan of life, which I have 
' ' . . . ' ~ .
adopted, indicates very ciearly that I must become, either 
14Howe, ··vol,· 1, chap·. 2, P• 77. 
15aassett, The Middle Group of'American Historians, chap. 3, 
· P• 141. 
l6Howe, vol. 1 1 chap. 3, P• 165. 
.. Qll ·instr,uotof, at '.the '-university~.·· ·or: ·a elergJman, or set: .up:'.·.
· a high.·schoo1.«l'7 ' After 'h1s· return ·trom Europe· tiancroft·,; · 
triad ·all three ·~ turn, 'and in ·es.oh he'. tailed. He :was ·,first 
a . tutor 'nt · uwvard. There he remained· >f'or ·one year, 1822~ · · 
1823. ···His services· were unsatisfactory ·to the· Harvard ·of~ 
ficials:t: and he found ·the situation intolerable. ·· Berci is 
the- way..:he 1 spoke of: his work: "I have ·.tound. college a· ·sick• 
· en1ng · and ~earisome place. · Not one spring· of comfort have 
. .
I had to draw :frC>m. My state bas been nothing but\ trouble, 
trouble»'; trouble, and I am' heartily- glad· that the end of . 
· the: year is oom1i1g so eoon/118 . Harvard, too, was glad. to.· 
. . . .
see the day of parting. One otfici'al· wrote of Bancroft: · 
An :unsuccessful scholar,· ·pet or Dr. Kirkland's 
who like Everett had tour years abroad, mostly 
'.· Germany, and at the expense of the college,--
came here unt1t for anything. Bis manners, 
t· .• 
I ' 
· · · · style -of writing, Theology, ·etc••· .bad, and as 
,··, ,. ti,
a tutor only the laughing butt or all college. -· 
Such an one was easily me.rked .. as unfit for e. 
.school.19 . . · .. ',, •·· · ,; ·, : . ·. '• . 
Bancroft he.d taken his German· training too serious-
.lY, and to this tr1;1.1n1ng his fe.i_lure at Harvard Dll1Y be large-
• ' ' ~ 1 : • I ( ,' 
. ly .~scribt1d. "He w_as, n says John Sp~nc,er_ Bassett, "supremely 
1, \ •• 
l '; 1'
confident or himself,. he imitated the German professors in . 
' ' .
e~ter~nai matters, . he carried himself with the a1r of' a mi11-
. ,' ' .
tary man, he was very exacting of hi_s_ stuaents, and f1nally, 
he had _decided ideas ·that the college was_ dying of antiqua-
. ·. ted id.ea~. •r20 ·1 ·Yet Bancroft w~s not without his . defenders. -------·~·--------------------------17Howe,·: ·vol;:'.:r, ·.·chap·~ sa·, P• . 54:.· 
10···.... ' . . ·.· ·. Ibid., chap •... 3 0 Po .163 •..... 
19Higg1nson,, Oar,lii:le' s Lau~h and Other Surprises,, chap. 22,. 
P•, 347•.
20ae.ssett,, The ·Middle Group. of American Historians, cha.po 3, 
P• 141. 
. ,,,_;_,. 
· Ticknor hold· the ool'iege: au.tho~ities equnl~y r~spo11s1ble for 
_,. the.· unsatisfactory- situation •. -But Bancroft's·. foreign- manner-
, isras and· strong \vtill· were _too much': for the .e.uthorit:tes,'. des-
p:lte the ·fact. that his G1"eek classes made mo1,,e· progress· than· 
; those ·of previous years. · · > .,,,l ,' ! \:•I ;j
·., . : ··: ) ·, : In the·. meantime Bancroft tvas, ,preachip.g in and.. a-
. . 
· round: Boston.· , -His· heart, llQwever, was not inO this worlt,, for 
he believed: that the coun~ry. needed. good instructors more 1 •
thn!l. good: ·preaohel.'9a, and he aleo believed. himself better 
fitted, for. ·the: former. His congregations: generally. cr1ti-
. Qised· .him:,for lo.eking. enthusiasm,·- a.lthqugh: ~here were ·a tew 
lil:e Emerson· who. were·.favore.bly,.impressed.,by'. his eloqu~nce. 
But regardless·. of. Ba11.croftt s .. merits. or, deme~its as. a minister, 
. .
. this activity m~at. ,be set· down ae his SE\Cond failur~. 
: Be.ncrof't ts ·next ,·undertak~g~ . tJ?., t of_ f ound:ing the 
famous.Round Hill Schoolat·Horthhrunpton with Joseph Giaeen
Cogswell, was to be h!s most pretentious undertak.ing .up to · 
this time" ·whiie in Germany he:;:·had become· interested in the 
. ,. '
. German school systems and 1n the new ideas on e.dUC!3-t1on
. which were' being .propoaed by the lecturers·, especially' in 
the University at Berlin. _This German. influence c.oupled with·. 
the dissatisfnct1on arising from his position at Harvard 
were the main factors which determined him to
1
become a school-
master. He was also encouraged by his friends to found a 
· ,preparatory school, espec_ially by Everett who had returned 
, from G~rma~'Ybel1.ev1ng .that American deduoat1onal reforms 
', "·· :,. ·, . ,· ' ' . 
ah?uld ~egin in.the secondary schools. 
~.·,71. •
. .
accordlng: to.; Ticknor, ";to: ;.teaelf ~qt~i .thoroµghly, than has 
eve1 ... been\ taught. among'.. tis tn~~ .\ 'J?he schooJ. .was modelled: dis~ 
. ' . ' ' '
ti11ctly on: the- Germru:1 plan with: the attend.int; :rambles 
I' ! ' ' 
through the· woods and, annual walking tours. From 1823. to 
' ' . .
1834 it· ran: its .coui--se. and then. failed largely because it · 
' ' : .' . ' . 'i, ' ' ' ,· ' '1 ', '-, ' 
had not lQgiee.lly connected· up .tv1th the1 higher educational 
. . ' ' ' .. '. 
. 1nsti~ut1o~a.~ .! and: ,bees.use:', of/ poor f 11.1ancial management .• ;; ' 
. . .
B:~ncrott had withdrawn from the project.:1n. 1831, and seems 
' ;,, . , ·. ' ·.,
to.hnve:been, iittle· more successful· as a schoolmaster .than 
· as e.. .tutor or minister•. One of his atuden ts wrote. of him 
y.ears later that he ofton··became deeply ·engrossed in his ·.· · 
\ 
· ree.d1ng,. and, the boys woµ.ld quietly. ()ne, ·by 011e make their 
. escape·.from. the school r·oomoi. The: escape, he. said, was made 
easier ·beoau.se.,.of· Banerott•.s near-~ightedness.22.· . 
.Jl!hese· failures. IUl a''tutor, o.~ ·a m1ni~ter; and as
a. school~steri .vmre · closely allied to and: paralleled by
·an~ther, type,of, ·activit-:rwhich like ,the. others: was'.first to 
I :, ~ 
result ,in, failµ.re, but ultima.te_ly in the'. bighe~t type ot · · · 
· . success. D-aring this entire period. Banorof.t vms .se;ving a· 
. .
·11terary. a.pp:rent1cesh1p.and laying the foundatfon:for an 
undertaking. trhieh was .·to ·make, him the greatest American .his-
. . .
· .. ,tol'ian:. of. his . age. · And in Bancroft ts li tere.ry ~orks, as . . 
well ·as,. in bis other undertakings thu~ tar descr.1bed, the 
21H1gg1neon, 'oarlyle''s Laugh and Other Surprises, chap. 9, 
p • 102.o . · · . . . . . . · · 
22Ellis, Educational Review, vol. l, P• 337~ · 
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Gernm.n influence .. can -be .directly traced. 
Bancroft's· first ei'forts .as a. literary man were · 
; ' t ' 
e.s·a poet. :In 1823,he published e. small.volume entitled, 
"Poems"--s.11 ,the poems being European 1n their s'ett1ngs •... 
Nearly· all these poems were wr1 tten ,bef or~ .. ;he· returned to· . 
Ame1~ica, and Bancroft .soon reali~ed ·tha.t,·h~s abilities did 
not ·11e in the direc_tion or poetry. There. is a t'radition 
th~t-1n his:later years he "tookeverymenns to collect. and 
destroy nll,obte.1nable eopies·or his poema.n23 
:- Bancroft next turned to· the preparation or school 
books,· and the m1derlying._ purpose in this work· was to make 
accessible the· t'lork of the German: master~ flor teaching pur_-
poses o In 1824 .he published e.n abridgment of. Buttmann ts·.
"a-reel< Grammar". and .a translation .of Heer:.en• s_. "Reflections 
on the Politics .of' Greece"" T~e. next rear he translated·· 
Jacob ts "Lat in Read.er," and again in 1826 followed ano·ther. 
adaptittion froin .the Germ.an,· Nepost.s _ftDe Vita Excellentium 
Imperatorum." In 1829 two more ·tra.nslationa appeared,· 
Zumpt' s "Latin Grammar/' and .Heeren• s "Uistory of the Politi-
cal System of Europe and 1ts·Colon1ea, from :the Discover? of 
Arn.erica to the Independence of the ·American Cont1nento"• Ban-
croft translated only a part of the.latter work, which was 
in tv10_ volumes, but he supervised the work of the translators. 
In these undertal-c1ngs he was successful,. He became r.eoog-· 
nlzed at home e.nd in England ·as a scholar, and he was well 
awarded.financially for his work as e. translator. 
23aowe, vol. l, cha.pr, 3, P• 166. 
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' ; ' '
and type .or. \Yr1t1:ni;' so 'far -as ·training .was .concerned. . From i 
1823 to 1834 he wrote ·seventeen a.rt:3.cles for the. Morth Amer1~. 
cati ;Review, .. s:11 of which denl t with :cle.ss1cal . or ·Geri.nan _f)ub.• 
' i ' In 1831 he began to·WJ'.'Gite ·on-politice.ltopi~s • 
. . His relationships were not happy vd..th the !:lorth American Re-
~ partly because the editors insisted on changing his con'.'"' 
tributions to fit.the policy of the publieation·andpartly·. 
' '
because he was biiised ·:in favor or·· German ,scholarship. In 
' ';'!
the latter ~ase he·wa~:censoredfor his· Gerinan:proelivities. 
In 1824 Jared Sparks, the editor, wrote Bancroft: 
Some of the old school have expressed to_me their 
apprehensions since your last article, that the · 
· North Amertcan :1.s becoming too partial to the . 
. Germans, at the expense of our worthy brethren 
· ·the English., , One gentleman made bold to sa.y · 
. to me• · that ·the English had written as good Greek 
grammars as anybody, and that they ou.ght at ·
least to have apaasin~ compliment.24 
· But if Bancroft was . injudicious· in his ,praise or German 
scholarship, he was also unjust in his attitude toward Goethe. 
It canno~ be said with tru:th that the year 1831 
marks e. turning point in the life of George Bancroft; this 
date merely marks the end of the last of all.those undertak-
ings .. which were, ~f not· downright ·failures, . only partial sue• 
cesses. In these years following the return from Europe the 
personality of· the young man ws.s·chang1ng,. The personal 
mannerisms· were becoming less offensive, and the reforming 
zeal was becoming lass passionate. He was, in a word, be-
coming practical,. This c~nge, in_ his personality v;ae to oon-
24i3assettt ~he Middle Grou.P of American Historians, chap. 3, 
p .. 155. 
·. t1nue •. · From the youtp.· \vho ·embarrassed· and: alienated friends• 
· he · was to ~ become in· his later years ·the honored · and beloved 
·cit1zen25~~almost the "first citizen." Yet through all.these 
' i ' ' ' 
years ··he .. reta'ined in his acti9ns and tnannFtrS somethh1g from 
the Germans. _There is s.n anecdote tol¢1 about him. which il• 
lustrates this statement. · V,'hen he was a s~udent· at. Gt>ttingen 
he had formed the habit or riding fo1') exer~ise, a ha.bit 
which lasted throughout his life. Vihile he was living in . 
Washington in his la.te1.~ years he often :r1 ode past the . Sol-
dier Is Home. The story is told that a man who did not know 
Bancroft had met him several times, and being ~truck by the 
military appearance inquired of the e;uard e.t the.gate ofl 
~he Home· \vho· he was.. The guard replied, "That is an old Ger-
man named Bancrof't. 0 26 
When Bancroft retired from the Ro1u1d Hill School 
· he turned to the v,riting of history, and from that time on 
.. he played two<ntajor r$les in the life of his oountry--as a 
writer of histories and as a politician •. And it is with 
· Bancroft,; the historian, that the remainder 01" this paper 
is primarily concerned. 
· There are· several reasons why.· Bancro.f't turned to 
history. . In. the first place, . he dosi1)od to become a liter~ 
.. ary man. In .Qctober, 1829, he had written to a i'riend, 0 I 
.should be grateful could I obtain that personal leisure, 
.which mi~t enable me, to enter the CSJ."'eer of letters with 
25Howe,vol. 2, chap.· 9, P• 281. 
-26Bassett, The Middle Gi~oup of American Histo1"ians, chap. 3., 
P• 199. 
· · some reasonable expectation, .ot doing myself· jus~ice, "27 !n: 
th~ s·~cond p~aQe ,. ·. T;3 apcr~ft ";s, f a,ther : h£td a tt.e.ined a degree : · '. · 
,-',
· ot s,lccess. by writing a. life of Washington. L"'l tho, t'.hir~ 
place, on~ .of h;s m.njor stuc:tteS.. in Ger1p.any, hnd been history, 
and th~. D1en unt:ler ,rhontl1e ha~. studied t;td.s subject were a-. , I
. .
mong the most influential .teachers of his t:,.me. i.nd tn the 
'· .. . . ·, .' ;,. .· ', <; ·• ' . . /' :' ' ' : ' : •· ' . . ' .·
last. place, B~crott. bad. attempted .noarl1r evarythi.ng except 
history for which ll~ he.d been pr,epar'ed by. trainj.ng;.' ~d 1n'
es.ch· ·Of. these things .he· had. attained no ,marked degree of,· 
success, 
Bancroft's .rep1ite.t1on as s hlGtorian rosts chiefly. · 
/
on. his monumental. work,. ~ History of :the United States,: 
And,in order to a.ete:t1mine the part; that Bancroft's Ger~an 
training plaJed 1n this work, it is necessary first. :ot all 
to .coneider the motive behind the project. Thie motive 
. . 
was his regard for history as a dis~1plil;le'ot philosophy, 
aesoorf!1ng to· Sloane. 28 . Bancroft; himself\ had g1 ven ns his 
: I ,, 
reason: t~e ttdesire. to see it facts v1ould not clear up .theo~ 
ries and a~sist ·1n gettin,g · out the ,true one, "29. But ·how 
. .
were these theori~s to· be. olea!'ed. U,.P and the true one got . 
out* . Sloane, who, knew .. Bancroft well and, was him.self e.·h~s-
• ?- • ,, • ' t ., • 
to:rian'lt Sives .. the: nnswer from. Bancroft's· point· of view: 
. \ .. ~: i ·:. ,/ ( ' ~ ' ' ' . . ·.'.'. ·... ~ '..' ·:', ,': . ' ' <· : . ,' '. . ·. ;
' .. ,:The t>niy:teet ot·philo~op~tc.truth .j.s toe.xam-.
· · 1ne the.· collective will of .mankind;. purged 
.from :the:: conflicting doubts,. passions, .and 
emo'ti\lntJ ;.of:/ indiv1dua.ls., . Ti1ere is the same 
'cons~~at!ori of force in the mo~nl .as in the 
27Bassett~ .'J}he Middle G~ou;e· of ·.American Historia.~1s,, chap. 3, 
p. 165. · · · · · · , · . · 
28s1oane, Centurz, vol. 111 n. s.·, p.· 484 • 
. 29Tha Americ&na, vol. 3:, p. 133. 
/
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· ~ physical ·world; you·m.u.et, ther1efg5e, ·seek· 
a power universal from eternity •. 
At this I?oint·Bancrof't's 'philosophy.begins ·to partake of 
German mysticism •. Here he stands. on connnon ground with the· 
Transcendentalists: 
The spark of the divine in us enables us 
.·to arrive 1;1.t the inf:tn:l'cely perfect, and 
by what is divine in man we are younger 
breth1"e11 of the Elde1., Broth.€·1 ... , who is e.11 
divine.31 
One who adheres to this philosophy "views history 
as a unit,. its forces as constant, and their manifestations 
as parts · of en organized ,,hole. "~2 · Heeren held these views, 
and Bancroft reflects the same attitude in the very first 
sentence of the rrintroduction~ of:· the H1st~rlt ·· "The United 
States of America ~onstitutee ·an ess:entie.l portion of a 
.great political system, embracing all the ~ivilized nations 
of the ~arth " 33 . ' 
Banoroft•a historical methods 1n their relation-
ship. to th~ German histor~ana have g~ven his c,r1t1cs con-
·1 ... ,.,
.siderable ·difficulty •. There·aeema.to,be little doubt that 
he caught"i'rom the Germans his enthusiasm(:for minute pains-
taking erudition, and from the standp91nt ':or style he prob• 
ably owed something to his German training., In spealting ot 
this .latter aspect of his History Profess.or· Sloane ·sa:yss
.. Whether fortunately or unfortunately, the 
cri tioal method in philology· had noi; yet: 
engulfed all othe1"a, and the enthusiasm or 
. Ge1Jman studios at that day' 1;vnn expen'ded on
30sloane, Centu:r.z,· vol. 11, n. s .. , p .• 48411 
31Ibid. 
32Ibid. 
·33Bancroft, The History of The United states, vol. l, p. l. 
the be~uties of _,the :style, and· material 
·of \Vlis.;t· tr.rey-: reacle . 'lvitb his fellows . . 
Bancroft read, both·.Greek snd· (Jerman, and 
!or1r1ed· a taste and· capacity for· word gener-
a:lizations,,34. · . • . · ·. . 
A difficulty, however, ,arises in attributing to 
the Germans:this tendency of Bancroft's to labor .for the 
' ' ' . 
beauties of. styleo It:· is true that Bancroft_ labored dili-
gently to virite literature as well as history._ · It 1s also 
true that Everet·t, who had his philological training 1n
Germany, gave.much attention to style and.dictiono .And it 
is again.true that Ticknor, who -likewise has been.trained 
· in Germ.anyj attempted to writ~, not a dry history of Spo.n1,ah 
literature, but- one that would be entertaining to the a.v~rage 
reader o · But at . this· ·t1n1e the· Germans were not the only ones 
· · who gave attention to style, . nor were the scholarly works of 
all the. German ·masters. marked by passages of poetical beauty~· 
Heeren, ·the greatest historian of them all, .wa.s dry~ concise 
and brief. 
Ultimately a consideration of the German influence· 
' on Bancroft's-hist9r1ca.l methods turns.to ·Heeren, The 
· · reason·-for· this ,is that Heeren was the greatest .German his_-
torian or his,-age, and Bancroft: had studied under him at 
· Gottingen. Ar1d when the critics come to, consider Heeren.' s 
influence, ·they cannot"'agree. Bassett who believes that 
IIeeren exercised· little or no influence states his case 
· thus: .
If .his teacher at Gottingen had made 
h~ love history, he. would hardly have 
• 7B· -
00!1<9 home filled with 'enthusiasm tor:. 
another subject.· As to historical 
method~ Heeren•s characteristics were· 
ba.le.nced'. judgrnent,'_impar~tia.lity, and ,'' 
great insight; and he gave mucb·promi-
nence to economic .faoto1"Js or. history. -
Probabl,t ·no· critic will claim· that · · 
Bancroft had these qual1ties,1n.a high. 
deg-l'ee. < He waa chiefly a historian of 
politic43,l life. 
Moreover, Heeren'a styl.e was exceed1l1.gly 
·dry,' wh:tle Ba.nor~rt:t s was exceedingly 
vivid. A chapter of the Gerraan•s 'book is 
_ a aeries of' minute statements of tacts, 
ooncise and brief;' one of Btmcrof t ta , ·
chapte1~s is a scene from- a drama, in v1hich 
unity of action,. enth1.1siasr.1 fo11 · the sub-
ject; and dasc~iptive powel'- are joined in 
a bi'"'illiant manner.35 . · ,. : · · · 
In contrast to the opinioua of Bassett are those or Sloe.11.e 
who almost takes .the opposite position: 
But by taz• ·the most influential man of. tbe 
tacultywa.s Heeren;, who was as well.the 
leading mind in all Eu.rope in historical. 
criticism. There is traceable ,throughout 
Bancroft's life, both L"'l his history and ·. 
his political course, the most marked 
and decided inf lue11.ce of Heeren, and. ,'the 
splendid work which set on foot what ''was
ne:ltho1~ rao:re or lef1s than .a revolution 
ii1· hist·orical science. 36 
· Heeren, himself, ha.d something ~o.say, though in-
dil"eetly,· on this subjecto He,warmly approved the first 
volume of. the His tor,:, and -believed that he ~act had some-
thing .to do with the shaping of .Bancroft'.s career·. In a 
letter to Bancroft he gives something of his conoeption· .ot 
the ·way history ,·should be written, and the degree to which 
Bancroft had measured up to his conception,, - One of the most 
35Bassett, The Middle Group of American Historians, chap. 3 1 p O 178. ' ' ' ,, 
36sloane, Centurl,. vol., ll, no s" ,. Pc 4'75. 
1n_terest1ng things in· this letter is} the. fac~ :~hat Heeren 
looked u:pon Bnhc1~oft in 011~ 1;ic1rtj_o11ler a.t least as· belonging 
' . .
to the school of· Ge!1man h:lstorit.tn·a·· rather than to the Eng- ·
lish or F:reneh schools,·· Extracts from the letter g:tva the 
position of Heeren: 
Never have I been so agreeably surJ)rised .... 
I am still reading ·your book, and the fur-
ther ! rend the more it rive.ts my attention. 
·You have measured with masterly care :and 
constant effort. I e.m amazed at the.mass 
of sources you have used,· .and I. rejoice 
that the library in New .9ambridga, being 
ope1:1- to you; ·:µas met all· your requirements .• 
The. care with which in each case you have 
given· "the' authorities .. en~bles. the.· reader .i
·throughout to investigate i'or himself • 
. Tbis exceedingly ac1'upulous Cal"e, 11!1ioh, 
moreover;:' you cannot hope .tor· 1n the English 
and Fre11oll writers; is your g11 eat me11it, ... 
e.11 the more since you, so tar as possible· 
consul tad con·temporru.~y w:r.~i tirigs. In this 
way, therefore; while you hf.we perfo1,med 
the duties of the h1sto1~ian with l.'espect ·to 
.facts,· you have not tailed in those of the 
hiatoriogi.,apher. The. ti.,eatment is: e1;tirely 
worthy the subject., ,, .• You have n101..e than 
once remembe1',jed me in the footnotes. It 
is one of the pleasantest thoughts to me,--· 
.&mt· I hope no presumption., --that I. have helped 
·.eom~wha.t 1n the training of the hiatori&."'l of 




!o'iiowing·· George Bancroft• s· .return.· .to J.unerica from 
his studies in Germany,·111s·career for sever.al years was 
th.at of one attempting to ·n1ake use· of his German· training, 
Ase. tuto:i,~ ·minister, and schoolmaster he was only partially 
·successful• and.1n·eaoh·ot: these·undertakings Bancroft•s 
· · failures were·· the· result in part to · certain repulsive manner.-
. . . .' 
isms wh1~b. he had e.cqu1.red a.broad 4 . Du.ring this period .his 
37IIowe, vol •. ·l; chap,. 14; ·p. 209. 
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highest success wns attained in Germ'.nn trarislations ., .. 
Af't.o:r tho: close or Rovmd Etl~, Bancrort· occupi.ed : 
himself L.~ :,:riting hi.story, exct1pt ·v:h~n }?.e \Vas serving his. 
countl"y ·EiS e. foreign minister• ·His· ·historical vrorks are 
. ' .
marked ·both by ·oerrnnn scholarf:~h1p and German historical 
phi!'osophy. 
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· Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,. 1807•1882 
,It was a happy and fort~ate you~h:who left his 
home in Portland,· Maine, in April, 1826, for an European 
. sojourn of a 11.ttl.e more than three years; t·or to Henry 
Wadsworth Longfellow had come not·on1y the opportunity to 
travel and study in Europe but also the assurance that con-
genial work would. be awaiting him· upon his return v1hich · 
would enable him to pursue his literary ambition.· Young 
. Longfellow, who .. at this time was only nineteen, had been 
\ - . . . ' ' .·. ' . '
desirous.of entering upon a. literary career for some time· 
' .' ' . '· ' ' . . . '
.prior to his graduation from Bowdoin College in 1825, but up· 
., I ' ' ' 
until that time no satisfactory means had been.found whereby 
these desires might be realized. · The choice of a. profession 
had caused the Longfallow,fmnily considerable anxiety. Long• 
I,' '· '· ,:
:fello!' ~ fa.trier,; ',who was\ inclined to look upon _the choice 
ot · a profession with a more practical eye·· than his son, took 
tlle attitude that tlle profession or letters was very well 
tor those who had the leisure and money to pursue it, but 
· hardly.the thing for a young man whose livelihood depended 
upon bis profession. As a means of deferring the choice 
between v;hat seemed to be ·a prudent profession and t\1a one 
Longfellow desired to enter, tho family had decided that 
· Henry should go to· Harvard for a year after his graduation. 
At Harvard he was to continue his general_ studies, and if 
-by the end of. the first year there still seemed to be no. 
· opening toward a literary career, Longfellow was to take up 
-·82-.. 
-the profession of law.· 
But the ·plan .for study at Harvard VJas, to· come to
._ naught, h~pp1ly for those· concerned. Madrun Bowdoin,. after 
whose husband Bowdoin College had been named, bad given 
$1000 to.the collage toward the founding of a. Professorship 
of Modern Languages. At Commencement 1ri 1825.the Board of 
. Trustees voted to establish, the cha.ix•, and Longfellow was 
asked to prepare himself to become its first incumbent. His 
father,• a member of the board, had returned.home with the 
ne,.,a ·that an 1nf~rmal. proposal hnd been made that Longfellow 
should visit Europe for. the purpose or fitting hin1self ·ror · 
. the position v1ith the understanding tlia.t on his return he 
. '1 . . ..
·should. be appointed to the professorship .. 
Longfellow d1d:not start.for Europe: :llmnediately, 
the success of an ocean voyage in those days.being somewhat 
dependent upon the season in which it was· undortake_n. When 
. . .
·.· he_ did set ,·sail from New York ·for Havre, France, on :May 15, 
· 1826, it was after a rather leisurely trip 'from Portland. 
On bi's way down to Ne\1 .York he visited Professor Ticknor., 
at Harvard, who armed him with letters or introduction· to 
Profess·or Eichhorn in Germany, \Vashington Irving in· Sp~in, 
and Robert Southey in England. Ticknor strongly recommended 
that Longfellow begin his studies at Gi;;ttingen :and.reside 
there· at least a year. ·At Round :Hill Cogswell and Bancroft 
further recommended a year's :residence a~_Gijttingen, and 
while Longfellow wrote his fathe1" that "their opinion on 
· ·-·83 • 
. the subject 'is of.mucnwe1ght),td he, nevertheless., proceeded·,' 
to ignore· the advice almost wholly. 
· Longfellow spent from the middle of June, .1826, to 
.the following March in France. · During the greater portion , '' \ . ., \ ' '
of this time he was in Paris,:where. he attempted to master· 
the Freneh · language. From· Fra.noe he · went ·to· Spain \Vhere ha 
met Washington Irving· at Madrid ·who gave 'him ;let'ters o{.· 
introduction :"to ··Rumigny, Bot tiger,. Lowens~e1n~ Scott,. and 
Sotbeby.n2. ·. After eight months in· .Spain Longfellow went to 
Italy for: a. year •of travel and study,. In a letter to his · 
father 'trom:,venice: dated December .19, 1828, he \Vrites of 
his progress in··. the various languages: 
Vlith the French 'and Spanish langu~ges I am 
familiarly conversant, so as to speak them 
. correctly, and. write. them v,ith as mucl1 ease 
and fluency· as I do the. English. · The Portu-. 
guese I read without difficulty.~ ... :'.And with. 
regard to my p:rotictency in the Italian, I 
:have only to ·sa·y' that a.11: at ·the .hotel \Vhere
I lodge took me for an Italian until I told .·· 
them: I· was ·an American. . . 
. ·1 I inte11d leaving Venice ·1n a· few days for 
Dresden. · I do not wish to return without a 
competent knowledge of Garman; and al3 tha.t I can do to acquire it shall be done •. ·. .· . 
·To attain.this neompetent knowledge of German" 
· .Longfellow went to: Germany shortly. after this letter was 
. written. From. Venice he proceeded to Vienna by way of 
Trieste. Vienna he found to be a city full of antique in-
.. · Isamuel Lo~gf ellow, 'Lir~ of Henry Wnds~~;th Lon&rellow,. · vol. l, chap. a, p. ·'73. · {Tnis. worlt-rs ref erre to. fie're-
. after .as ffLongf el low. n ) 2 • ' ' ,
3
Longfellow, vol. l, ohe.p. 8, p. 117 •. 
Ib1d
1
., vol .. l, chap. lO, p. 166 •. 
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terests, and to make his ·descriptions :of ·some of these ob• · 
jects of antiquity more realistic· to his brother Stephen, he · 
· illustrated·one of 'his let·li·ers with a number of line 
sketches •. ·From ·v1enna Longfellow· went· direct~y to. Dr~sden
byway of Prague,· arriving_ in Dresden about the ni1dd~e of 
Janua1-ay over a route. which "was· not· very· interas ting ,04 
Dresden ·Was. not a happy choice for· ·s·tucly •. Long-
fellow• a journal gives a rather·oomplete account of his 
activities in that city, 'and.th.~y a;-e a.daily· round ot social.,·· 
rather. than studious, ·activities for 'the most part •. Further• 
more the you.th was by this 'time 'somewhat ,veary o!' being away
from home. A little later he wrote his father. from Otlttingen; 
nwhile a.t l)resden, I•.t'elt' nc> other desire tha.~'that of re-
' · .... •''· '
turning home.-''61 :' ·coupled with this' feeling: of homesickness 
' ' ' .
was another disconcerting influence. · The Board. of· Trustees : · · 
. :at Bo\vdoin College·: now f~.elt. that:·it would bJ tm:able. to pay 
. Longfellow the salary of· a.··tull.:pro'fessor ·upon this·return,0:. 
and the ·v,orry :resulting f1')om the .uncertainty or the position 
interfered with his studies. 
· . Longfellow did not remain long in Dresden, but 
went soon to Gott1ngen, where his studious·. inter·ests vte~e
renewed. · '1.n February· he·· wrote to his father, . "My deisire to 
pass a year• here springs up anew •. Allow me e.t: lea~t, then, 
to pass the summer here. 116 The letters of introduet1on by
·4tongi'ellow, vol •. l, chap. ll, p. 162. 
5Ibid., volo l, chap. 11, P• 166. 
6 ..
Ibid., vol. lt chap. ll, p. 166 .. 
- :
Bancrof.t and Ticknor ·were well received by tl1e professors 
· and enabled him ·to make valuable contacts· ·at the very start. 
' ' , '' ' •• , ' ." , ' f , '' • q ': ''. • • ~ ' ,, ' ' •, I I ' ; ' '
He was particularly impressed by the··l1brary, which .v1as. th:e 
· largest in Germany ~t that ti!ne. · He found the }miversity 
· not overrated ·for his particular studies, and. as there were . 
··no dis tract,1ons ,' he was ·ena.Qled .to devote prtu;ttoally a11 · 
, or his time· to the study or French, Spanish, · ·old English, 
' ' '. ' .
and ·oerman Literature ... · · l)Ur1ng ~he.· spring vacatlo·n Longfellow · . 
spent a month 1n a tour to.and from London, and part.of;the 
return. trip was by way of steaniboat on the Rhin~. The. Rhine, 
,, ' ;•. • • , ' ' ' ! ,· ' • 
,· he described, as '"a noble river, but :·not so .fine ,as the 
Hudson."17 ·The old castles did' not fa.11:to impres~ him, how-
' ', '•, ', ' • ', I 
_! ' i 
ever,· particularly the castle of Ve.utsberg, -·of. whioh he 
' . ' . ') ~ ' '.
' ' ' 
wrote,. "I ~ever saw a more pictures.qua object, and seldom a 
.more lovely view. u8 ·
' ,· ,, ' .
. Back in ~ottingen a.gain Longf ellov1 had hardly 
settled down. to work ··when a. letter from· home ended his first 
.Period in Germany. Iiis parents thought he had· been e.bse:nt 
'' ' ' - ,' ] ' ' I ' 
. . ' '
. long enough, and his .eldest sis~er was . seriously ill •. · 
. Longfello~ left the city immediately but betor_e he sailed 
the news of his sister•a.death reached him~ 
Late··. in 1834 LoD8tellow received 'a letter from 
· . Josiah Quincy notifying him that he :}?.ad been ehoa_en to suc-
.ceed George Ticknor as. Smith Professor of Modern Languages 
at Hai~vard. ·.Th{s 1e~ter· seemed ,:to imply. a· r~que~t ··tha.t he 
· 7L~ngfellow, vol. l., chap, 11; -i,." 170~ .. - '" 
8Ibid., ·vol.o l, chap •. ll, P• 1'70. 
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spend a year or eighteen months ~11· Europe t1for the purpose 
of a more perfect attainment in German .. n9 ·· Longfellow accord• 
ingly resigned the professor.ship at Bowdoi·n College, which 
he ha.dheld since his return from.Europe, and set sail, 
accompanied by his wife and some friends, from Hew York in 
April, .1835. 
The Longfellows did not go directly to Germany, but 
· gave themselves, first of all,. a three weeks' vacation in 
~ondon. There·they entered into the best .society of the day, 
· and ~ong: those'. ·~11th whom they became pleasantly acquainted 
· v1ere .·the Carlyles •. · Early in June they went :to .Hamburg, and 
thence to Copenhagen, and ·later to Stockholm where_ Longfellow. · 
studied the S0a11d1navian languages. .In the latter city the· 
. midsu.mmer months were spent in sightseeing and studying·. 
·swediah aud Finnish. Early in September they returned.to 
Cope11hagen where· Longfellow took lessons 1n Da~ish .. · A month.
later they went to Holland, and at Amste~dam Mrs. Longfellow 
fell .~11. Her illness detained· them almost a mor1th. At 
Rotterdam ?,!rs. Longfellow again fell ill and died November 
29, 1835. The suddenness of Mr~. Longfellowta death stunned 
Longfellow. If he suspected that her illness mit5ht prove 
fatal, the fa.ct is nowhere revealed in his letters or 
journals. Just a 'few days before her dea:th he thought she 
was recovering from her illness, and the tragedy oom1ng to 
one of L~ngfello~•s temperament was such as to· make impos-
sible the intensive study which.he had planned to do in> 
9Longfellow, vol. 1, chap. 13, P• 202. 
.- _8'7 -~ 
i "' 
-~ermany. 
FrQm Rotterdam,. Longfellov, proceeded to Heidelberg. 
At Bonn he visited the _oa.thedral and ·o·alled upon Schlegel, · 
the translator of Sha.kespea~~,. From Bonn .the journey was 
continued along the Rhine.: After a dayts jou~ney the night 
·: we.a ,spent _at Ro18.Jldseck.,: s~d on. tha following morning he sa\V
fn' the eu.rly· dawn th.a Drachenfels "in its hood of ,nj.at, like . . . . 
a .monlt, solemn. and se~ere. nlO_ This same morning tb.e journey 
' ' 
was :resumed and _LongtelloVJ .reached Ooblenz early enough :1n· 
~ . ' ' '
the afternoon t_o _cross· the riyer and stand. upon _the ~splanade 
' . '
of Ehrenbreitstein in the_ gathering twilight. The journey 
from Ooblenz to.· Heidelberg took two full days, ·and a night· ·
was spent in Bingen •. Short stops·werealso made at the 
> , ·r 
castle of. Stolzenfels_, at "the brothers,'' and e.t the cathe-
dral in Worms. 
A f~w days after his arrival. in Heidelberg,_ Long-
fell~w established_ himself _'in the house of Frau Himmelhahn. 
In.this house ,he met as fellow_;odgers, Professor Bertrand 
or the University, and the Russian Baron vonRsmm, who.was 
, . . ', ' ' -.
.to becom~ his companion ·on many rambles through t.he country- · · 
side. Here in Heidelberg :he also met' Mittermaier, a. lav, 
professor and leader of the liberals; Gervinus_, a "writer on 
· German literature; Schlosser., the professor of !.iodern History; 
- ~e1,chien~Meld~g£h who was lecturing on Shakespeare arid 
,_Schi
1
lfe;; Thibaut, y1ho lectured, o~ Pandeets; Paulus? a
rationalistic theologian; a.nd.his own countrymen, William 
, 0 . • . I 
,~ Longfellow, vol. 1, chap. 15, P• 21:5. 
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Cullen Bryantand Sai.~uel Ward. 
A letter from homo on Christmas eve brought him 
additional sorrow. llia brother•i,n-ls:w a.11d dearest friend, 
George w. ·Pierce, had died. Uearly twe11ty ~rears later he 
wrote of P1ercei, ''I never ceased to, feel that in his death 
something was taken from my own life which could never be 
restored. nll. 
Witb.the opening of the new year Longfellow began 
a careful study of German literature from its origin,. As he 
says of Paul !"lemming he "buried himself ir1 books.,~~in old 
dusty books. He worlted his way diligently through the 
ancient poetic lo:t•e C'f Germany, into the bright, sunny land 
of harvests, whe:r~e, amid ,the golden, grain and the blue corn- · 
. . ttl~ flowers, 1r:alk the modern bards, and 'Sing.· '"" But not all of 
his time ,,ms coni'ined to study. Long walks were taken ,with 
friends about the pleasant.environs ,of the old town, and to 
. Handsc~iuhsheim; to Rohrbach, to the tower of Konigsstuhl, 
nnd to the heights of the Wolfabrunnen. 
, Fx1om early July to near the end or September Long-
fellow was on a journey through Tyrol and Switzerland.· In · 
Switzerland he met the Nathan Appleton family from Boston. 
A pa1"lt of the, journey was spent in· their pleasant company, 
and a daughter., !;trances Elizabeth--the laa:r•y, Ashburton of 
H;zperion, .... -was to become his.wife six years later. The 
latter part of August found Longfellow back at Heidelberg 
fiLod~tello,~ ~ vol.; l, 6hap. · 16, p. 216.. -~ 
12H. w. Longfellow, Prose Vio1"ks, vol. ~,, chap. a., p. "IO. 
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preparing, _to ate.rt' for·home· •. Tlle tollowirl°g ·_entry _in his' 
.journal gives /the ata:t;_e. of· h1s fceliugs·e.t that ·time; .,.,A 
sad. and lonely journey I have h8.d, · e.nd am glad,', gl~d that , 
it· is over. But,in· a few days·the toil of tX's.val begins 
again. nl2' \~11 thin a t¥eelc Longfellow. vla.s on· liis way to 
Longfellow made his third trip to Germany in 1842. 
Somewhat run, d.0~1n in health he had ob.ts.ined a six months' . 
· leave ot · absence from his· teaehillft~ duties 8.J.-id v,ent abroad to 
t17 the ''wa.te1.,-curett at Mar1enberg, nea:v Boppa.rd on the
,·
Rhine. · On his way· to the Rhine he spent a fe~ clays in Paris 
visiting acque.1ntar1oeR he !lad made on 1tormer tr1pir. From, ·
Paris he made. a· trip through Belgium, thence up the Rhine 
to Ma.rienberg •· 
The "wate1~-oureu consit.tted £01~ the most· part .of a 
aeries·· of baths given'. throughout: the day, special attention 
. to ·diet, much .exercise·.,·. s.nd. ple,nty 01~ · s~eep. Above. all the 
pat1entts activities were carefully regulated. Longfellow 
. enj:oyed :especially· the long waiks and the excursions on the 
Uhine, ~and it vies ·on one of the latter· that, he: met Ferdtnand 
• •' ' ' I ,' ' ' 
.Preil:tgrath, ·a· young German poet at St. Goar, ·;iiti: whom he 
was to .form a warm fr1e11dship and, continue a correspondence 
throughout life •. ·· 
Longfellow wrote· lit'tle except letters at Afa.rien-
borg~ · uThe ·Belfry of Brug_es11 may have been' begun there, but 
othel?'Niee he. wrot~ r10 vers~ excep!-' the sonnet nMezzo Cammiri." · 
13Longf el l~w ,. · vol • 1, chap., 16, · p. 238. 
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Two of his poems, "~xoelsior11 and' the "Skeleton in Armor,'' 
were translated into tl1e. Germa~ by Fr~iligratll. Vihat avail-
able time. he. had. wa.s given to. a stttd.Y. of the younger German 
. poets, amo.ng whom,, he t~ou.ght,. Fre1ligrath stood at the head. 
As ~ongf.ellowts va._cat1on drew: µear 1ta end, he made 
his. way down the ~hine, through Bel~ium ~o ,Ost.end, ~hence to 
London where. he was the gue.st. of D~o;kena, for. several days 
before sailing .for. home. on th.e re~u_rp. voyage he composed 
his.anti-slavery.poems. 
In .. 1868·??,. L~ngtellow was. !\gain in Europe. tor his 
fourth nhd .·last tour.. The sple . op j ect of. the trip was 
' , . . ' '
pleasure, and it became what might .. almost be ·ce.lle~. s. trium- · 
pha;t.tour •. For years he had expressed. a desb,-e.to revisit. 
those pleasant scenes in Europe.which ha<l; meant so.much to 
him in his ~nrly manhood, and when his son, just married, 
was about to me.ke a European tou.r in J.8681 Longfellow decided · 
to accompany him. The group did. not cease to grow wS.th the 
poet's decision to jotn his son and daughter-in-law. Long-
fellow took his th.ree- daughters.; and his ~rother, two 
sisters, and T. a. Appleton later joined the group~ 
The pe.r~ty .was gone for eighteen months, and but a 
sma11·portion o.f the time.wan spent.in Germ~11y~· first of 
all there were a .fe\v weeks of sightseeing in Gree.t Britain;. 
· .. then followed a trip up the. Rhine to Switzerl.and. There 
··the summer months. were spent~· In the aut
1
umn the party went 
to Paris and then: to, Italy for. the winter •.. In the. spring 
the party again ente1"ed Germany; and visits were made to 
Innsprupk, lf!u.niah, · lfu.rembe:rg, . and Dresden. From Germany the.
party moved .. across Switzerland· to ,l?a:ttis.; thence again to 
Great Br1t~in. for a t·our :throut-;h Devonshire r:.nd Scotland be• 
fore .,embe..rk1ng fol'. home • 
I ' or all the countries.in whioh,Longfellow.studied 
during. hi.s .r,.rst trip to Europe,: Germa.11.y, the European 
country whioll was· .later to infl1ience him most,. meant the 
least to hitti. Tllo look of influence from Ge1~many'. was due 
.in part to· the .f'aot that he was there for a niuch sho1•ter 
period or tim.e thnn he \V&S in France, Spain.; and Italy. 
· But there were other :reasons why Longfellow was not susoep-
. tible to German inflt1on.oe. .1ie went a.b1 .. oed t;o travel qui,!ce 
a.a much as to . stu.dy. At no time a.id he become the delving 
student tor the .. typa of exact scholarship for which: tb.e 
.:··,German .schools .wet.'e. then famous. He greatly admired the 
' I ' ' • . . ' ' 
> • • •• : ,, '
' . ,' ,·· ,\ ', ' ., '
Unlvera~ty, a.t Gottingen;. ·1:,ut his letters· do not ahow a frac~· 
. . . : 
,tion:.of the ·enthusiasm for the. Ga:n:nan educational ·system 
that the letters· of. Bsncrof't,. T ioknor, Eve1.,ett;, and. Cogswell 
show. Gottingen. failed to "up-settt 41m., to use Cogswell'' s 
term. l"urthe:rmore, a.a haa alree.dy .. been. said, Longfellow had 
'become weary of be1n5 ebsent; .fron1 home, and his .studi<is were 
· cH1.rr1ed on there as a matte1~ of duty. One month before his 
· sudden departure. for b.ome he wrote hie fathet-., "I would not 
.remain a moment, were. it not from the persuasion of its 
necess1ty .. "l4 
-------...------------~~--~··'*" ·-· IP.·l4Longfellow, vol. 1, che.pj 11,; P• 171. 
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As to ·othel" phe.aea of German ·life, ·Longfel~ow was. 
·equally indifferent; and whi1e it is true tbe.t he later used 
in his lit.erary .works. some German scenes that had impressed . '. . . . ..· ·, . '
him during ~his vis~t, .the.se .works wel'a not, wr.itt.en until 
after his third y1si t to Gernum;, ., · Even .the mc,s t. he· .c~uld say 
for the .great Paganini was,. ".How .the. world goers niad. attar a 
' . . . ' ' . 
. 'fiddler •. t ttl5 · How.ever, in oonnec:t1on with the German influ-
e.nce.; it, must ,be rem'tmtbered t;ha.t. the period between the 
first and second :E~opean visits was almost·, wholly barren ot 
literary efforts •.. Thfa .entire .outp~t conais~ed of one or two 
poems;· a few .magazine art1ci.as, moat. of wl:'t...ich were later in-
corporated. into. Outra-iteI-;. e.nd a number of textbook transla-
. tion~. All of these works in. so far as they reflect the 
life of the Old worJ.d reflect the influ~n1oe· of Franc.e, 
Spain, and Italy. The narrative in outre-Mer, which is 
, , : ................. I $ I J~........... , 
modeled on tho style of Irving's Sketch Bookt. follov1s Long-
,,· .• - ........... tlPiliJ•ll~li~. · 
·.rellov1t s t:ra.vols tlu>oughout E~ope rather closely.,. but the 
narrative virtU.a.lly. aea:3es with J\ustr1a., the. last country 
visited before Germany. Only a:mera mention in made of that 
pario.d of ~ime spent. in Ii!urope after Longf~llov1 left Austria. 
·During the s1x'year interval.between the first and 
second visits to Europe there was scarcely a single indica-
tion that Longfellow \'lould later· become the most popular 
poet in America, or even a. poet· at all. Before his return 
from the fir~t trip he had. dr.3finitely _decided to give up . 
' \ ' ' '
attempting to write poetry and had resolved to become a 
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writer of prose. The resolution to write prose was not well 
·· carried out if his v1orks e.~e. to be judged either by quantity 
· or literary merit. · rrhe single. prose composition published 
during his term at Bowdoin which did not grow directly out. 
of his labors as a teacher has a.iready been mentioned--
outre-Mer. ·His other lit~rary efforts, ·such as they were, 
were ·given over .to transle. tions and critical magazine · 
.artieles--·tha ··type· .and· quality· of. writing ·that might be ex-
,·. \ i· . ' I , , . •• , \:: , ,· , 
pected · fr·om an ellter:pr1s1ng language teacher .·at that time. · 
But all evidence to the contrary, Longfellowts 
major interests v1ere not always to ·lie in the work ,c,f an in- ··
. .
telligent, conscientious teacher. Bis natura·was to under-
. . ' 
. . ' \ 
go a drastic change f:.rom the experiences of the second 
European visit and even the teaching profession was to lose 
some of.1ts·early fascination. At Bowdoin.be had been 
enthusiastic about his work, and what little unhappiness he 
had expresaE3d concerning his work there had been occasioned. 
by his desire for.a position 1n a larger school- But at 
Har•vard his · att 1 tude toward teaching· soon · changed f As early 
' . ,•
as· September, 1838 1 lle.:v1rote in his journal,. "This dragoon--
ing of schoolboys 1n lessons is.like going backwardJ I 
don't like. it, yet tt·makes the weeks whirl by at an incred• 
ible rate. 016 . Longfellow ·was really deploring the fact that 
· his position in Harvard left him so little time to dream and 
write •. 
The L(?ngfellow Vlho took up his duties at Harvard.
16 Longfello\v, vol. l ,. cba.p. 19, P• 296. 
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had had his genius bent in an emotional rather than in an 
intellectual direction by the events of the second European 
visit. And first .. of all among these ·events stands the, death 
of ·Mrs. Longfellow, for it was the·state of minewhicp. this 
tragedy produced--to be further 1ntens1t!ed by the death of 
his ·dearest friend~ month-'1ater--that·made·Lo~gfellow re-
ceptive to that influence which was to shape his literary 
career•. He .was ever one to hear his sufferings silently, . 
. and it is only from occasional references in. his journal and ' 
lett~rs that enable .. us to glimpse the extont bf his suffer~· 
ings. ·'l\vo_ months .follo\ved his wife's death before he could .. 
bring himself to write his father. t'IThe sense of my bex-eave• ·
ment is deep and unutterable;ultt he \Vrites••a ~ta.tement ·which:, 
gave a truer _insight into his character than he suspected, 
perhaps, for Longfeliow•s disappointments and sorrows are not 
reflected directly inh1s·wr1t1ngs to any considerable degree. 
Follow.ing his wite•s·:.death Long.fellow.attempted· 
to carry out h:l.s oribina.l · plans for , study, and he made an 
. .
attempt to drown his grief 1n German studies. L1 ttle progress. ·. 
was made in the studies,· but Longfellow did become. intensely 
interested in Germ.an romanticism. "In the works of Uhland, 
Herder, Tieck, Miiller, Salis, and Goethe, he found those 
responses to which his nature best ·reacted,ul8 and 1n the 
books of Richter he found ".the misty and sentimental philos-
ophy of living which he neYeroutgrew.nl9 Everything tended 
17hongfellow, vol. l, chap. 16, P• 218. 
,l8oorman.,. A. Victorian .American',, chap. 4, pc,, 191.' · 
19 · - · , , · Ibid., chap. 4, p. 191. · 
to turn .. him to romanticism. at this, ~tme: ; Su.bj'ective and 
sentimental by .nature, grie.r-stricken among strangers in an 
' ' ' •· ....... ' '. '
old medieval town w1th its legends, 1ts.ce.stle ruine, and 
1ts romantic nooks, it is little wonder that the future poet 
v11thdrew. f·rom the · exterior realities of life into a world of . 
contemplation and dreams •.
In the America. of Longfellow•~ day~..ia new country 
vibrating with life and strug~l1ng w.ith the problems that 
brought ~n the Civil War-~Longtellow occupied.a. unique posi-
tion tor a national figure. He re.fused to ta..ke e.n active 
par~ in the affairs of the nation; and the problems which 
·were.most real to h1s fellow citizens had little interest 
for him. On the very eve .of the Civil War hi~ journal he.s 
this entry, ·0 n1ned with.Agassiz to meet Emerson and others. 
I was amused· and annoyed. to see how soon the conver.sation 
dropped off ,into po~1~ics.. It was not. till after ~inner, 
in the library, that we got ~pon anything really lntere~t:'.'::'.: 
· ing. n20 Vfuat a significant statement.·, A· scientist ·and a· 
poetic philosopher talking politics--certa.inly not vwo m.Eln 
who v,ould be i~terested 1,n trivial ·things ~olitioal-~and · 
Longfellow amused and annoyed. There· in the library after 
dinner is the poet-in his most congenial and characteristic 
' ', . ' '
role •. After ·having been unable to write during an uncom-
fortable day, he sets down this.note in his journal, *'Mow
let _me. try ,.--th~· e~~ning having oomE1 e.nd the tall candles 
· · · being lighted. rr 2l One can almost see Longfellow writing: 
~OLongfellow, vol. ·2, · chap. 12,,·p .• 276. · 
21Ibid., vol. 1., chap. 19, P• 307. 
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Into the da.rkneso and the,hu.eh;of niGht 
. Slowly the landscape sinks, and fades away, . 
And with it fadea the.phantoms.of the day, .. 
The ghosts of men and things; that haunt the light·. 
The crowd, the clamor., the pursuit, the £light, 
The unprofitable splendor and display; 
The agitations and cares that prey · .. 
Upon our hearts, all vanish out of sight )f..
The better life.begins; tlle world no more 
Molests us; all its records we era.se 
From the dull commonplace book of our lives,. 
That like a palimpsest is written o•er 
With trivial incidents of time and place, 22 And; lo! the ideal; hidden beneath, revives. 
Th1s sonnet althou~h written years after his resi• 
. . ' '
dence in Heidelberg may be taken as a typical manifestation 
' ' . '
. of the change· v1hioh came ove:r Longfellow ts· nature .·t~ere. He
'with.drew from ttmen and things" of the da.y--the things of the 
day were .t'ghosts~--into "the better life"; the ··11re of fflYSt~-
,' ' ' ,,· ' . . '
cal dreams, flitting shadows, and. pensive .longingtn 
Tht:3 first manifestation of the more direct G·erman 
influence on Longfellow after he en.te.red upon his du·ties at 
' .
',
Harvard 1s shown 1n his course of lectures;. He wrote his 
fa.:ther '.ln ·May; ·. 1837: · 
· Since my return to Cambridge I have been pretty 
busily employed.· I have a class in German, and 
shall soon connnenoe my lectures. I give you a 
sketch or my course: 
.l. Introduction• History-of the French 
Language. 
2. The other Languages of .the South of Europe. 
3. History of the Northern., or Gothic, 
Languages.· 
4. Anglo-Saxon .L1terature. 
5, 6. Swedish Literature. 
7. Sketch of German Literature. 
8, 9, 10. · Life and Writings of Goethe. , 
11, 12. Life and Writings of Jean Paul Riohta~ •. 23 
22H. w. Longfellow, The Com2lete Poetical Works or Hen!2: 
Wadsworth Lon~fellow, 0 1~ igh t n p. 348. 
23Longf el low; vol. 1, chap •. 17, p •. 251.· 
The lectures were delivered· to .the m~mbers· .of't ·the. ''Senior 
' I!> '. !, . ' ' t 
' ' 
class and t~ those members ot the Law and Div:tnity·sohools 
,vho choose to attend."24 · That German litera:ture had made a 
r ' ' f , .
profound impression. on his mind is shown by the faot that 
one-half or the.lectures are devoted to it. And it is 
worthy of note that Jean. Paul Richter,. who was to loom so 
:,· large .1Il }!lJ2el11ion., ·.is the subject of. t\VO of the German lee-
I ' ,' ,' 1 ' ' 0 ' 
tures. Richter, Longfellow once wrote, is •tthe most
., magnificent :or' the German· prose writers. n26.
' ' ' 
The. first volume to make 1ta appearance from the 
hand of Longfellow after he had taken up his residenee at 
' ' 
' ' ' 
O ambridge was Hl,Perioq;. the German and Swiss travelogue •. 
This volume appeared 1n·~939 and we.a another sketch.book 
' '
like Outre-Mer, but differed from the earlier volume not · 
' ' > ' ' • ,, ',.
alone in setting but 1n sp1r1 t as well. · !IlEE:riori i.3.s the 
' ' ', ,' ' ' , . -~<_, ,, ., 
record of one who had come to.look on.nature more ~eriously 
by having had deeper experiences. It lacked those qualities 
whien·g1ve a story permanent value,.b~t for the .Period in 
which 1t appeared it. was an epooh.:..making book •. Like. Irv;:tng's 
Sketch Book and Alhambra,. it opened up a new world :to 
:America. For the first time ·continental· beauty and romance 
were brought -1nto 1\merioan. homes,. and: being so thoroughly 
saturated in this cont·inental beauty· and romance the book 
' ' 
nattirally became na Bible to tou.~iats. of many nations.tt26 
The atmosphere of the book is thoroughly Gernian-•that German 
84 • 1 , . Longtellov1, vol. 1, chap. 17,, p. 252 ... 
• _I 
: 2:5Longfellow, vol .. · l, chap. 17, p ... · 249. 




atmosphere which attends the stories of the Rhine. There 
is the slenderest thread of.a narrative on which are strung 
the wild legends of ,the Rhine, translations of German lyrics,' 
· criticisms, and bits of scenery and travel. 
In the autumn of 1839 the first volume of Long-
fellow's poems appeared. It consisted or five "Earlier 
Poems" wh1chhe thought ~orthy of preservation., a·number of 
translations, and. the poems which had come fro:m .his pen 
since. he.had taken up his Cambridge residence. All the 
later poems ·except the "Preluden had.appeared in magazines 
before they were collected for the public in book form. The. 
little volum.e ,vas called Y.,g,io,~.s. or .the N1[£ht, a title par-
· ticularly appropriate for the poems written·after his second, 
European v1s it. The earlier ·poems may be wholly disrega:r1ded 
\ for they might hav~ come from the hand of another in so fal' 
. ~s they reflect the character or bis later work, but. the 
later poems show the German influence. 
"Flowers" seems to have.been the. first poem com"".' 
posed after Longfellow's return: to America, and it illt1a-
• I I ' 
trates the German note which.appeared in American literature 
then for the first time. The poem was composed on the third 
of October, 183'7, and was sent to a friend with a bouque·t of 
autumnal flowers. In December of the same year it was.pub-
lished in the Knickerbocker under. the title of "Floral. 
Astrology." The first stanza contains a German allusion-~ 
to Ca.rove who in the "Story without an End" speaks of 
"flowerets that shine as blue stars in the green firmament 
of the earth" : · 
Spake fu.1.1 well,. in la.ngue.ge quaint. and .olden,· 
One who dwelleth by the·castled Rhine, 
When he called the.flowers, so blue and gold~'}, 
' . Stars, that in earth•s firmmnent do shine. 
The remainder of the poem'is meditative and mystical, e.s may 
,. ' ' '
· ·. be illustrated by the secorid and third stan.zas : 
. ' ' . ' ' : 
· stars they are.,· wherein we read our history, . 
. As astrologers and. seers or eld; \ 
Yet not wrapped about with awful mystery, 
Like the burning stars which they beheld • 
. wondrous truths, e.nd manifold.as wondrous, 
· · God has w1'11tten in ·those stars above; 
But not less in the bright flowerets 2tfder us Stands the revelation ot his love. . .. 
~·his a erme.n influence · is better illustrated in· 
npootsteps of Angels.0 Here are the suggestive shadows and 
hazy outlines, the znelancholy longings and the voices o:r the 
pa.st: 
When the hours of Day are numbered, 
And the voices of the Night 
Wake the better soul, that slumbered, 
To a holy, calm delight; 
Ere the··~vening .lamps hre lighted, .. 
And, like phantoms ·grim and tall, 
Shadows· f,;-om the fitful f\iralight 
and·it was 
· Dance upon the parlor wall; · 
Then the .fo~ms of the departed 
Enter at ·the open door; 
The beloved, the tru.e-hea.rted~9 Come to visit me onoe more; 
Longfellow was parti~ularly fond of the twilight 
. 27H •. W. Longfellow; The Com2lete Poetical Wo1.,ks of IIe11rz 
Wadsworth Lonsfellow I P• 5. J " 44 I .. 
28- . ;. • .. M.,Ibid~ , p. 5 • . · 
·29Ibid.,.p. 4. 
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. When the hours of day are numbe~ed., 
And the voices of the Night 
Wake the better soul that slumbered 
To a .holy, calm deligkt; 30 .
that he shows· a unique kinship to a pa1--tieulaI' type of German
poetry. ·· This phase o:f' Longfellow's poetry is described by
the Germ~ scholar, Leon Kellner: 
As a 1~.ic. pqet I.,011.gfellow is. wel1 nigbJ.Oerman 
in h!s tenderness and melody, in his experienees 
and moods. · '£he German evensong (A.bet1dlied) is 
unique in lite:ratu:re; Whet langtiae:e ··can point to 
anything like •:&ullest wieder Busch und Thal,•· · . 
or even 'Die Sonne sank'? Longfellow approaches 
vet!y Qloaely to the Ger~an Abendlied., The oozy 
twilight, the peaceful evening, the rejuvenating 
night--to.these impressions bis soul is most 
delicately attuned, and to them are we· indebted 
fo~ h1s most deep-felt, most genuine, one might 
say most GertM111, verses: · 'The Light of the 
Stars,• •Hymn to the Night-;, t. 'i1ootatepa of ·. , 
Angels,' 'T".ae Day Is Done, 1 •The Belfry of Bruges. t3l 
The .. translations 1~ Voices or :f;he •.Night outnunibex- · 
' . ,, ' '.·, ' '
the originnl compositi'ons tvm to one,. and nearly one-halt of .. 
them are from the Gerrnm.1. ~hey seem to h.nve bee11 a labor 
of ·love,· and one of the ptu•poses underlying the translations 
was to make known the works of the man he; lovedc, Hence, , ·. 
,,. t.) . . 
"fidelity 1n spirit· and lettex-••u,., 1s the chief characteris• 
tic of·these trnns1a.t1ons~ 
A second volume of poetry v:ae to he written before 
Longfellow ma.de his_ third trip to Germany. Early 1...,i. Je.nuatty, · · 
1840, he wrote to his friend, George w. Greene: 
I have bFoken ground in a new field; namely 
. ballnds; beginning with the •Wreok of the 
·. Schooner Hesport'-S' on the reef of N0rm!'tn•s.
30n. w. tongfellOWe The ComplAte Poetical Wo1.,lrn O:.f. ~ .. enrz 
Wadsworth Longfellow, p. 4. . . · · ... 
31Kellner, Americw.'l Literatm1 e, chap. f?, P• ·-123, 
32vincent, Am.ericon Iiitera1"y Masters, chap. 8, P• 236. 
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'Noe, in 'the· storm of a f·ortriight e.go. ·,., •.. 
I think I shall write more~ · The national · 
ballad is s virgin soil· here i:g !Jew . England'; · 
and there are ·great· materials • .:).3 . ·· .. 
In 1841 a volume . called Ballads .. and othexi Poems was publish-
' ' 
ed., a colleet1on which ,contained four· translations iJ.1 
addition· to the .original ·poems. ·T·v10 of· the translations· 
were from the·oe~man. 
In the developmen·t · of the poet this volume is im-
portant in two.respects.· In. t.he ~irst place, it mar~ts ·1.n a.·
way the close ,or_Longfellov,•.s ~irst poetic, period.-~a period 
'in' which he wrote,' al.most 'all 'of' his '·well:: known short poems. 
. . '
·. After his,.third visit :to.Germany·he ,as to write his longer 
. popular poems, 0 The .courtship of Mil~s Standish, n· ..uHiaw~t~~: ?.,
and "Evangeline," but on,ly atew short poems such as "Paul 
·; .
Revere's Ride, n were to ·become known 1n e-yery household like · 
.the poems in the first two volumes. In the. second ·place, it 
, viras natural that Longfellow should ultimately make use of 
the ballad form. Uhland, a writer of popular German ballads, 
, !las one. o.f his favorite poets,. and the likeness of the "The 
Beleaguered City" in· Voices of the Night to the ballads of 
• • P. • J a ~ Jt
U11land was striking. · But more important· than Longfellow ts
interest in German.ballads was the adaptability of the ballad 
form to the particular type of poetry which he was writing 
at this time. 
In the.ballad Longfellow could we11·express his 
romantic inclinations --. his love for- the· past; his love tor 
colorful pictures mellowed by age; his vague and suggestive 
33tongfellow, vol. 1., chap. 21, Po 342. 
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imaginativeness~ · : 
The general influence of the thi.tt.d. trip to Germany 
we.a to strengthen those tendencies in Longfellow toward the 
sentiment end romance of the people in the.t' countl'Y• This ··' 
statentent inus't n.ot. be eons trued to mean that Longfellow be• 
came more German in sentiment, tor the result \v.as ha!'dly 
. that. F.vancis H. Undervmod makes the following ·statement 
about those poems ~r Long~ellow which were wi"'itte~ befox-e 
'. ., "
this ·visit: n1~1e.ny of these '."Ti thout being . in any sense im1~ 
tationa, could not b.ave been written by·. any but a Oernian 
:, 
scholar, and .··one thoroughly 1n sympathy with tl~e· tender and 
spiritual feel111g .o~ the poets who succeeded Goeth~. n3.4 
T~is statement is tru.e to· a degree :for the poems \irhich 1m....
· ~ediately followed this visit, but broadly speaking. these · 
poems give evidence that Longfellow has gone through the 
German school. · There is more of . an American fle.vor in the 
choice of subjectsJ · at least, even though'.. the treatment 1e 
in the· Ge~man style. LongfellO\'I is ever- to r~main the poet 
of sentiment and romance, but; his. works show more poetical 
mnturity at this time, The pictures are m~re distinct., more 
colorful, and hnve mol"e life. 
The results of the third visit may be summed.up, . 
. perhaps, in ,four. genera.I ·statement~h .. In .the fi1-ist place, 
Longfellow read more and rleeper .in German literature; 1n the 
second place, his love fo1-: Gorrrm.n r.orng_nce tm.d beauty was
strengthened, pwt1cu.lar1Y for the picturesque in age and 
il4underwood, Henr;:,: · Wadsworth Lon Rf ell ow,, A .Biographical 
Sketch, P• 11'0. · · . . · . . : 
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,· ·,,· s,tor~; in. ~he· third. plsuie,.:::·l:i~C::tormed., ~ 'i1re~long. friendship 
:With one of the 'lea41x·.ig< Gei1?1~ll; poets., .tna.ny of whose .poems
he was · to tro.~sls.te into Engl isJ::l and who .in. tw ... n was to 
· translate many of Longfellow.• s poems into Germ.an;. and last ... · 
'' I ' ' ' 
. , ly, th.e vis it 1..tisp11:ed a m~.mber' of poems., one of which was 
to i~ive the. ~1tle to the next volume. of poetry, The·· Beltr1~ 
of B~!!.5es. Following this ti--1:p. four volu.rnes e.ppea1.;ecl which 
. deserve some consideration b1+ relation to the Oerina.n influ- · 
.en;c~ •. ·.These .Works· are !:O~ta, .~fld ,P,,o,et;rY. o~ .•Eur..<;>.,~.. 1895; 
, !!:.e, ,Bel tr1, ·· ,cf. _Br~~E?.e- 1846; · I}~,van~a€$_!!,, ~849; and The Golden 
Legend, 1851. · 
~oats an;d ~.ot?~~ .'~L.!~.Ol?! grew out of the 
European visits and Longfellow• a aoqua1nt8.nce ,11th and appre-
ciation of the·. 11 terature in the European languages~· The · 
·voiume was a direct result of the Gevnmn influence only in 
so' far 8.S the Ger1m.an literature With that of ·s.ome of the 
other ,European languages appealed to Longfellow in.such a 
way as to rn.ake him want to mnke this literatµre accessible 
to his countrymen~ H1a purpose in compiling· such· a volume 
· is thus· stated in the "Preface" to the collection: "I have 
attempted only to bring -together, int<J ·a conipaet and con-
·veuient form aa large an amount as possible of those English 
t1,anslations which a1'e scattered· throughout many volumes and 
. ,,are not easily aocassible· to the general· 1"leader.n35 But it 
is not µnlikely that Longfellow was motivated in part by
, another purpose quite· aa definitely a.a the one he mentions. 
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Longfellow was in o~e sense a missionary; and he thought, 
no doubt, that in compiling this volume., ~he was utilizing 
one means by .which he.might transplant some of.the old 
world culture to America.· Again and age.in he laments the 
absence of beauty, and artistic appreciation in the general 
life of the people about him. Such entries in his journal . 
are rather frequent: "Heine, delicious poet for such an 
hour: .What a charm there is about his 'Buch der Lieder. 1 
. .
Ah, here they would be held by most people· r.1diculous. Many
·poeticLsouls there are here, and many .lovers of song; but 
life ·a.nd its wa.ys·and ends ·are prosaic 1n:this country to 
the last degree. "~6 And a few pages farthe:t,. in. his journal 
is this entry 1n the same tone: flHow few true songs we have 
in English! And here in America hardly any. Ah,· here the 
heart struggles, and aspires, but does not~ sing. 037 . 
This desire on the part. of Longfellow to bring 
some of the old world culture to America led him to make many 
translations and write numerous critical articles on foreign 
literature. Some of these translations and critical articles 
were incorporated into Poets and Poetri ,of Eu.ro2e, but, of.· 
course, only a. mere fraction of' the translations in that· 
volume are by him. He did, ho,never,. write all the int:roduo-
tocy sketohes for each of the languages.· Most or the b1o-
. graphical material was wri~ten by his friend a.nd colleague, 
Professor Felton, who, though head of the Greek depa?Jtnient 
36Longfellow, vol. 2, chap. 2,·p. 41. 
3'7 Ibid • ., vol. 2., chap. 2, p. 64. 
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at Harvard,, wa.s also, a German· scholar •. The volume ,was first 
.· ' , •, ' '
published 1n· 1846.,·. and in 1871 L~ngf.ellow issued a supplement. 
' '! , 
. Teri . European . le.rigue.gea /v1ere.. :represented arid .the. part g1 ven · 
over to Garman literature comprises about one,;,.fourth of the 
·volume. 
,', '.
In December, 1846, the volume entitled The Belrrz 
' o.f.· Bru!!eS 'and Other Poems apoeared, but' the greater ·part of . • ~ I I l • :JiS M ..... ""'"" ,' 
· · these poema···had ·been published ·previously in. m~azine~. The 
poem which gives the title to the volume, "The Belfry of 
· Bruges," was finished before Longtellov, returned to America. 
in lf,42. The volume' consiBted of six transla,tions-~all fran 
':··,· '' . '_ ·.. '' . '
the German;"'"!-four sonnets, ·and a nwnber of other original 
poems,. similar. 1n tone· to the· poem.a 'in Voices of the N ht 
',.
and Ballads. They a.re, how.ever, as llas a.lre~dy .been pointed 
out, chara.eter.istic ot the poet •s best and later work!· 
Three of the original poems were inspired by the .visit to · · 
Germany: .1'The· Belfry of Bruges.," 11Nuremberg, tt and.. llWal ter 
Von Der Vogelweid." · Both ''The Belfry of B:r~es n and . 
. . . . 
."Nuremberg0 . are ~ong the. 1:>est· known of '.tqngfellow's.·better · 
short 'poems' 'although they never became so popular as some 
·of the other poems in the same volume, such. as "The Old 
Clock on the Stairs, n and "The Ar~ow and the Song. tt 
Kavanaal: .has ~he distinction of·being the lea.st 
sueoessfu.l ··of· Longfellowt s books. · Praised as it was by ··two .
' • ' I '< '
successful. writ(;)rs of fiction, Hawt~orne nnd Howells, the 
' . ' \ 
book, ·neverthel~ss' was a disappointment to a lai•ge number 
of Longfellow•s friends and admirers. ·The failure of the 
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a' 
story has been a.scribed to various causes: lack of plot;· 
lack of forceful chnraeters; lack of. incidents flavoring of 
real life; it·s academic atmosphere; and lastly,· to the 
attempt to look at rural .society as Jean Paul-Richter would 
have looked at it. 
,.
Regardl~ss of whatever rielationsh1p each 9t '~hese.
bears to .tL.e book' a·. ·failure, it may be freely ·admitted that 
the German_ influence was pot c_ontributory to successful 
fiction. In the first place, New England society was not 
German society;. and in the· second· pl.ace~. tho·se qualities. i ::
, ·:· '' , ' ,,. '.. ' ,,
which bad come to charactorize Longfello~•s' \vork as the' re-·· 
. ' . . . '
' ' ' 
sUlt of the German influence were not the qualities requi-
site to a successful piece ot fiction. Longfellow.' s abili-
ties lay rather- away trom than toward the novel. The novel 
demands clear-cut, positive characters; Longfellow was at 
his best with vague,·shadowy figures. His strength lay in 
portraying pictures· rather than incidents; in relating the · 
simple rather.than the complex.; in displaying moods rather 
than passions. 
In Iiovember 19, 1849, Longfellow wrote in his 
journal: "And nov, I long to .try a loftier strain, the sub-
. limer song v1hose broken melodies. have for so many years 
·breathed through my_ soul in the better hours of life,. and 
which I trust and believe will ere long unite themselves in-
to a symphony not all. unworthy the sublime theme, but 
furnishing .1 some equivalent expression for the trou.ble and 
wrath of life., for its sorrow and its mystery.rn3S The 
38Longf ellow, vol. 2, chap, 5, p. 151·. 
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''loftie~. '·strain'' ···llere 'referred to found .expression' in ~ 
,1; 
Christus, but the "symphon,:0 was. not completed for more than 
twenty years.· 
. · .. ~he Golden LeGend;,, a.l though · 1 t was to be the second 
P.art of trilogy, was. the first ,part written .and was· publi~hed 
•' ' ,, ' ' !, I 
1n 1851. The story is told' in d~amatic·form and :ls based.on 
' ' ' . . (_. ' ' - . '
' ' 
an aµcient Oerman!romanoe, }'Der arnie ·ne1nrioh,f' by Hartmann· 
·von Aue,.a'minnesinger of the. twelfth century •. The.e.im·was 
' . ' . ' ' . / 
to: present a picture. of· the Ohristia.nity.·.:of .the Middle Ages. 
Longfe~lowwa.a never very ·successful in his dra-
' ' ' ' . . . '
me.tic :attempts, but critics in general have agreed that T.h£?. 
, Golden·. Legend is superior to bis o:t;her dramas.. The poem is 
mainly German· in .1~s setting, .. and it.: is interesting to note 
tliat tp,e home of ·its hero, Prince Henry, 1s.Vautsberg on the 
Rhin·e:--.-the sins;:e seene which· had dee.ply· appealed to Long-
feli·o.w .on his ·trip ·up· the Rhine during his first visit to 
''
Europe. The characters .1.n the poem are weak, .. as indeed were 
the characters,. in all of L(?ngtellovv• s wo)?ks., .b~t the poem 
< I ,- ) : •." : ·, ;· \ ·, ,'.• , ' , •: '; 1 > ·:< :, ' , ,.' /
has be·en judged a masterpiece. from the 'standpo,1nt of pre-· 
' . ' ' 1',' " <C ', ••••- • .,. • '•
senting a series of pictures of medieval life. ·Ruskin said 
. ' .
of this. poem:· . "Longfellow, in. his Golden Le.5en'! has enter.ad 
more closely into the temp.er· of the morik, for good and for 
evil, the.n' ever. yet theological writer or historian., tho.ugh 
theJ ma1 have g:l.ven the:!.I' life's labor to the ~na1:fa1s.n39 
Yet high as this praise ia and by as competent. a. 
. . . . 
critic as Ruskin !as,. the German scholar end writer Leon 
· 3§Ru~kin~ lt!odern Painters, vol. 4, Pe.rt v, chap. 20, p. 390~ 
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. Kellner, has; paid tribute to Longfellow• s ability :to portray 
medieval life in even-more laudatory terms.· After pointing 
out the dramatic weaknesses of the poem, Kellner. has this to 
, say: 
The Golden Legend is a. plast.1o panorama., in which 
vie 6efiold '£he Iffe of a German town in the twelfth 
century from the most varied points or view. And 
one cannot, indeed, marvel sufficiently at the 
·fidelity with which Longfellovt presents all the 
: conditions upon v1hich: he touches. He is 'almost 
more medieval than his prototype, Hartmann .von 
Aue.. The miracle play in the midst of the drama 
is a little ma.sterpieoe of imitation; vmre we to 
come across it in some library, in Old English 
. orthography, we should without hesitation declare 
it to be· a valuable find, a production of the 
thirteenth century. 40 · : · . · , . 
It is, perhaps, needless to say tllat ·.The. Gold~ 
. Legeng_ grew out o·f Longfellow•s visits in. Gernu~ny. · .It was 
on these visits that he ma.de the acqua1nt&nce of those· 
German ·writers' works. wh1_ah ·awakened an 1,nter·est .. in medie• 
valism •. This interest in medieval subjects led him to g:1.ve 
medieval settings to nearly one-half of,-his poems. And his 
bent toward medieval subjects once recognized, the tact 
. ' 
that Th~.~olden Let3E?~d was the first of the t1,.11ogy written 
occasions no surprise. And Longfellow, in this instance at 
any rate, was at his best when he was writing books .from 
books like his.beloved Jean Paul. 
ttpaid m.y taxes which-gives one a home.feeling,"41 
·Longfellow wrote in his journal upon his return after the 
fourth visit to Europe, and thus did the poet again take up 
the quiet life which he had brolren off eighteen· months be-
40Kellne1r, American Literature,
1
""chap. 5, p, 126. 
41:tongftellow, ·vol. 2, ohap. 23, p. 462. 
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. ' ,'
fore .... LongtellOY! had had little time. to write While he was 
I ,. ' ·, 
· on the final European trtp. There were a tew letters to 
' <•• • ' ' • ' .' ·, : ' '.
friends.and a couple of entries in his journal, but brief 
r ; , • ' '
as this record. is, it is quite ~nough 1n so fer as the . 
fine.1 trip was to influence his future '1r1t1ngs, for Long-
fellow had not, only passed the period of his greatest . 
'productivity but.what writing he did do aftet; this trip 
shows lltt~e influence.·or the v~ait. ' 
The· .trip' had been .undertaken· tor pleasure, but. tl1e 
poet who for several ·years ·had often absented himself'. from 
· public dinners. because or the numerous speeches, he wa.s ca.1i- · 
.ed upon to make at such functions,. found that in Europe, too, 
ha V/9.a to ;pay the penalty of being famous. llis greatest, re-
cept1~n w~s . in Engl~nd; ,and a fe-tf incidents in that: country 
wi11, indicate tht1. manner in wh.1eh the ·po~t was received •. At. 
Cambridge he w~s publicly admitted to the honorary degree of 
' ' 
Doctor of Laws; Oxford ·conferred t~1e D,, C. · L ~, "through 
Lady Augusta ·s,tanley. came an intimation that the .Queen would 
,' . • ' I . • f 
be sorry to have. Mr. Longfellow pass through England v,ithout . 
h~r meeting ~1m;M2 and at the ()l~ae of Q great dinner 1n 
his· honor. at which he had stipulated there should be no 
' < ' ( I • 
.speeches, he was to hea.xa loud calla for. Gladstone who in 
, resP,onse said, '1They-. ffi.he Englia~ -must be pe.rmitted · to 
break through the restrictions which the authority of the~r 
respected host. had,imposed upon.th~m, and to give expression 
.to the feelings which one and all entertained on this 
• 110. - ·. 
occasion. u43 Thus · 1..ri such.f..tl manner passed the days ·or tlle 
~ I ' I 
quiet'" peaoe-;oving man. 
· Italy:. ,too, recognized the genius of. the. poet, 
. although there was less. public recognition. than· iri England.:. 
As. for France, _.his broth~r tells us _that;:. ftThe· Paris ·.of the 
Second Empire had little initi;, literature to interest Mr. 
: t ' ~ ' • ~ 
Longfellow. n44 . But ·what a.bout GermanJ? Oniy a·:p·are mention 
ia .made of the trip up the Rhine. and or the Oerraan. cities 
' ' . ' '•
visited on the return trip· fror.n It.aly. 
-Tha key to .. tihe silenae:on Germany·is ·Pr~bapl;r> 
• ,!, 
found in the reference·:~? ·Fre.i1ca .• >' ·Germatiy:. ·eveti ·nio:ra:, than ·.: 
< • '' I I " • • ~' ' • ' , • •' • J
:France, waa not the country whicb Longfellow had .efl~lial9, 
· visited. The first two visits ,,ere made at· tlie ve1ly end of 
the· "golden. age" . in German 11 te:raturE),. a period v1hi~h had 
. ' 
· e.lso been the ftbloom-time" ot Ge1'*man :romanticism~: : From 1815 
'. to 1848 romanticism. alov;ly · declined{ ·and .after. the le.tte1--· 
date it became history. During this period abou.t twenty 
romanticists d1ed and only one was born. Realism was .on the .. 
e.s,cenda.ney. It we.a .the age of IIeine--the age of the· young 
writers to \~~hom Longfellow had given some attention during 
the third visit in 1842. And it will be recalled that 1t·
was Freiligrath, the young romanticist, and not Heine, · the 
realist, who stood at the head of these poei;s · in the esti-
mation of Longfellow. In the German literature of 1868-69 · 
Longfellow would find little to interest' him.. ·It ,vs.a in the 
works of the romantic German writers that he. read with .
43Longfellow, v_ol •. 2, ch_ap • . 23, 
1
p. 445. 




. , In its political aspect, (lenn.any, too, v1as: a far 
different. land fro~ th~ one ~ongfellow.~e.dknorm in .the 
)~etdelb~rg .days~. In :1833·, .near· the. tinte of ·t~e second visit, 
F-11ussia had formed the Zollverein whi,ch mariked. the first 
step·toward the long sought unification of' Germany. Now in 
1868~69. un1~1cation is almost .at hand. ··Prtiss~a· has~ step by·
step, attained the ascendancy over the otb.er ·oerman states, 
' . ' '
. and the only thing· that ·· 1s ·1a.ck1ng t~ complete ~he uni.f1ca-
. .
I' ' ' • ,
tlo?l. is· an. excuse for Prussia to set herself at the. head of 
. . 
·. the Germe.n ·states. The excuse was soon forthcomi11g; the
.. .Franco-Prussian ·t~lar wns fough:t s.nd unifiea.tion was consum-
mated+
This gr.owing· national spirit bad manifested itself 
·1n. overy phase ·of Germa~ life,· tn1d .it is al111os .. t needless to 
say . that such eontrovers 1es. as . had e. ttended 
I 
the grov1th ot 
. German nat1onalis1n were distasteful .to Longfellow. The age 
I , . , 
· ot roman9e was past; Germany had· cease.d to b.e s., "k1ngdom of 
the air," and. the, age ·of ·Bismarck was at· hand.
·The reaults·of the·German 1nfl1lence may be broadly 
. . . 
swmn.E:>d .up in this. v1ay; . ··The first result of the influence 
manifested· itself tnh:ts choice of su.bjeets for the modern 
~anguage lectures at Iiarvar~:• Six or. the twelve lectures . 
l'1ere devoted to German .writers and·,Ge~an literature., and 
' . ' , .
LongfellGnt1's enthusiasm· for that iiterature· i's probably 
in<;].ioated .quite as much by the following note. in his journal 
-·112 -
. as by·. th~ .numbe1~ of. lectures ·devoted to it: . ff . Exr.unination 
in Modern Languages., The Spanish classes did well; tbe 
Italian not so vtell; the German best of all, as is usually 
the case .. 0 45 
The second resUl t of the ,influence, not second in 
point or time but·second only·as a necessary ~!vision. of the 
results, had a ~ultural aspect. Longfellow, as a ~issiona.1 ... y 
one might say, made the. old wozlld culture accessible not 
alone to the students in i1ia classrooms bu.t to the Ame1.,1can .·
reading publi-o at large •. By writing Hi;eerio~~l he brought 
German romance and beauty into America for the first tim~, 
and to near the end of his life lie was to continue this 
..
cultural aspect of his work by' writing critical a1~ticlas, by
trar1slating poems, .and by compiling all exist: ing translations. 
possible into a convenient and handy form. 
The. third result of the influence lies · in the sub-
stance ,of: his ·11tera1~y compositions.- German life,. German 
people, German institutions, e.11 ~~ to be :f'ound. as. subjects
in his fiction, in his plays, and in his po.ems. 
And the fourth.and by far the 1nost important result 
of the Gcnna.,--i influence lies in the fact that Longfellow be-
came a. poet of romance and sentiment. It was the German
intluencewhioh'go.ve his genius this bent. It is. this qual-
ity in.his work which led Fred Lewis Pattee to declare that 
nTouchLong.fcllowwhe~e you will .and.you will find the 
German romanca. 046 ------------------------------·-45Lo:ngfellow, vol. 2, ohap. 2., p.· 49 •. 
46pattee., Sidelights on American Literature, p. 239. 
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''
John ·L~thr.op llotley :v,a.s. the ·is.st :of' thut gi~oup 'ot 
American men ·c)f ;.letters v1ll6 studi'ecl u t Gottingen in the . 
enrly :part o.f ~he n;neteenth ceritU.l''y.· His name is o1":ten 
ass(?ciatad with Tickno1:-t s., ;Bn:nc1,,oft 1 a, and Everett's because 
his early trainir1g· ansl )-'1~~ s aci;ivi ties in later life quite 
clo?el1 p~ralloled th~11; of these men. But Motley il1 :reali-
. ty belonged to a later generation. P ..t the' ~ime Banc2?ott was·
teaeh:tng at Round H:2.11, 'Motley ·was· o~e .t)f his pupils~-a. pre-
coci.~~s lad oi' ~e?1 who. 'showed marked abilit;y" in languages• 
', • ''t 
Of hi~ worlr' at Round Jiill, ·.Oliver. Wend.ell Holmes. v;rote;. 
I 
n\liihile e.t th~tt SCh~(.)1 he 'rnf.1de: OU ·acciuisit1on ·IUt\Ch less com~
!TJ.':'n then riow' . n knoW1edge 6r t~e G~rman 1onw.ing~ ·. und som~ 
. . . 
: degree of ncqunintan~e with 1 ta 'l1 terntui~e'' unde1') the guid-
anc'e' of one of ,the fe.w · German· scholars this count1?y thel'.l 
possessed, l\ir. George: Ban:or.ott. nl -' 
,• J ,
l\1o,tlay we,;_t to :'E:arva:rd fron1 Round liill •. He entered 
graduated .in 1831, To Harvard h~ brough·t the.: reputation· of 
• ' > : ' > • I 
being an accomplished linguist, ai."1.d ·his familiarity with: 
the German language and literature accounts,. ·no doubt, for 
the t,!io :_;r thr'ee literary:aohievemecnts ill his student ,days 
:which have been .rememberedfl The first of these was n trans-
'. 
lation from Goethe. This t:ranslation Wf.\O. published. 1n ·the 
Hal'vard Oollegi~n. and was Motley' s first appEia1~ru1ce. 111 print.
• • 1 ., • ..... .- m' ...........
lIIolmesJt 'The Writings of Oliver Wend.ell Holmes, . voi. 9, chap. : 
l, P• ~31>'~ (Tl;lis worli!s,reterrea to hereai1;er as "IIolmes.!') 
!" I 
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The second was n speech. on Goo·hhe made af; one· of the college 
exhibitions. · or· this Cogswoll thought so h!T.ghly tllat he· 
hnd it· copied off nnd "sent· to !rfadnm Goethe, who after read-
ing ,.t, .snid, tr wish to fJ88 the first ·bool{ that young man 
will V:~1 te. 'n2 
On n whole Motley' s work at. Hal?VAl."d was not char-
acteristic of the ivorlc or hi1:r mo .. turi ty. He was w:tlful, re-
lied on his o.bility· rather than on industry., and showed no 
tenac1 ty of purpos.e. He, wns .z:usticnted tor ls.ck· 9f: !'eapons_i-
bil:lty 1 s.~.d although he wria elected to P.hi Beta.. Kappa., the
,"• . ' ' .
election was made possible only by th~. suspension of one of. 
the rules.· 
Motley went to Gott1n.gen in 1832~ and'like the 
othe~ Americans ·who preceded him the:rJe, he spent the first 
few ·months studying German und.er Benec~e. As soon aa he 
··gained greater facility with the langu.e.ge, he began to s.t-
. tend the lectures,. his principal interests. being in civil 
· and international law. lle was· not particularly enthusie.stio. 
· about the .University or. the. town,. To his parents he wrote, 
ult ts e.t · all events not worth one.s s while to rema:i.n long 
at Gottingen, because most of the professors who tvere orna-
ments of. the University are dead or :decayed, and the town 
' ~2 
1 tself is. exoess1 v_ely dull. ,w . 
Motley went on several walking tours while· at 
G8ttingen,, But perhaps the most outstanding event there was 
2 . ' '. .Holraos, cha.p. 2, p. 340. 
3cm,tis !> The· Correspondence of ·.John Lothrop Motley, v·o1 ~ 1 • 
. chap~ 2, Pta 25ea .(This ·riork Is rei'er1--ea lonerea.t-:ter as 
"curtis.n) 
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' -, . ~· ,_:, 
tho beg~nning or n1 lifclo11g frienclsh:t~ wi~}\ the' man .?1ho was
. ,•, '. '
later to ·be. the, predominant ft~"U.re in Eiu~ope--Bismarck. 
Trio, other Cten:nnns he nlso oeme to, 'hi-now who became mr1ine:nt ' ,,, ..... 
diplomai:;, and CotL'"'lt. Ror-s1s.nn 'Keyserling. th(, botanist. 
FrO!il Q}:,i:;ttngen -!110tley went to. 3E:l~lin 1 _Wher~e he 
continued l~rw · stv.d1.es tn1d hoard Ss.vign'y lectu.:r.,e_~ There he ' · 
lived in the srune hoi1.se with B:i.sma:rclt, who h~d also gon·e, to
Berli.n to· stu.dy~ Motley rcrrtG.inec.1 in Berlin until 1834, · 
leaving the Uni'7ers1ty at that ti1ne ·to travel in Eu.rope .. 
He ftrst tre.veled 1n Ger~-:any, meet1r~ _among others l1fa.dam
Goethe and Tieck. The meeting with the latter, he said., 
parti.ally_ compensa.ted ·1:or ·his ,disappo:tn.tment in not being 
• • ' ·, ' '
p •
able to·- meet' Goethe,· who ha.d died before ll.otley 1"ea.ohed Ger-
many. ·;Attt=m leaving. Gernio.ny ~·- Motley. tra"1eled in Auatr1~, 
Frs.n~e,, Italy, . and :Gren~ Britain f 01,. n, year bef 011 0 return-,.,. · 
ing home.·: 
·. J4otleY vms in Germany '!'.WlY t:tnie~ during hi~ Hf'e, 
but ·no other pez-iod, there need be singled o'.U,t for apeci.al 
attention:_,exoept his residence in Dresden .from 185f ·to 185~1. 
Findintr thn t be could not prope17ly ,vrite the fl.ise of the 
Dutch Republic 1n Ameries. 11. he d1scnrded all he hnd v.rr~,.tte~:·
and went to· .the ·Low Co,.mtrios, where ~e would have ~co.es.a
to. the libraries e.n.d state doou .. ,uents. He first settled nt 
·Dl.--esden and lRtor at Brusselso . In .both cities Motley de~ 
, I , 
voted his time almost exclusively to the History,, Arm.ed 
. by Ticlmor with letters of 11itrocluction .to those who stood, 
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high in Dresden society, Motley could have moved in the so-· 
ciety of the court had he so desired. Lady B~on once said 
that he resembled·her husband more than any man she had 
.· ever kno~, and Bismarck wrote,. ·nne never entered a drawing-
room without exciting the curiosity and sympathy of the 
ladies."4 NeverthelesSj despite liotleyt s natural qualifi-
cations to enter society; society appealed slightly to him.: 
once or twice he was oblige.d to attend court, and to his 
mother he maote, "These things _a.re.to me so insipid that I 
am unable to extract juice enough out of them to flavor a 
letter with."? And then follows ~ne of 'those ~olortul 
strokes· typical of Motley' s style-, "His ,Majesty is a. mild 
old gentleman, wadded and bolstered into very harmonious 
proportions. · He has e. single tooth worn carelessly on one · 
' ' ' . '
side, which sometimes inteJ?f.eres ,,1th his eloquence."6 
Motley and his wite, thouS~ lea.ding x:a.ther soli-
tary lives in DJ:-eaden, found pleasure 1n going to the 
theater and to the art gallery. For paintings especially 
·Motley had an appreciation and what he called an "unlimited · · · 
iove."7 ·Certain characteristics in Motley•s style have 
often.been compared to:painting, Oliver Wendell Holmes. says,. 
"There is a certain affinity between those sumptuous
1
and 
glowing works of _a~t and the prose pictures of the h1.~tor1s.n · .
who so admired them• He was himself a colorist 1n language, 
and.called up the image ot a great personage or a splendid 
4Holmes, chapo 3, P• 343. 
5curtis, vol. 1, chap. 5t p. 150. 
6J:b1d. 1 P• 150. 
7 Ibid., P• 135. 
•.11'1 -
' ,,
' , ' ' '
pageant' 'of 'thtf 'pe.~t with ~he same· 'affluen~;e;,· 'the'', same :r'tch 
,. Vi:t!llity, that tiOods. arid ''Wal'llls the vast areas' Of C~'ll'aS
;over which the full-fed 'genius of Rubens· dispo:ttted itsel.f . 
·.. iin the' 1UX\lry of imaginative· c~eat1on.tt8 
\',
ot ·all those ·Americans' wh~ studied ,in :Germany· 
; : . thus far considered:,: Mot.~ey \lhq,uestion·abl7 was'· the·· 'least' 
· influenced in bis l~ter w~rk by .that country.· He.·went to 
.. Germany to. study law specifically,'. end ·although he continu-
ed ·to read law after,. he' c·ame bom.e·, he had little· likW:g for 
the. study' ~nd soon gave it up. ent'1r'e1y • 
. ; Motley was ambitious to become a literary man,. 
and\. in. 1839 his first !Ol'k. appeared,. a tlOVel 1n. tw·o Volumes 
· Called Morton 1 s HoJi?e. '!'his work wa~ ·1al'gel~ autob'~Ogl'aphi~ 
·. cal. In 1t are ):qund' the·exper1ences ot the".7011:ng ·motley, 
three·· chl\l'~cters 'lfh6° ~e. '111; Ge~ fri.en~s • BiS~ck, ·; , . 
. . Kan.~ tz', · and Keyserling,: ·~lightl:y disguised,. and his boyhood 
' asp_irations, 11tlung toSether11 ~9.Ys Oliver wendeii Bolmes, 
''"vsith no more regard to· the' unities than a pack of /shuttled
· 'ple.1ing~cards .. n9 · 
.. Morton's ·nope .was an unqua11tied· ·.failure, end tv,o 
7ears later Motley went to Russia to represent .the United · 
States in the d1plomat1cservice• This.work he found un-
congenial end after a .few months returned home,· The trip 
to Russia was not without literary fruits, for u~on his re• 
turn ~o Amer,1ca·Motley contributed two ·articles to the 
. 8Holmes, chap~. 10 1 . Po- 382~ .' ·9·· . . · ' '' . ' · .. Ibid., chap. 4, P• S46o 
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Nor.th :American ·Review· on Russian subjects the. quality .of· · • 
whichindicat~d clearly·tbat·he wa.s·predest1ned to·make:his 
mark es an authoro These articles were followed··by another 
novel, Merry-Mount,; with a New England .setting, the succeas
of which· exceedec;l that or' 14orton• s Ho;ee:. ~t only one point. 
' . . 
The North American Revie,v merely print~d: the. name · of 
?,Iortont a· HOJ2!. under· 1ts '. list of new publications, while to 
' I ' ' ' I
Merry-Mount 1t··devoted nearly ·twenty pages attempting t~ • 
prove that early Massachusetts was .. n.ot the proper setting 
. for a .novelo 
.From this time on to the end of his life Motley 
. .,
'was eithex- engaged in diplomatic service or in writiner 
Dutch history. In the former he was .not partleule.rly.suc-.i · 
oessful;: in.the latter he attained a high degree of success • 
. By. the time he . had begun work on the HistorY he ha~ been to. 
Germany·th.ree times, and although be \V9.S·tO .be· in' that. 
' . . ' '
country·:many more· timea.·.betore the end of his life .the later 
· trips contributed little to his work, save 1n the way of .. , 
afford.in g ma ter1e.ls. 
· 'Only, in the first novel is there an:y reflection 
of the peri.od of study in Germany., Holmes says. of this, 
work,··"In no othex-. of Motley•s. writings do· we get such: an · 
ina_ide view of his character with .. its varied imp~lses, its 
capricious appetites, its unregulated forces,>its impat~ent 
grasp for· all kinds of knowledge.. With' al+, his university . 
experience at homa·and abroad, it might be.said with a 
large measure··o:r ·truth that he was a self-educated man, as 
-,119 • ·::i · 
'' '
·. be' llad _b~en· a iielfwtaugllt. boy."~~ 
·, ·In ·this ·istatement is· perhaps found· the most·vital · 
' . .
contribution which· Gennany made :to :the:. author.· It was·:no't ' · · 
from studie~ .in .law,', but from the pebple·themselves·· that 
:, Motle-:, was' to· gtit the most. ·ue saw .the hun1e.n · side· of Euro~,
. pean lifEf.. .Germany wo.::r still under the· influence· ·or the 
men who·he.dcreated its "golden agen ot literature •. Intel• . . ..
leetuall7 Geman7 was throbbing With 11.fe,' .and the intell~c-
. tual· atmosphere deeply. impres·sed him yet he 'never·· lost hie ·• 
.American p_oi.nt of v,iew. 
' '
' . 
· On the surface. it would.· seem that ?Jfotley•s · methods ·. 
of.i,ese.arch-o:wed·much ~o.h:is:iGe~an1•training, but this seems
' . ' 
not to be the, case• Motleyt S· methocifr of '.work· .. in earl;{ end· ,'..
later life are· well contl"asted by ~Jendell. Phillips who , ·1 • • • •
VJ1--ote· ot Motleyts historical works, "I .did w.onder· at the .
diligence and painstaking, the drud;ery Shown .in his,histor1 .. 
' ' ' '
cal \IJ'orka., In.earl7 ~ife,he,had no industr7, not needing 
it$. tAl~·he: cared, for ·'In:'. it bock he;, caught· quickl:r,••the 
spirit, ·or· it·,· e.nd, all.,his mind ne.eded:.or ·would use. The 
' ' 
quickness of 1 apprehensionwas marvel1oua.nll 
With·: this setting· one,. might·· ms.ke1 out· a ·case ·for 
Germany influ·ence by adding ·the statement· of Bismarck's, '· . 
"With German· thorougbnesa· you have begun with the.Roman·· 
period for .my ·sati·sfe.etion and' that of: my: country people O nl2 . 
' . I • ' ' ~ '•.• ' • 
Or .again the statement 1.of Buth' Putman. t~t: from ·Tieck and.:. 
lOHolmes, cha.pi, 4~ p. · 352. · · · · · 
11Ib' id. . · h · l · · ,.,.r,,4 • , c .. ap., . , P• a.;;, .•
12st •. John M1ldman, John Lothrop Motlez· and His Fatrdlz,· 
chap. 3, P• 67. 
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. ·.other. GermS.\"'l ·schoiars· "he learned ·what .minute. research ·could 
be. n13 But· evidence that, Motley caught ;from · the Germans : .: , 
his later ~~habits ·or· thoroughness, seems: to bEL ~aelting, Ger-
man scholarship no doil.bt . cont~ibuted to the development· of· 
his he.bi.ts, of thorough research, but these habits must have · 
' ' ' , , ' ' ,, .
developed' naturally,ror··the most' part. :Motley•s· novels 
' . . ' ~ ' . ' ' . '
would bave·foz,eshadowed the ~ture painstaking historian 
had they not contained one conspicuous·· ta.ult: "The most . 
' . . ' . .
.. ·· extraordinary anachronisms. in almost: ever.· y· chapter. nl4 ·, Rad. 
' ' 
··Motley· caught from the Germana· habits of accuracy,. he would . 
. . hardly have come· home and produced. ·a;· WOl'k con~picuouo for 
carelessness. 
Motley• s schooling 1n .Germ.any will be remembered
longest b¥ the frien.dship. which he o.nd Bismarck began at .. 
' ' '
that time •. This fr~endship .was ·.continued·to the·····end or 
Motley' s .life_,· and· it is ·hard:ly :reasonab~e to b~lleve· fron.i·. 
the diverse character of -the two men that th~ op.e did not· 
1n any way ·influenoe the other«> Two men eoulq hardly have . 
been farther apart in th&ir theories .or government. · 'l'he .. 
' ' . .
attitude of Motley is well shown when he wr.ote of his first 
Bistorz, "It ten people 1n the .world bate despotis1n .a .lit- .. 
tle .more. and love civil and religious liberty a· little. 
''
better in consequence of w~s.t .· I hev.e wr1 tten, I. shall be 
satisfied. nlS :such an attitude would go far 1.n explaining . · 
Bismarek9sstatement to Holmes: "Pertinacious arguer, ·so 
13oambr1dge History .or American Literature, Part 2, chap. 
lB, P• 133. · . 
l4Holmes,' chap,. 4, P• 352. , 
15st. John M1ld.~n,. Jolm Lothrop Motley end His Fe.milz, 
chap. 31 P• 42. · . . '. . .· . 
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. ' ' . . . . .
. continue a ·diacttesion. on some top1c· of:- science, poetry,. ,or 
practical lifeit cut short by the·chime of.the small hours, 
' '
he .never; lost· ·his . mild and amiable temper. nl6 
·The ·importantpQrt of this i'ifelongfriendship, 
howeyer, was ·that Motl~yt a familiarity ,11th Bismnrclt, en-. 
abled him ·to :eee the mnster mind a.t 11101':\k ·as 110 other man 
, of his time:. · Motley once wro·te that he knew B1s1narck bet• 
ter than Sll'Y: other· man alive:. From ·.this close intimacy ·has 
oome· through their'· correspondenoe·.a teW··.insights 1nto ·the· 
character ,of the. Gernmn which revealed certain unkno,m· 
··:·.traits.:., 
,,1.; ,,,,'
.The results ot HotlEryte: study in Germany may be
.summed· up under 'three po1ntst ·first, he was deeply im-·
, 'pres's~d by the awakened 'intellectual: spirit, retaining at 
. , the' 'same' time h1s native point of ·view;. second., he saw what 
.. minu:te research' w~s, eve~ though his schooling may have had 
little ·to do W1th,ll:1S own pain·s:taking methods; ~d third,, 
. ,,, : ' . ', 
this ··schooling made 
0
possi'bie ·for. him·a close friendship 
with B1smarok, which resulted in a· correspondence that re• 
vealed certain unknown characteristic~ of the master-states-
mnn. o'ther' 'influences there might have be·en and probably 
. . . . .
were. ; '1It is, ff says Bassett, "to be regretted that no a.de• 
q.uate,,biography.of.the man ha~,been written~ The volumes 
• 122·;... 
or , his letters that have bee11. ·publish~d :. seemed. to be more 
. .
conoe:rned>with :show:l.ng ,,hat fine ,.company !fot~ey kept ,than 
revealing .the mtL"1Iler in ·Which: he maste.red .h~s crl!ft. nl7 , , 
And. to ,.this statement may be added thiit Motley cared little 
for that n·fine .company.·" 
';. '• ' J ' L !
17Baasett, The.Middle ~roup of American Historians, ohap. 4, 
P• 224. · 
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